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WHERE ARE YOU?
Keep your airfield recognition up to scratch by giving a name
to this airfield somewhere in Britain. If you don't know it
or guess it straight off, here are' some clues to help you.

• 1liI...·r-J

The name of
The main runway headfngsare:
Customs category 'C'.
the Airport
02/2!J, 14132,08126 and 10/28.
Winter-<lIl request only•
Commandant is: 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - · 1 Summer-available on prior call.
The height of the airfield
J. Jackman,
O.r.C.
is: 34 feet AMSL.
No local pub but dozens
Add the lifeblood of any airportnear at hand in town.
A VTU R, A VGAS 80
and AVGAS 100/130.
The name of the
fuel Installation
The approach and tower
manager is:
frequency Is: 122.1 Mc/s.
Here'. another c1uel
G. Cartalis.
According to a certain popular
Tui, bus and car hire
SO'Rg, you'd be better 'Qff 'here I
readily available.

GOTITym

SHELL·,MEX AND S.P. LID
Ope<a!ora In 'M U.K. ollh. Shell.nd BP
A.lation S«vic••
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CHAIRMAN'S REPORT ON 1964
964 has marked a steady advance in
1
our movement, but its main feature
has been one of preparation for the
gigantic task of organising the 1965
World Gliding Cnampionships at R.A.F.
South Cerney from 29th May to 13th
June next.
A report from the Chairman of the
Organising Committee follows, so here
1 would only like to express my admiration and gratitude to all concerned, both
in the civil and service side of the movement, foOf the efficiency and enthusiasm
with which they are pursuing this enormous task. We shall be hosts to the
entire world of gliding at what will be
the largest international sporting flying
meeting the world has ever seen - the
best scientists, the best pilots and the
most advanced aircraft and equipment
of upward of thirty nations will be at
South Cerney, and amongst other things
we shaH be bringing much foreign currency into the country. This has been
primed by an exceptionally generous
donation from private enterprise - for
the financial assistance from Messrs.
W. D. & H. O. Wills enabled us to
reduce the entry fees to a level which
has undoubtedly increased the number
of entries we have received.
For three weeks our guests from upward of thirty nations will be flying over
and motoring around the length and
breadth of our country, and meeting a
cross-section of the entire population.
It is up to us all to ensure that they will
carry with them back to their countries
a picture of a progressive, kindly people.
So one of our main tasks is in the field
d Public Relations, so that, if a Cornish
flrmer suddenly meets a Russian pilot,
or a Yorkshire miner is asked for help
by an Argentinian, both will know what
it is all about, and realise that they may
for ever after be thought of as the typical
Englishman.
Coming back to 1964, a most important development is the increasing financial assistance we are receiving from the
Department of Education and Sc;ience.
This is described in more detail in the
report from the Chairman of the

Development Committee which follows,
which has done splendid work and to
w.bicb I would draw particular attention.
In many countries wise government is
showing a realisation that, with the
spread of automation and increasing
leisure, it is vital to support -those sports
which give expression to the more
cr~tive and positive sides of the human
character. In this aspect, the sport of
gliding is surely pre-eminent, for more
than any other does it encourage initiative, enterprise, inventiveness, and many
admirable scientific and social qualities.
In this connection, the latest ruling by
the Revenue in relation to the Shaw
Slingsby Trust, which means that it will
no longer be able to give financial support to gliding clubs, surely indicates
tbat the existing law regarding Charities
requires revision. If the State considers
it desirable to support, from Public
funds, creative and educational sports
such as gliding, surely it should encourage support from private sources also.
Perhaps the most permanent monuments to the Trust wilI be the Coventry
Club's new airfield at Husbands 8Osworth, the Yorkshire Club's beautiful
new Clubhouse at Sulton Bank, and the
new Clubhouse and hangar at Lasham,
although many other developments elsewhere will not, I am certain, be forgotten.
In the meantime, the sterling assistance
of the S.B.A.C. Loan Fund continues.
Since it was created in 1961 the Fund
has approved forty loans to gliding clubs
and syndicates to a total of £37,090. 9f
this substantial sum, £22,920 remains fOT
repayment by the borrowers. Tbe loans,
repayable over extended periods with
low rate 'of interest, have help<;d several
clubs with site development .and replacement of obsolete operational equipment
while others have been able to add to
their fleet to meet expanding activities.
as welI as to replace old gliders with new
with the aid of loans. The Fund has thus
made a big contribution to the modernisation and progress of the gliding clubs.
After eighteen years as Secretary,
first with the Kemsley Flying Trust, then
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of the S.B.A.C. Fund, Basil Meads is
retiring in March, and though, of course,
he will go on for many years helping
the gliding movement in other capacities,
you will not want me to let this moment
pass without expressing, on behalf .of
all of us, our grateful thanks to him.
That tbe financial assistance we have
received has been so wisely applied is
due to his clear understanding of, and
sympathy with, us and our affairs.
Finally, to ·complete this extraordinary
picture of Snakes and Ladders, the
Treasury has announced the withdrawal
of the PetTol Rebate scheme, which, by
permitting a partial reduction of tax
on petrol used for pri.vate flying and gliding, undoubtedly increased the rate of
expansion of the movement. It is important to stress that this 'scheme was not
a subsidy,. but a partial reduction of
tax, and the facts show that the amount
of flying increased so rapidly after it
came into effect t'hat the total revenue
paid to the Treasury was substantially
increased.
This. year the support we have gained
fwm the JftpartJl1ent of Education and
Science is just about equal to what we
shall lose from the ce.ssation of the petrol
rebate. and the frustration of the Shaw
S1ingsby Thlst. Public funds have been
provided, private funds driven away.

Committees, Panels and Officials
During the year the following Committees and Panels were set up under
the Chairmen listed below:
AIRWAYS COMMITfEE:
H. C. N. Goodnart.
DEVELOPMENT COMMITTEE:
W. A. H. Kahn.
INSTRUCTORS' PANEL:
Ann Welch.
SAFETY PANEL:
P. Minton.
TECHNICAL COMMITTEE:
F. G. Irving.
WORLD CHAMPIONSHIPS ORGANISING COMM1TTEE:
Ann Welch.
Reports from th~ above Committees
and Panels are pUblished separately.
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B.G.A. BALL COMMIn'EE:
Yvonne 8onham.
C.C.P.R. REPRESENTATIVE:
W. A. H. Kahn.
rLYlNG COMMITTEE:
E. J. Fu.r1ong.
INSTRUMENT DEVELOPMENT
CO'ORDlN"TOR:
R. Brett-Kn0wles.
MA<iAZINE COMMITfEE:
P. A. Wills.
M.C.A. STIINDING JOINT COMMITTEE:
Representat,ives:
P. A. Wills, Ann Welch.
OSTlV REPRESENTATlVE:
A. H. Yates.
ROYAL AERO CLUB AVIATION COMMITTEE:
P. A. Wills, H. C. N. Goodhart.
SITES COMMITTEE:
A. L L. Alexander.
WORLO GI.1DlNG CHAMPIONSHIPS PUBLIC
R,ELIITlQNS OFFICER:
Caroline McQuade.

Finance
To be able to r~coI'<1 a small surplus
in the 1964 accounts is pleasing. This
has been possible because of cost savings
in most of the routine items of administralion expenses and by the cumulative
effect of small but welcome increased
iQl;omes from almost all of the revenue
bearing facilities provided by the
Associal>ion, together sufficient to ·cover
the inevitable deficit ia the operation of
the Coach and Capstan. WOTthy of particular note is the substantial increase
in the subscription value of Sailplane
and Gliding.
The expenses of the appointment of
the Chief Technical Officer are part-way
met by a substantial contribution by
Grant afforded by the Department of
Education and Science, and it is hoped
that by an increase in the charges now
made for technical services and in the
belief that the demand for those services
will continue to increase, the full cost
will be co·vered. The impending increase
i,n postaJcharges and toreseen increases
on other costs are account·ed for in the
budget fOF 1965, and it is confidently
al1licipated that these will be absorbed

by the increased sales of publications
and ('Jther sales receipts resulting from
the upsurge of interest in gliding in the
U.K., which must result from the World
Championships.
Sales continue to increase while costs
of administration are minimised. These
are facts which make possible a suc,cessful financial year, and for which very
great credit is due to the RG.A.s
competent staff.

Flymg Committee
The Flying Committee's bigg,est task
during the year was finalising, after
much discussion and arguments, the rules
for the new Rating List, followed by
tne task of sorting out the performances
of Over 450 pilots, and working out the
figures for the 200 odd who finally
appeared on that Rating List for 1965.
However, the job seems to have been
weU worth while, as there have been
far fewer adverse comments than an any
previous occasion. In fact, there have
been a few congratulations.
Other work consists of sorting out,
examining and making recommendations
to the Council for the following:
1. Annual Awards.
2. The "penalty system" for the
National Competitions.
3. Changes in the Championship
rules.
The Committee is also responsible for
all claims for badges and records, some
of which require careful and detailed
examination in cases of doubt or when
the claim is marginal.
Magazine Committee
'The increasing work involved in the
publication of our thriving journal
made it necessary to increase oUr permanent staff by 100%. Rika Harwood is
now assisted by Miss Osborne, and
"Doc." Slater, Editor for 33 years, must
certainly feel that his life's work has
not been in vain.
Membership
During the year the Devon and Somerset Club became a Full Member. At the
end of' the year ,the Crown A,gents' Club

amalgamated with the RA.E, Club and.
will become part of the Civil Service
Aviation Association (Cis3via).
Membership is now (1963 figures in
brackets):
_
22 (21) Full Clubs.
28 (30) Associate Clubs.
3 (3) Overseas Associate Clubs.
148 (123) Private Owner Groups.
28 (40) Individual Members.
Operations (1963 figures in brackets):,
Civilian Clubs flew a total of 33,121
hours (27,523) from dub sites involving
170,535 launches (152,676).
Club owned gliders total 183 (179).
Privately-owned gliders total 206 (193).
The R.A.F:O.s.A. flew 9,822 hours
62,O~8
launches
(7,306),
involving
(49,914), and the R.N.G.S.A. 1,494 hours
(1,130) involving 9,623 launches (7,416).
Gliding Certificates were issued as
follows:
788 (744)
A and B endorsements
452 (368)
C endorsements
179 (137)
Silver C complete
(1 I)
20
Gold C complete
Gold C distance
13
Gold C height
19
14
Diamond for goal
Diamond for height
3
Osliv
In September, 1964, OSTIV held at
its Research Centre at Varese, Italy, a
coUrse to assess the flying qualities of
several standard class sailplanes. This
was most successful and 10 sailplanes
were evaluated. The results of the 1963
assessment of two-seat~r sailolanes have
now been published. Further ·courses are
planned.
The papers read at the 9th Congress
at Junin, Argentina, are still being published in the OSTlY section of the Swiss
Aero Revue. which Associate Members
receive (28s. per annum to London Gliding Club, Dunstable Downs, Tring Road,
Dunstable, Beds.) and plans are now
nearing completion for the 10th Congress at R.A.F. South Cerney from 3rd
to 12th June, 1965. It is hoped that we
shall be well represented both in the
papers presented and in the discussions
which follow.
In 1954 while the championships were
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With the Beagle Husky, lake-off acceleration is rapid. T r i a / G E
in widely varying conditions have shown that even when
fully loaded, the Husky is airborne after a run of only
175 yds. This abundant power together with full
panoramic visibility makes the Husky ideal for towing either
..
single oris two-seal
Sailplanes.
In harmony
mghi. t h G
aircraft
easy to handle
_•. for
of control and stabililjes has been
achieved to an exceptional degree. Going
gliding? Then get going with a safe,
fast Beagle Husky.

O~IVG

WITH A BEA GLE HUSKY
Ideal for glider towing

BEAGLE AIRCRAFT LIMITED
SHOREHAM AIRPORT
REARSBY AERODROME
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SHOREtiAM.BY·SEA· SUSSEX • TELEPHONE: 2301
. REARSBY . LEICESTERSHIRE· TELEPHONE: 321

gomg OD at Camphill, Osnv met in Buxton. This time we are doing better;
OSTlV and the championships will both
be at South Cerney and we hope for an
excellent Congress.
Sites Committee
The charming little aerodrome at
Land's End is likely to come into use
in the near future. Further east, however, the future of Dunkeswell is still
uncertain, though it is hoped that on
disposal the Devon and Somerset Club
will be able to buy enough to make a
viable permanent site.
The Committee has had an increasing
number of legal problems to deal with,
not least tflat of the monthly member

O.S.T.I.V. NEWS
HE Board of OSTlV met in Zuricl:l
T
from 9th to J Ith February under
the chairmansbip of L. A. de Lange.
CONGRESS AT SOUTH CERNEy.-The
programme for the 10th Congress,
announced in SAILPLANE & GLIDING for
February, p. 11, has been slightly
altered. The Official Opening is on Friday, 4th June, at 10.30 a.m. Technical
Sessi<ms take place that afternoon, on
Saturday and Monday; and on Tuesday
morning, 7th June, rollowed by joint
Technical and Meteorological Sessions
on Tuesday afternoon. The Excursion
is on Wednesday, 9th. Meteorological
sessions are .on Thursday and Friday,
and the General Conference and Closing
Party on Saturday, 12th June.
The Jury for the evaluation of the
best Standard Class Sailplane entered
for the OSTIV Competition will be presided over by Lorne Welch.
It was decided, for technical reasons,
to postpone the meteorological course,
originally proposed for autumn, 1965,
at Varese, to May, 1966. Details wiIl be
fiXed at South Cerney. (The course was
announced in SAILPLANE & GLIDING last
December, p. 492.)
The new OSTlV Publication VII wiIl
be available from the beginning ,of the
Congress, where also other OSTTV Pub-

who fties as a passenger with a club.
It is most important that all clubs,
especially new ones. acquaint themselves with the B.G.A. circulars before
they operate and apply for exemption
m good time from the legislation relating to carriage by air.
Secretariat
Our Secretariat has always been one
to be proud of, but this year has excelled
itself. The amount of work involved
increases by geometrical progression, but
the size of our Secretariat does not they seem to be able to tackle their eonstantly increasing task by ever harder
work and more efficient methods.
P. A. WILLS, Chairman.

lications and "The World's Sailplanes"
can be obtained.
OSTIV hopes that all those interested
in the technical and scientific aspects of
gliding wilI attend the Congress and contribute to the development of the work.

D·S·T"I·V·
Organisation Scientifique et Technique
International du Vol ~ Voile
Individual Associafe Membership of
O.S.T.I.V. is open to glidin9 clubs,
libraries and individuals.
Membership carries a free subscription
to the Swiss Aero Revue and the right
to buy a.S.T.t.V. publications (The
World's Sailplanes, Vols I & 11 and the
proceedings of O.S.T.I.V. conferences)
at considerably reduced prices.

rh. Jol. world ag.nt for " .. ocial. Individual
0/ publications. to

membership and diJlribution

whom all enquiri.s should b. add"...d is

THE LONDON GUDING CLUB,
Duftstable Downs, Bedfordshue.
Telephone DUNSTABlf 63" 19
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HOW TO VISIT THE WORLD
GLIDING CHAMPIONSHIPS
s the Championships approach,
A
. more and more people tell us that
they will be coming. This is wonderful,
but so that visitors can enjoy their time
at South Cerney, with the least frustration to themselves or the competitors,
the following information may be helpful
Competitors will be accommodated
and have their meals on the airfield, as
will the helpers who have applied and
are on the official register. It will not
be possible to provide beds or regular
meals to anyone else, except B.G.A.
invited guests. This is not through unwillingness, but simply tbat accommodation and mess rooms are already full.
Unrestricted numbers of people wanting to eat can do little except make life
difficult for the competit·ors, who are
our guests.
For those who wish to come and visit
the. Championships, either for a day
or for a longer period, these are the
arrangements.
I. CAMPING.-There will be a field
opposite the airfield where people
associated with the Championships,. or
who are members of gliding clubs, can
put their own tents or caravans. On
arrival they will have to produce evidence that they are connected with the
Championships, or show their club
membership card. The site charges will
be £1 for a caravan, 10s. for a tent, and
Ss. for a one-man tent, for a stay of
any length between 2200 May and 13th
June. The field will not be open outside
these dates except for the siting of vans.
To enter the airfield itself, campers must
possess a Visitor's Badge. Campers must
leave their cars on the camp site, or in
the Public Enclosure, and not bring
them on to the airfield.
2. VISlTORS' BADGES.-Visitors' Badges
will entitle the holder to enter the central
operations area but not go inside the
perimeter track without special permission. They are available only to people
connected with gliding 01' their friends.
Club membership cards, or equivalent
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evidence, should be carried. Badges will
cost 25. 6<1. a day, or £1 for the period.
A number of season ticket Badges will
be supplied free in advance to gliding
clubs, exhibitors and others. They cannot
be bought from the RG.A. office. Campers can buy them when checking in with
the Camp Warden on arrival, or they
can be obtained via the Public Enclosure
after 29th May. .
3. PUBLIC ENCLOSURE.-This will be
open from 29th May-13th June. Entry
charges will be 2s. 6<1. for a day ticket,
and £1 for a season tickeL Gliding
people turning up for the day who do
not possess a Visitor's Badge must enter
through the public enclosure, and then
go to the Transfer desk, where they will
be provided with a free one, and shown
through to the Central Area. Their cars
must remain in the public enclosure.
4. VISITORS BY AIR.-Visitors flying
in, whether by powered aircraft or glider,
must telephone South Cerney Tower
(Cirencester 502) beforehand for permission to land. This will not normally
be given between 09.00 and 18.00 hours.
Immediately on arrival they must book
in at the Tower and buy Visitors' Badges
at Zs. 6d. each. There will be no landing fee. R.A.F. Kemble (Cirencester
650) will be available p.p.o. Monday
to Friday for pilots coming to the Championships who are not permitted to land
at South Cerney.
5. In the public enclosure and central
clRENasnR Cent.. of 1965 World Championships

The Historic Kino's Head Hotel
This <:OlPfortable***A.A. &: R.A.C. botel
offers a warm welcome to overseas visitors.
45 bedrooms .11 with radio, many witb
priVale hathrooms. Spacious lounge., T.V.
room, cocktail and other bar"

AWARDED ROSETTE; FOR FOOD AND
RESTAURANT STANDARDS.
Mealo served up ;to 22.00 hr•• by cheerful
and efficient .tall.
Tel. 1543

area it will be possible to buy snacks
and refreshments, but tbere wiJI not be
a restaurant. There wilI be a shop for
campers.
Glidin,g people who wish to camp at
the Championships are asked to inform
the B.G.A. in advance so that a place
can be reserved for them. If they· wish
to help, they should apply to the B.G.A.
without delay, as there are now practically no jobs left unfilled. It will not
be possible to arrange jobs for people
turning up at weekends; and those Without Official, Guest or Visitor badges
will not be allowed in the central
operations area. Gliding visitors are
asked, if possible, to avoid coming early
in the practice week, as !;lot only the
competitors, but the organisation itself
is settling in.
Hotel accommodation can be arranged
through Thos. Cook, Berkeley Square,
London, W.l., who are in touch with
local hotels.
ANN WELCH
Acknowledgments. -The following further donations and offers of equipment
are gratefully acknowledged:-

DONATIONS FROM:

Calt,ex Services Ltd.
Humphrey Dimock
J. de F. Thompson
John Firth
Laarbruch Gliding Club
~aul Morgan
Royal Aero Club
Richard G. Sheperd
Society of British Aerospace Companies
EQUIPMj;NT FROM:

British Ropes Ltd.
Caltex Services Ltd.
FOR THE BRITISH TE.~M:

Austin Reed Ltd.
Sq. Ldr. G. MeA. Bacon
Elliots of Newbury.
Ford Motor Co. Ltd.
Irving Airchutes of Great Britain Ltd.
Marks and Spencers Ltd.
Pye (Cambridge) Ltd.
Slingsby Sailplanes Ltd.
Venner Accumulators Limited

'~gliding

types"
always warmly welcomed here
Alton's Large and Newest Hotel,
19 Modern Bedrooms, Licensed
Restaurant ,and Club Bar. Moderate
Terms, Bed and Breakfast 22/6 -

30/Alton. Hampshire Telephone 2369

ALTON
HOUSE
HOTEL

COOD PARKING

Run by a "Gliding Type" at Lasham
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FLYING IN ENGLAND
By DEREK PIGGOTT

have been invited to write a few notes
IEngland
_ for the help of those pilots vwting
for the first time.
The most striking and interesting feature about fiying over this country is
t~e great variation in both the countryside below and the soaring conditions
which occur in the course of any long
flight.
Tbe Weather
Besides the possibilities of rather
rapid changes in the general weather
situation and the local effects of the
clouds over-<leveloping and causing a
temporary lull in the soaring conditions
it is necessary to bear in mind the prob~
able influence of the coastlines and the
effects of sea breezes.
If the prevailing wind is blowing
from the sea, the soaring conditions
within 30 miles of the coast are usually
poor with a low cloud base, and only
~eak tbermals. On these days, gradual
Improvement occurs towards mid-day,
but then the sea breeze begins to blow
and this reinforces the prevailing wind
and brings cooler and more stable air
inland. Fortunately there is generally a
marked improvement in the thermal
strength and cloud base further inland,
and after a difficult start in conditions
which look almost hopeless, very long
flights are frequently ma~
Helpful sea-breeze effects usually
occur when the general wind is blowing
off-shore or has a slight off-shore cam.
ponent. However, they are only useful
if they are recognised or if they lie
along the path of the flight. It is very
easy to fly through the front into the
sea air without realising what has
happened. This usually ends the flight.
When there is no cloud, the sea air
can often be detected by the marked and
sudden drop in the visibility and by
indications on the ground of the change
i!1 wind direction and strength. Sometimes the boundary of the sea air can
be clearly seen as a bank of haze
against the sunlight and then it can be
treated like a hillside for slope-soaring.
The line of the front(s) is usually
911

marked by the much lower cloud base
and the characteristic wispy appearance
of the cloud. Often the lift is too
narrow for circling but it is possible to
cruise along the lift at bigh speed.
Alth0l;lgh the sea-breeze front may be
some miles out to sea if tbe prevailing
~ff-shore wind is strong, on most days
It moves slowly inland during the afternoon. Distance flights towards a coastline (for example South Cerney to
Great Yarmoutb), or in particular along
peninsulas like Cornwall or Kent. may
therefore, be stopped by the sea-breez~
front. On these occasions the distance
covered will depend almost entirely on
how far the sea air has had time to
advance before the glider reacbes it.
Useful lift may be found at the seabreez~ ~ront .up to dark, particularly if
the air IS mOist enough to form a cloud
street along it.
Flying from South Cerney, a seabreeze effect may move up the River
Severn valley eastwards so that toward~ the evening, a fin;t glide ba~k to
the airfield from the east will be against
an unexpectedly strong headwind.
ALL OVER THE WORLD

4,000
COSIM VARIOMETERS
ARE NOW IN USE

National &,. International Records
"Cook" Compasses with pivoted
mounting
"Cook" Electric VariometeJ's
"Irving" Venturis & Water Traps
"Burton" Total Energy Units
"Cosim" Best Speed SCllle
Holders
a..Im fr_

Cobb-Slater lost CO. Ltd.
"COSIM" WORKS, DARLEY DAtE,
MATLOCK, DERBYS.
Telephone 0..1." 0.10 2138

-

Soaring Conditions
On most good days in May, the thermals would start about 10 a.m., and become strong enough for continuous soar·
ing by about 11 a.m. The base of the
cumulus rises from about 2,000 feet at
first to about 3,500 feet by mid-day.
Conditions may continue to improve
until about 4.30 p.m. The cloud base
may reach 4,500 or 5,000 feet. Usually a
gradual deterioration sets in, until by
6.30 or 7 p.m., there are very few, if
any, thermals left.
Over hills and in the lee of the
mountain areas, wave lift is common
and there are many small ridges and
slopes which can be used far slopesoaring if the thermal conditions let you
down.
Poor conditions are frequently to be
found in the lee of the large industrial
cities like Birmingham and Sheffield,
where the smoke reduces the visibility
and cuts off the sun's heating. Otherwise the' conditions are much as you
would expect anywhere in the world,
poor in the damp low-lying areas and
river valleys, and best over well-drained,
high ground.

Field Landings
Pilots coming from countries where
the winds are always light will need to
pay much more attention to the wind
strength and direction for field landings.
Most of our fields are too small to
allow for a safe downwinCl landing, and
'since the winds may vary considerably
during a flight, it is not good enough
just to remember the wind direction at
take-<lff. In particular, the wind direction may be completely reversed at the
sea-breeze front or near larger cumu·
Ius or cumulo-nimbus clouds. Of course,
approach soeeds need to be considerably
faster landing against a strong wind ,to
allow for the effects of the wind gradient.
It is impossible to generalise about the
size and suitability of the fields for
landings. Most of the country is not
flat, and special care is essential to assess
the slope of the ground before selecting
a field. It is vital not to attempt to
land down even a slight slope. Slopes
are easiest to detect by flying well to
one side of the field to see the whole lie
of the land. Any slope which is obvious
from directly above is probably danger'
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ously steer for any landing. Large
numbers 0 small fields are usually an
indication of rough or hilly ground.
(Further advice on landing in fields
in this country is included in both
my own book, "Gliding", and in "The
Soaring Pilot", by A. and L. Welch and
F. G. Irving.)
At the time of the Championships', the
main cereal crops should be about
10·18 inches high (25-46 cm.). Although
landing in growing crops should be
avoided, there is not likely to be serious
damage to either the crop or the glider
if a landing has to be made. Usually
there are plenty of grass fields where
no damage or inconvenience will be
caused by your landing.
Most farms have several grass fields
for their cattle and it is wise to avoid
landing in a field with animals in it.
English animals behave quite normally.
Cows eat wing-tips and tails, horses
panic, and sheep always manage to be
so the way for a landing. Look very
carefully for signs of electric fencing,
which can cause considerable damage
to a glider. Sometimes the line of a
fence can be detected by the difference
in the colour of the grass where the
cattle have fed, but since these fences
llsLlally consist of thin steel posts and
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a single strand of wire, they are very
difficult to see until the final stages of
the approach. Many of the grass fields
are cut for hay at this time of year
and these can be easily identified from
the air by the streaky lines Qf hay left
in the sun to dry. They are good landing
areas.
There are very very few fields which
do not have some proper form of gate
and access to a road, so the choice of
a field is seldom dictated by retrieving
problems. Almost all English roads have
telephQne or light p<>wer wires along
them. creating a high obstruction on
the approach, an<l in many parts of the
country these cables run across fields and
are difficult to see from the air.
Another rather unique hazard is
"ridge and furrow". This is a relic of
mediaeval times when the land was
farmed in narroW strips with ditches in
between. These fields - have a series of
smooth undulations pitched about 20 feet
apart and about 2 feet high. Particularly,
if the grass or crop is long, the ridges
may be almost invisible until the final
approach, and a safe landing can be
made only along the line of the ridges.
There are large numbers of deserted
and disused airfields which are no longer
marked on the air maps. These can be
very confusing for map-reading, particularly when flying over the Midlands
and Eastern England. In many cases
these airfields have long runways which
may be obstructed with fences or ditches.
It is unwise to make a landing on them
without taking a careful look at the
chosen area first.
British Gliders
The types of gliders on loan to competitors are perfectly straightforward to
fly in all respects. Most of them will
have British instrDments, 'and these are
calibrated in knots for airspeed and feet
fOf height.
The stalling speeds of the Skylark 2,
3 and 4 and the Olympia 463 are
between 30 and 33 knots, and this gives
a comfortable circling speed of between
38 and 45 knots. There is a clear stallwarning buffet and no vicious tendency
to drop a wing at the stall.
However, they all have very powerful
airbrakes and, if you have been used to
sp<>ilers, you will need to take care to
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maintain ample speed for the approach,
particularly in a high wind. A minimum
of 50 knots is needed in all these types
of glider in a light wind. and at least
55 knots if the wind is more than about
15 knots.
The handling and performance characteristics of the Olympia 463 are rather
similar to the Ka-6. Care is needed
taking off and landing in crosswin<ls
because t,he wheel is well forward and
there is a tendency for the glider to
swing into wind.
All these gliders are Semi-Acrobatic
Category and are cleared for cloud fiying and srinning.
"None 0 ,these gliders is equipped for
Static-line Parachutes.
Lasham Gliding Centl'e
On your way to South Cerney you
may pass close to our Gliding Centre.
which is between Alton and Basingstoke
and about halfway between London and
Southampton. If you are arriving in
England before the Official Practice
Week at South Cerney. you will be
very welcome at the Centre. Gliding
goes on intensively every day and there
are four towing aircraft in addition to
car launching. Our sleeping accommodation is very limited but you will be
welcome to camp here, or stay in the
nearby towns. and we now have a fine
clubhouse, bar and good food. During,
the week-days there should be ample
launching facilities for test flying or
wactice, but at week-ends t~e Centre
is always very busy and a certam amount
of waiting for aero-tows is inevitable.
We are hoping that quite a number
of teams will call in and fly with Us
and that our members will be able to
provide some friendly competition.
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Of ....obatic.....you will be given tuition and r.ciTirie-s 10
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"sic Cou,.. lOt gM.
Write for full det.ils to J
C. P. GILLlAM
Course Slcrel.ry, Lond's End G.F.C.,
I, Tbl V.IIIY, Porfhcumo. '.nzlnc•..

WORLD OUT-AND-RETURN
Omi,lrama-Dillon Cone and Bac:k--16O mites
By S. H. GEORGESON

The following account of the longest wave flight yet carried out in a glider
brings out vividly two points especially worthy of note. The first is the extremely
specialised knowledge needed, not only of wave flying, but of the particular wavesystem which the pilot is using. The second point is the invaluable use of radio,
not only between the pilot and the ground, but also between him and other pilots
flying the same system on the same day. Without in the least detracting from
Dick Georgeson's extraordinary feat, he would 1 am sure agree that his success
was a truly co-operati~'e one, alld the skill alld encouragement of several others
both ill thi air and on the ground was an essential part of it.-PHiLIP WiLLS.
N the night of 5th January the
O
weather forecast appeared to offer
promise for the 6th, and with this in
mind, five pilots prepared themselves
and their aircraft for the following day.
Eric Meredith in Skylark 31', Errol Carr
in Skylark 2, Geoff Ferner in Sagitta,
were trying for declared Gold Distance.
Bruce Gillies had at the back of his
mind an
out-aDd-return f1i~ht of
360 miles, but was down cQuntry back at
his office in Oamaru. and for the moment
was out of the running. and myself
460-mile out-and-return with the hope
of securing a World Record.
The next day the forecast was for
westerly conditions prevailing over the
whole country and as far north as Gisborne, but with a cold front approaching
North Otago late afternoon from the
south-west
The plan for Bruce and myself (if the
cold front was to arrive in daylight) was

to abandon our turning-points and try
for free distance, which, if we reached
the East Cape beyond Gisborne,. would
give us a World Distance Record by a
very small margin. After my poor decisioll-making at the New Zealand Championships at Masterton, I began to wonder if I could ever make correct decisions again, and when I took off at
10 o'clock I made a mental note that
each move must be considered carefully
before it was executed, and I think this
action saved the day for me. The Dart
was fully laden to maximum permissible
weight, with two cylinders of oxygen,
food and wa1€r, sleeping bag, and warm
clothing to c"Qver an emergency should
one be forced down in inhospitable
country.
_
Since taking delivery of my Dart in
September, I had completed nearly 100
hours' flying, so felt completely at home
in the aircraft.

The Canterbury and Sowh Canterbury Gliding Clubs' T-49's at Omarama.
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NEW ZEALAND
SOUTH ISLAND.
WORLD rmORD
OUT·ANO·RHURN

S. H.GEORGESON
IN ·DAFlT·

&.1.65
H
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Our club Piper towed me to the Lindis
Road turn-off about 10 miles west of
the camp. where I released at 3,500 ft.
above the field. This tow west would
give me a few more extra miles in the
event of trying for free distance, but put
me in a tricky position to catch the
wave. An hour and 20 minutes after
release the wave was reached just as
the valley became filIed with cloud.
Errol Carr, who had been towed off to
the same place, managed to get dear
and was also on his way. The Omarama
Basin was rapidly filling up with cloud,
but on calIing up over the radio for
a witness. club members were able to
see me pass over the field at 12,000 ft.
About this time. Bruce Gillies was
seen to arrive. immaculately dressed
from his office and looking completely
out of place in the dust and heat of
Omarama. His Skylark 4 was dragged
through the creek at such speed as to
Pr.pduce a bow wave. With shaking
hands he was observed to take his
official photographs and within a few
minutes was piled in his glider, complete with cameJ'as, food. sleeping bag,
emergency rations and heavy, warm
clothing, and as he shut his canopy he
shouted: "Drag me into wave . . .!"
and was launched. It was a great morale
boost from my point of view to have
Bruce in the party. Being an expert
mountaineer and with terrific knowledge

of westerly weather, his radio l;omments
would be invaluable to us all.
The next half hour found five sailplanes in the area between Benmore and
Lake Tekapo, but with Bruce Gillies
further to the west and a bit further
north. Lenticulars were producing about
4/8 cloud cover, and the rate of climb
was not as high or as broad as normaIly
expected in good wave conditions, and
this feature lasted throughout the day.
Eric Meredith and myself met each
other for a few minutes and then lost
each other and again met over Tekapo,
and this time we lost each other for
good.
At about 12.30 Bruce Gillies announced over the radio that he was
leaving the western area near Mount
Cook (which was now almost 8/8 cloud
cover) and coming back down wind. J\t
this stage I was over the Two Thumbs
and suddenly saw, 1,000 ft. below, a
blue sailplane, which I recognised to
be Brece. It is amazing how one meets
gliders for a few seconds in the remoteness and vastness of the mountain and
wave panorama. Here we agreed that the
correct thing to do was to build up as
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Leaving the last of the big l.enticulars: 19.00 hrs. and 50 miles to go.
much height as possible. Bruce decided
to keep to his western track inland and
I push down-wind and try and work the
Nor'-West Arch itself, which I could see
running up the Canterbury Plains for
probably 150 miles. Eric Meredith had
reached 20,000 ft., which I estimated
the lowest height needed to contact the
Nor'-West Arch itself. EITol Carr was
coming along quietly and steadily, but
Geoff Ferner - our wonderful camp
doctor - was having trouble in getting
sufficient altitude - probably through
the narrowness of the wave.
An hour later found us all creeping
north, Bruce still to the west and myself
at 18,000 ft. over the Ashburton River.
Progress was disappointingly slow and
it looked as tbough the distance attempt
would be out. 14.40 found me at the
Balmoral Forest, Bruce's turning point.
The radio chatter showed that Errol
Carr was making good progress and felt
he would reach his goal and that Eril:
Meredith had lost contact with the wave
104

and was going to have a struggle. Geoff
Ferner, in the Sagitta "Charlie Whiskey",
was no longer to be heard, which made
\is rather fear he may also have lost the
wave and was probably down. Bruce
was stiJl to the west and getting ready
to run in and take his turning-point
photograph.
At 15.00 I was over Hanmer and preparing to make my run in to DiUon
Cone and take the photogra9h. It
appeared as though the Nor'·West Arch
broke off and went out to sea and that
the lenticulars between Hanmer and
Blenheim were almost non-existent. I
was now in radio range with the North
Island boys, who were busy flying in
the Wairarapa waves. They tried to persuade me to continue on, but my progress to date had been far too slow to
have any hope of being able to try for
the World Distance Record. Apart from
this. there appeared to be a gap of 100
miles where conditions did not look
particularly good, including the crossing

of Cook Strait. I therefore decided to
gamble on being able to get back to
Omarama before dark or before the cold
front arrived.
I decided to climb to 25.000 ft. before
making my run in. Here I remember
saying to myself ... "One mistake now
and you will ruin the whole thing ......
and It is just as well I did climb to this
height. as it cost me 15.000 f1. to get
myself into position. take the photograph and get re-established in the wave.
Tb~e great heights don't really mean a
thing in wave. as thousands of feet can
be lost in a few moments. As a reminder
of this. I heard Eric's comments over
the radio that he was hill-soaring at
about 500 ft. about 10 miles south of
his goal, having lost his whole 18,000 ft.
some 30 miles south of his goal. It was
most exciting hearing of his struggle.
thinking he had lost his goal and
declared distance, when he suddenly
caught a thermal and realised he was
going to make it.
Erro'l Carr in the little Skylark 2 had
flown .carefully and ste,adily the whQle
way and arrived about 10 ITIinutes earlier
than Eric at his destinatiO'n.

Having taken the photograph of Dil·
Ion Cone after an awful struggle with
the camera and aircraft. I started trying
to re-establish myself in the wave system. The country to the west was most
inhospitable and therefore I chose to
try and pick up lee waves to the south.
Little wisps of clOUd, which indicated
wave, were not effective, and I had a
horrible feeling I was going to have to
land with Eric and Errol. However,
after returning as far as Hanmer, I
then proceeded west and over the cap
cloud and obtained my first indication
of lift at 10,000 ft. I was fortunate
enough to recognise it as jumping wave
and kept pressing forward. I eventually
arrived about 15 miles west of Hanmer
and was able to establish myseU in good
wave under a cirrus lenticular. By this
time Bruce bad photographed his turning-point and was SO miles ahead of
me on the way home.
After about an hour I was as far back
as Lees Valley. put making very slow
progress. Bruce had pressed well inland
and a.rrived at the head of Lake Tekapo'
and he said he felt. given reasonable
luck. he would get home. but was very
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worried about the appro'aching high
cloud from the south-west. I, too, had
seen this and felt that the front was
going to reach Omarama before I could
return, Phil Howell, who had been on
the radio in Christchurch receiving an
our messages and getting us cleared
through the air lanes, rang the weather
office, and our good forecasting friend,
R.ay Smith, advised that the cold front
couLd reach Omarama by 18.00 honrs.
As the time was about 17.00 hours, I
realised there was no hope of doing this
and began to think I could consider
aband()ning the flight and landing at
"Camla", Gerald Westenra's farm, and
indulge in a few drinks and exciting
yarns of gliding., which suddenly felt
more desirable than sweating out where
I was. However, Bruce and Phil would
hear nothing of this and told me to keep
it up. I had been on oxygen altogether
for 6 hours and was beginning to fecI
that a cup of tea would go well. Anyway I followed Phil's advice and kept
pressing south.
Suddenly, away in the distance under
the cloud, I could see dimly the profile
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of Burke's Pass and, away beyond, the
sun was shining through a gap in the
cloud which reflected the new lake of
8enmore produced by the Benmore
Hydro-Electric Scheme. This gave me a
terrific thrill. as it was only about
10 miles down wind from Omarama,
and although it was still 80-odd miles
away, it gave me hope and encouragement.
At this stage there were three paramount fa.ctors which absorbed my full
attention. One was the approaching
darkness, the second the approaching
front and the third was the concentration on flying, which was devoted to
the A.S.!., vario and altimeter. The
procedure was to try and guess where
lee waves would lie and then, by alterin!: course slightly into wind, try and
increase the lift, and if this didn't work,
alter course to allow the aircraft to
drift back into where one imagined the
wave was lying. This gave a snake-like
course, but for a number of hours
helped to reduce sink from time. to
time and allow one to keep pressmg
forward. During the last 1t hours of
the flight I had to abandon this technique and resort to climbing when one
found good lift and then pressing off
at 80-90-100 knots to the next anticipated wave.
At 19.00 hours Bruce called up to say
he was over the airfield at Omarama,
and that although there was extensive
~oup, I had every chance of getting in,
and to keep it up, as the front had not
yet reached the field. By this time I
was creeping across the Fairlie Basin and
gening desperate, owing to the slow
speed. It was here that I concentrated
on the climbing and diving technique.
The excitment of the flight was reaching a peak and I noted in my flight log
that the "strain was hell". The sky
looked reasonable, but the approaching
front and darkness were giving me ooncern as the forward speed was inadequate. However, climbing and diving
improved the situation. I eventually
arrived over Lake Benmore at 19.30
hours, managed to climb up the fai:c of
a lenticular and peer over the next wave
into the Omarama Basin, I called Helen
on the radio and she advised me that,
aJthough the Basin itself was 8/8 cloud,

Photo taken by Dick Georgesoll at 19.50 hrs. over Lake Benmor-e. Tire final glide
has s'larled and Ihe Omarama Basin can just be seen over tire cloud to the left
of tire picture.

there was a break in the r;louds in front
of the Benmore Range. I put the speed
of the Dart UP to 100 knots, s.ailed
across the top of the next lenticular, but
before reaching the hole, I sank into the
cloud. I knew it was just a matter of
time before I reached the gap and,
sure enough, the road to Omarama
showed up beneath . .A few minutes later
and I was over the field.
AJI the strain gOne, I began to
appr,eciate the thrill of having arrived
and felt fit enough to indulge in some
aerobatics. It is on these occasions, when
a pilot is tired, that trouble ,can happen,
and caution made me stop the spin
earlier than I normally would have,
which was just as well, as my clumsy
flying boot got jammed under the rudder
pedals and it just took a second or two
to get the situation sorted out.
On landing, the whole camp turned
out, complete with Bruce GilIies, and
we really felt that we had done something worth while. As we put the won-

derful little Dart into the trailer, darkness began to close in and the first few
spots of rain began to fall.
Comparing this flight with the previous
out-and-return record done in the Skylark 3F, it is interesting to note that,
from the pilot-fatigue point of view, the
last flight was by far the more comfortable. 1 was in the air 8 hours 45 minutes
for the first flight and 10 hours 2 minutes
for the Dart. On the first occasion I
was completely exhausted, absolutely
fro;zen stiff and barely able to walk.
This occasion I w,as relatively fresh,
was watm the whole flight, although the
NItside temperature at times was down
to -32 ·C., and was physically in very
good shape. The average speed for the
first flight was 50 m.p.h. from crossing
the starting line io landing, and on this
occasion 55 miles per hour. Bruce Oillies in his Skylark 4 averaged 50 m.p.h.
for the 360 miles. Wc bpth felt that the
Dart was the machine for these eondi,tions.
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POST-WAR WORLD CHAMPIONSHIP
ENTRIES AND WINNERS
1948, Switzerland, 7 conte!t days
37 entries, one class
Won by SWEDEN
Per-Axel Persson in Weihe

1950, Sweden, Cl contest days
29 entries, one class
Won by SWEDEN
Billy Nilsson in Weihe

1952, Spain, 5 contest days
39 Single-seaters won by
GREAT BRITAIN
Philip Wills in Sky
17 Two-seaters won by
SPAIN
Juez/ Ara in Kranicb

1954, Great Britain, 4 CODtat days
34 Single-seaters won by
"FRANCE
G. Pierre in Breguet 901
9 Two-seaters won by
'YUGOSLAVIA
Z. Rain/B. Komac in Kosava

1956, Fra'DCe, 6 contest days
45 Single-seaters won by
U.S.A.
Paul MacCready in Breguet 901
13 Two-seaters won by
GREAT BRITAIN
Nicholas Goodhart/F. Foster in T-42

1958, Poland, 6 contest days
37 Open class won by
GERMANY
E. Haase in HKS-3
24 Standard class won by
POLAND
Adam Witek in Mucha Standard

1~, Gennany, 6 contest days
20 Open class wQn by
ARGENTINA
Rudolt Hossinger in Skylark 3
35 Standard class won by
GERMANY
Heinz Huth in Ka-6

1%3, Argentina, 7 ,contest daYs
25 Open class won by
POLAND
Edward Makula in Zefir
38 Standard class won by
GERMANY
Heinz Huth in J,(a-6
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PLACINGS IN PREVIOUS WORLD CHAMPIONSHJPS
Pi/at

I Makula
4 Harrold
~ J)ommisse
6 Rodling
7 Nietlispach
10 Johnson
12 Veretennikov
l~ Hossinger
16 Reid
18
20
21
22

Ulbing
Stoufls
Yeates
Webb

COllnl"

Poland
Rhodesia
South Africa
Sweden
SwitZerland

1963

1960

1938

I-{)
32-S

2-0
1(}-s

S-{)

-

3s-{)

18-S

1~

-

-

4-0

IS-{)

~-o

1-0

-

U.S.A.
U.S.S.R.

-

Argentina

Australia

20-S

AUllria

12-0
27-S
9-S

Belgium
Canada
Canad..

I

-

Ss-24

-

-

Ss-18

Ts-12

2-<>

-

'Is-I
55-13

Ss-I 2

Ss-34

-

-

Ss-7

'Is-Il

Ss-32

&--29

SS-{)

-

9-0

KunlZ
Wm;iid1SOtl
Goodhart
Bar
Mber

Great Britain

39 Veraani
41 Ordelman
42 GeDrgeson

Italy
NetHerlands
New ZcaJaJ>d

24-5

--

--

--

GCnmlny West

I-S
15-5

3-5
7-0

16-0
4-5

I-S
13-0
28-5
21-5

-

31-5
23-5
2-0

2(}-S
18-5

~I

Huth
Oeane-Drummond
FiluPP\lsson
Pronzati
Brigliadorl

63
67
69
72
73

van Bree
Johannessen
Popiel
Peruon
Silesmo

Netherlands
Norway
Poland
Sweden

74
76
81
83
85
86

RilZi
Schreder
Stepanovic
Rowe
WOdI
Frilz

Switzerland
U.S.A.

87 Cart'gny
88 Baeke
90 Mix
Mestan
91 Mareeek
92 Sejstrup
93
94
95
96
97

Btaes
Horma
Wiitanen
Lacheny
Henry

Great Britain

Iceland
Italy
ttaly

Sweden

Yugoslavja
Australia
Austria
Austria

-Belgium

Belgium
Canada
CzeChoslovakia
Czechoslovakia
Denmark
Denmark
Finland
Finland
France
France

'Is--!

-

30
31
32
37
38

54
57
60
61

Ss-14
55-8

-

26-0
33-0

CZe<:hoslovakia
Denmark
Fnlllee
Germany West

Israel
Israel

19S2 I95019-48

I

-

23
24 Jensc.n
28 Wei..
29 Sp30ig

Germany West
Great Britain

19~

14-0

-

7-0
17-0
8-Q
11-0
18-Q
28-5

-

--

IS-{)
3-0

-

7-0

-

4-Q

12-0
25-5

3-Q

22-5
26-5
16-0

-

20-0
5-5
8-8

20-0

16-S
21-S
21-S

-

-

-

I(}-S

21-5

2-S
14-5

Ss~12

5s-30

8-5

'Is-2

-

-

16

6

I

9-S

--

4-5

5s-25

3-0

12-0
17-5

22-5
3-S

14-5
2-5
6-0

19--S

-

Ss-27

o=

~ class; S = Standard class; Ss = Single-seater; 'Is ~ TWC>-5ea(ers.
~nJy p,lot. who have flown before 196~ in World Championships have been listed; the first column
gives the contest numbers for 196~.

NOTE.-Each country has the right to change any of its pilots before 29th May.
Table by Rika Harwood
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PILOTS FLYING IN THE OPEN CLASS
I. Edward Makula, 35, Poland, Zefir 3.
1650 gliding hours since 1946, 7th 1964 nationals.
Makula is defending his title as Open class champion. He came to England in 1964
to crew in the British nationals for a Polish team. He has been a national record
holder ten times and world record holder once. He has an engineering degree and
teaches at a technical college. He also flies aeroplanes and helicopters.
2. JIID Wroblewski, 24, Poland, Zefir 3.
980 gliding hours since 1956, 3rd 1964 and 1st 1963 nationals. First entry.
Jan is one of the younger pilots to fly and has various national and world records
to his credit. He studies at a Technical College.

3. Raymond P. Smith, 46, Rbodesia, Skylark 3F
250 gliding hours since 1960. 6th 1964 nationals. First entry.
He has one national record to his credit He also instructs and is a power pilot. His
interests include photography. Company Director.
4. E. Jim Harrold, 47, Rhodesia, Skylark 4.
750 gliding hours since 1937, 2nd 1964 nationals.
Jim came to England in 1960 before going on to the 1960 World Championships in
Germany. He is an instructor and power pilot. His hobbies include hockey, tennis
and shooting. Farmer.
5. E. "Boet" Domisse. Soulh Afrka, BJ·2.
Started gliding in 1937, 1st 1963/64 nationals.
Boet has held most South African records. and also two world records. He is a
motOr engineer. His hobbies include singing.
8. M. "Bomber" J.acksOJl, 32, Soutb Africa, Olympia 419.
200 gliding hours since 1950, 2nd 1963/4 nationals.
This is the pilot. as the legend goes. who earned his nickname during his trammg
in the South African Air Force when he most embarrassingly and accidently dropped
a bomb from his Harvard trainer to· the gteat consternation of those who had to
duck. He has one national and one w.orld record to his credit; he also enjoys athletics.
6. Sture Rodling, 30, Sweden, PIK·I6C.
550 gliding hours since 1955, 5th 1964 natiooals. First entry.
Has two national records to his credit and is an aeronautical engineer.
7. Hans Nietlispach, 41, Switzerland, Skylark 4.
1,400 gliding hours since 1945, 2nd 1964 nationals. 1st Bdgian nationals.
Hans is one of six pilots who also flew in England in 1954. He has been national
champion several times and also has various national records to his credit. He
is a Dentist.
9. Turkey. No details available.
10. Richard H. Jobnson, 42, U.s.A•• Skylark 4.
3,500 gliding hours since 1938, 1st Open 1963 and 1964 nationals.
"Dick" is a pre-war pilot and has more hours than anybody else. He has various
national and world records to his credit. Has also designed and built his own
gliders known as· the RJ series. He is an aeronautical engineer and also enjoy,
hunting, boating an:! tennis.
IJO

11. A. Jimmy Smith, 41. USA., Sisu-l (modified).
1,500 gliding hours since 1937, 3rd 1964 nationals. First entry.
He came 1st in the 1961 nationals, is also a power pilot. Architect.

12. Mikbail VereteDDikov, 36, U.s.s.R., A-IS.
2,500 gliding hours since 1945, 3rd 1963 nationals.
Veretellnikov wil1 also act as team manager. He has five national and two world
records to his credit. He is a keen radio amateur and full-time gliding instructor.
13. Vladimir I. Cbuvikov, 35, U.s.s.R., KAI-19.
1,300 gliding hours since 1955, 2nd 1963 nationals. First entry.
He broke a world two-seater record during 1964,. is also an instructor and is the
pilot who tested the Discoplane which he wrote up for SAILPLANE AND GUDlNO.
FebnJary issue. He likes mQtor cycling and is a lathe operator.
14. CiriI Krizna.r, Yugoslavia, Meteor.
No further details available.
15. RoIf Hossinger, 35, Argentina, Standard Austria SH.
690 gliding hours since 1945. 1st Open 1965 nationals.
Rolf was the 1960 World Champion Open class. National champion in 1961, 1964
and we nave just heard that he also won this year's nafionals. He has one national
record to his credit and is an instructor and commercial pilot.
19. Rafael Freae. 36, ArgeDtiaa, Stladard Austria SH.
400 gliding hours since 1953, 3rd Standard 1965 nationals. First entry.
He came 2nd in a "selective contest", which we assume was held in order 10 choose
the pilots for the world .championships. Agricultural engineer.
16. Derek Reid, 44, Australia, Skylark 4.
1,000 gliding hours since 1946, 1st 1964 nationals. First entry.
He is an instructor and enjoys photography. He is a technical officer with the Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organisation.
17. John Blackwell, 33, Australia, Staadard Austria.
400 gliding hours since 1958. First entry.
He has two national records to his credit. Is also an instructor and power pilot.
Sports goods shop proprietor.
18. Franz Ulbing, 40, Austria, Ka.6.
950 gliding hours since 1939, equal 3rd 1964 nationals.
Has two national records to his credit. Also enjoys skiing. Businessman.
20. Henri Stoulfs. 31, Belgium, Ka-6CR.
650 gliding hours since 1958.
Has one national record to his credit; he works for Sabena Airways and is also
an instructor. He is a very keen aeromodeller and won the 1954 World Championships aerobatic class.
21. Charles M. Yates, 38, Canada, 17-m. Dart.
850 gliding hours since 1951,. 3rd 1964 and 1963 nationals.
Has twCl national records t(} hi> credit; also instructs and is a power pilot. He is
a manufacturer operations manager.
III

22. David Webb, 35, Canada, Skylark 4.
800 gliding hours since 1956. 1st 1963 and 1964 nationals.
He has one national record to his credit. Is an instructor and power pilot; Davi(J
is a Flight Test engineer.
2J. Milall Svoboda, 31, Czecboslovakia, L-21 Spartak.
1,300 gliding hours s.ince 1951, 5th 1964 nationals. Fint entry.
Has three national records to his credit, he is an instructor and power pilot and has
entered national competitions five times. Also flew in Poland in 1962 finishing 9th.
Works-technician.
24. H:mild W. Jensea, 48, Deomark. (Glider not known.)
1,500 gliding bours since 1934.
"Cowboy" is also one of the pilots who flew in England in 1954; this will be the
sixth time he has been entered. He has various national records to his credit, and is
a manufacturer of stainless steel sinks.

:s.

Ej"iad E. Nielsea, 53, Demnark, Vasama.
630 gliding hours since 1947, 3rd 1964 nationals. First entry.
Has ~ot yet completed his Gold C, is an instructor, two of his family will be crewing
for him. Cinema owner.

26. Seppo HamalaiDen, 29, FialaDd, Skylark 4.
350 gliding hOUTS since 1953, 3rd 1964 nationals. First entry.
Works as an aircraft inspector. No further details available.
%7. Jean·Pierre Cartry, 26, Fra~ Edelweiss.
1,250 gliding hours since 1955, 5th 1964 nationals. First entry.
He has one national record to his credit; is also a power pilot. E.ngineer.

JeaD-PIUII Weiss, 34, Fraace,Edelweiu.
1,800 gliding hours since 1947, 5th in his last nationals.
Has a two-seater height record to his credit and is an instructor and a professional
pilot.
28.

29. Roll Spiioig, 28, Germaay West, D-~'"
1,100 gliding hours since 1954, 2nd 1964 and 1st Italian nationals.
He has various national records to his credit. Student.

30. Rolf KUDtz, 38, GerDJ:llDy West, HKS-3.
850 gliding hours since 1943, 4th 1964 nationals.
Has various national records to his credit is an instructor and power pilot. Engineer.
31. Jobn Williamsoo, 36, Great Britaia, OIYDIpia 419.
1,300 gliding hours since 1948, 17th League 1, 2nd Standard 1964 nationals.
John was reserve pilot in 1958 in Poland, and was 1st in the 1961 nationals. He does
a tr~mend~us amount of instructing and has various national records to his credit.
He IS a Fhght Lieutenant in the Royal Air Force.
32. Nl(:holas Goodhart. 45, Great Britaill, 17m Dart.
600 gliding hours since 1938, 1st 1962 nationals.
Nicholas did not compete in 1963 or 1964 in our nationals, but he will be flying for
the fifth time in World Championships. He and Frank Foster won the World
Championships two-seater class in France in 1956. He has various national records
to his credit. He is a Captain in the Royal Navy.
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33. Kornel Tburi, Hungary. No further details available.

34. Gyorgi Petroczy, H_pry.
He was Ist in the 1964 Eastern European Competitions, and came 9th in the
nationals.
35. N. W. "Paddy" KearoD, 52, IrelaDd, Olympia 419.
1,200 gliding hours since 1954, 12th League I, 1964 nationals. First entry.
This is the first time Ireland has entered for World Championships. Paddy
runner in his young days and ran in international events for Ireland. He is
perienced competition pilot, also instructs and is an Air Commo<lore in the
Air Force.

Polish

was a
an exRoyal

36. Michael Slazenger, 24, 'Ireland, Olympia 419.
135 gliding hours since 1959. First entry.
Mike has not yet completed his Gold C. He is interested in most outdoor sports, is
also an instructor and power pilot. Medical Student.
37. Menahem Bar, 38, Israel, Skylark 3F or HP.,.
1,075 gliding hours since 1941l.
This pilot will be fiying for the fifth time in World Championships; his first appearance was in England in 1954. He is also an instructor and power pilot. He is a Lieut.Colonel in the Army.
38. Daniel Arber, 35, Israel, Skylark 4900 gliding hours since 1953.
This championships Daniel is changing from the Standard to the Open class. He has
one national record to his er~dit, is also an instructor and is an airline Captain flying
Boeing 707s.
.
39. Waiter V,ergani, 36, Italy, Skylark 4.
850 gliding hours since 1954, 2nd 1964 nationals.
Vergani is also changing from the Standard to the Open class. He is a skins merchant.
40. Fioreuo Lamera, 39, Italy, M-lOOS.
800 gliding hours since 1959, 6th 1964 n.ationals. First entry.
His hobbies include skiing and skin-diving.•
41. Gerrit Jaa QrdellDl1D, 53, NdherJaods, Salitta.
660 gliding hours since 1936, 4th 1964 nationals.
This pilot was entered after the reduction in the' entry fee became known. He flew
his last World Championships in Spain in 1952. He has various national records to
his credit, also instructs and is a power pilot. He enjoys bridge and chess. Director
of industrial clothing factory.
.
42. S. H. "Dick" Geo~eson, New Zealand, Skylark 4.
9th 1964 nationals.
Dick has held most New Zealand records and various world records. In January he
broke the goal-and-return world record with a flight of 460 miles in a Dart which he
had built from kit. (see page 101).
43. Gerald Westenra, New Zealand, Skylark 3.
5th 1964 nationals. No further details available.•
NOTE: We hope to give similar details of the Standal1d Class pilots in the next issue.
Compiled by RIKA HARWOOD
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FLYING FOR SPEED
By IAN STHACHAN, Fenland Gliding Club

This arJicle is composed of extracts from a lecture given at the Kronfeld Club
J3riti~h

HERE are many
pilots of
T
wider competition eXplerience than
myself who are greater authorities on
this subject. However, the following
techniques that are known to most
League 1 pilots may also prove interesting to others.
PRE-FUGHT PLANNING.~Estimate the
time needed to complete the task and
decide on the best start time. Take off
30-45 minutes before this (if you can).
Any longer may make you fatigued at
the end of the flight, and any shorter
will not allow /Idequate time to asse~
the thermal conditions before starting.
For short tasks in good weather, do not
cross 'the start ),ine too early (unless
Y0l,l wish to go round twice). Make
doubly sure that your baTograph is on,
OT you may be sorry later if you ,do a
fast time. The "half million" map is
usually adequate for cruising flight, but
the "'quarter million" is often useful for
turning-points and final glide. 'Mark Smile radii from the goal up 10 a maximum of 30 miles. The heights of turning points and goal a.s.1. should be nOled
on your ma,ps or knee pad.
THE :START LlNE.-Cross in a straight
line from the "gate", at 3,200 ft. a.g.1.
and at the maximum rough-air speed for
the glider. Make a note of the exact
time' on your knee pad. Try and arrange
the crossing so that you can enter a
strong thermal reasonably soon afterwards - this being especially valuable
in short races. If possible, let some of
the field cross fint in order to mark lift
ahead of you, this being of even greater
advantage in dry thermal conditions.
THE CROSS-OJUNTRY.-The most important single factor is the average
strength of thermal used throughout the
flight. Even on a good day there will
be weak lift about, but it must be
rejected unless you are in danger of
landing. It is vital to use only the
strongesJ thermals. extracting Jhe maximum rate of climb from each. and lqzving as soon as the lift weakens. Use
only the height band which gives the
best rate .of l:limb. It will often not pay

to use cloud because even the best
pilQt'sflying suffers a bit "on instruments", and there are always the problems of navigation and icing. After a
while, when you have the measure ()f
conditions along your route, you should
be ,quite ruthlessly rejecting all thermals
which do not come close to the maximum lift found earlier.
The glides between thermals are also
most important. Use long glides spanning the whole height band that is giving strong lift, rather than frequent but
small climbs and glides. The longer that
you (:an discipline yourself ,tQ fly with
wings level. the faster will be your crosscountry speed, assuming that you find a
strong thermal at the end of each glide.
Your glides should be planned to take
you through areas of lift, reducing to
min. sink speed or thereabouts to' gain
maximum benefit from the lift and to
assess its strength. Turn only if the lift
is exceptionally strong, or if you are
nearing your lower 'limit for height. It
is amazing just how far you c~n go in
a straight glide using this technique.
T,hermal streets also help immensely
and should be flown with wings level
unless you are low.
Make sure, however, that you do not
go too far off track. A good general
rule is not to go for lift that is more
than 30· from the planned route, It is
obvious that navigation has to be good
and ·that you should stick closely to
track, except perhaps on a long leg
where up to five miles would 110t matter
very much as long as the lift was better
in that area. Sometimes it pays to use
a glide eaIculatorand plan to arrive
at a known thermal souc<:e (e.g. a town)
at, say, 1,000 ft. a.g.1. This technique
can work well in dry thermal conditions
and also in crossing soggy valleys and
other dead areas. "Gaggling" is a phenomenon that occurs quite often when
lift is dry or weak, or jf the task is
shor!. Although thermaIling in a
crowded gaggle can be inconvenient, the
next one or two gwups can often be
seen ahead and so one can leave early
.lI5

and perhaps by-pass one and go on to
the next. thus' saving time.
Another major factor .is the speed
flown between thermals. It is well known
that for maximum overall cross-country
speed there is a definite OPTIMUM speed
to fly between thennals which depends
on the previous thennal's AVERAGE
strength, and the downdraughts encountered on the glide. It certainly pays to
fly within five knots or so 01 this speed,
and by lar the best way is to lollow a
setting on a "Speed-To-Fly" ring mounted on the outside of a linearly scaled
Horn or PZL variometer. The speed to
fly at any given time is read on the ring
opposite the value of sink at that time.

This Speed-to-flY ring is set for either
a 3-kt. (300 I./m.) thermal (for best
cross-country speed) or a 3O-kt. headwiru. component (for best range). The
best speed lor either 01 tltese conditions,
allowing lor tlte prevailing sink, is 70 kt.
-rhe datum arrow should be rotated
clockwise until it is set on the previous
thermal's strength (include time lost in
centring). This will give a' high interthermal speed which will correspond to
the lift value to which the ring is set.
It is prudent to reduce this sett.ing as
the ground comes closer. For example.
if you lea,,:e a ~ix·knot. (600 ft:/min.)
thermal as It slackened off at 4,500 ft..
you could well fly to a settin.ll ot six
knots down to 3,000 ft., 3 kt. down to
2.000 ft. and zero (i.e. Best Range
116

Speeds) below this. The settings would
depend on your confidence (or otherwise)
in conditions ahead. Wind can also be
allowed for, but all that is normally
required is to know the thermal strength
above which you will make headway
along track.
A final point of interest is that on
short races. the benefit of the 3,200 ft.
start height should theoretically enable
you to increase your speed between lift
to a value above that derived from thermal strength only. In practice this increase is usually ignored.
TuRNING POINTs.-In light winds, tuming height makes no difference to speed,
except that it is wasteful 10 have to
dive off height in order to conform to
any maximum height. Try and plan a
glide to arrive at the point at, say,
3,000 ft., although 2,000 or lower is
quite acceptable as long as you find
another thennal. Make sure that you are
verticaJly over the markers, note their
shape and the time on your knee-pad
and waste no time in unnecessary
mana:uvres. If the wind strength is significant, however, your 1$lctics should
depend on whether the point is upwind
or downwind relative to the two tracks
that form it. If it is downwind, th~n
make sure that you tUrn at maximum
altitude (3,200 ft.a.g.1. in Competitions
-unlimited if photographic evidence is
being used). If upwind, turn at the
lowest sale altitude that will put you
~ a moderate thermal on the next leg.
A safe altitude here might be 2,000 ft.,
but if there are other gliders about
marking thermals you might stretch it 10
1,500 ft.
THE FINAL GLIDB.-Frequently, the
final glide will prove to be the most
exciting (even nerve-wracking) part of a
speed tlight. A good glide-in can save
at least 5-10 minutes, and it is amazing
how far the modern glider will go. All
pilots of any experience will have done
glides which for one reason or another
have become somewhat marginal, and
the last thousand feet is not soon forgolten, as one sits with knees knocking,
one eye on the goal (which is alanningly
high on the horizon), and the other on
likely' fields. One consolation is that
such a glide, if successful, almost always
signifies a fast time. One could say that
the best glides always involve qualms at
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some stage. In all this, a calculator of
some sort is essential.
There are two main ways of constructing a Distance/Height scale, the
Graphical and the Logarithmic. The
latter is more difficult to construct but
is much easier te use in the air, and
has the tremendous advantage that the
glider performance can be incorporated
directly in the scales. The Graphical
glide diagram, however, needs a separate tabular form of performance information. It pays to be pessimistic in your
estimates of performance i,n making up
a calculator. A max LID of 1: 30 will
do for most high-performance machines
nowadays. Don't be ashamed of using
a low value - at least it is safer and
shouldn't put you in that field just
short of the goal!
Tbe classic procedure for final glide
calculations is to estimate the rate of
climb in your last thermal and read ofi'

the appropriate speed to fly. Then, still
climbing, use the calculator to give the
height needed to glide in safely at this
speed.
In theory this speed should be ,higher
than that derived from thermal strength
only, due to the height difference between the base of the last therm'lll, and
the goal. This effect is similar to that
mentioned before regarding short races,
and is normally ignored.
An audio variometer is now most
useful for keeping well in the thermal
while map-reading and calculating. In
thermic conditiens you can start with
no extra margin because more height is
available if necessary, and in any case
you can always slow down to best range
speed, provided this is done early
enough. If you require a safety margin,
a good method is to allow five knots
more headwind than forecast. Sometimes
it is not necessary to do these calcula117

tions while in lift. If you use the -Long
Glide" technique mentioned earlier (i.e.
just slowing up in lift rather than circling), you may well find yourself starting a final glide as an extension of this.
Navigation has to be i'Spot on", with
height and accurate position checks 'at
least every 5 miles. Your five-mite
radii from the goal should be a great
help. With a logarithmic calculator it
is easy to ,reassess speed-to-fly in the
Iigbt of each distance and height check.
The hei.ght of the .goal a:s.l. must 110t
be forgotten in any calculation. The
biggest danger in any well-planned firml
glide is the downdraught. A Speed-toFly Ring (set on zero) is again useful
to ensure that you fly at the best speed
through any descending air. When the
airfield comes ioto view. its change of
position through the canopy will tell
you whether or not you are gaining.
Aim the aircraft at the finishing line and
cross at 100 ft. and max. rough-air
speed. Having done this, try and curb
the natural desire for "showing off'"
mall«uvres, and in your jubilation try
and remember to note the finish time on
your knee-pad for comparison with the
official figures.
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If you have planned your own route
(e.g. for a record attempt), the last leg
should be done into wind. There is
evidence that in this way a lOO-km. triangle can be done faster in a light wind
than with no wind at all. The optimum
appears to be about 5 kts. and the
upper limit (at which your time begins
to be worse than the classic "no wind"
situation) just over 10 kts. The reason
for this is because the wind helps overall for the first two legs (which involve
the majority of thermalling) and the
third leg is used mainly for gliding, in
with wings level and not in being drifted
back while circling. The practical application of this is that very fast times are
still possible over 100 and possibly
200 km. with light or even moderate
winds. Although the advantage gained
may be small. if your last leg were
do WIIw;nd. the disadvantage might well
be significant.
CO:-rCU1SI0:".-1t has been' seen that
there are a number of extra factors to
consider when trying to fly for s,peed,
as well as the basic ones of navigation
and staying airborne. There ;s /10 doubT
whatever That a thorough study a/ld
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understanding of the theory involved
will help cQnsiderably in the air. It is
really worth while drawing up performance curves for your glider and const~ucting a calculator and Speed~To-Fly
Rmg'.. You should ,also dr.aw up routes
for. dIfferent tasks ID varymg' wind con·
dltlons. At the same time, calibrate your
mstruments and apply corrections to
t~e cah:ulators as ne~essary'. The more
Hme that you spend sltldying these
prob.lems. th~ better you are Iikiely to
do In practice. To a certain extent,
knowledge of theory can replace
experience, but the latter is of course,
essential, as is a certain llai; for "push~
ing one's luck", albeit in a calculated
maJl.!ler. This article does not go into
detail about a number of points. The
best way to clear u.n ooes such as the
construction and uses of Speed-To-Ply
Rings and calculators is to get a club
pundit to explain with a practical
demonstration.
The fastest pilot is one who is prepared to take well-calculated operational
risks in prolonging glides and sacrificing
lift, coupled with good navigation and
assessment of weather conditions ahead.
A natural impatience seems to work
wonders on a good dny and this and a
confident mental attitude ar.e probably
the keys to successful speed flying. One
hazard is that it is incredibly difficult
to know when to mentally "change gear"
and gtart to scratch for lift. Only too
often one 'chances onc's arm too far
~lnd end's up in a lonely field to prove
It. On the other hand, there are some
flights which go according to plan, and
there is nothing in the whole field of
aviatipn that is D10re exhilarating than
finishing a successful final glide after
a fast flight during which great risks
(operational, not material) have been
takel1. Such pleasure comes all too infrequently, but matches that experienced
by the long-distance pilot, and has the
additional merit of ending at a friendly
airfield with a Club and BAR.
NOTE.-More comprehensive notes
and diagrams of calculators, etc" may be
had from, the: author by sending a
sta~ped addressed envelope (9 in. x
4 ID., 6d. stamp) clo British Gliding
Association.
Ot~r References
Tne Soaring Pilot, by A. and L. Welch

and Frank Irving, pp. 34-47,
Gliding, by Derek Piggott, pp. 239249.
The G.J. Calculator, by George Burton, SAILPLANE & GLIDING, Feb. 1960,
pp. 14-15.
Gliding to a Goal, by Tony Deane·
Orummond, SAILPLANE & GLlDING, Apr..
1957, pp. 92-93.
Best Flying Speeds, by Nicholas
Goodhart, GUDING, Winter 19,51·2 pp.
150-151.
'

REGIONALS, 1965
Bristol GlidiogClub.-Nympsfield, 26th
Jyne-4th July. Fee £8 plus £1 per aerotow. Maximum 20 entries, with preference to pilots with previous competition
experience, Write D. W, Corrick, 30
Caernarvon Road, Redland Bristol 4,
before 13th June.
'
Coventry Gliding Club.-Husbands Bos·
worth, 10th-18th July. Fee £25 includes
aerotows.
aXImum 30 entries. Write
M. S. Hunt, 17 Anchorway Road. Green
Lane, Coventry.
'
Devon and Somerset Gliding Cluh.DunkeswelL Task Weeks 10th-17th April.
5th-12th June and 28th Aug.-4th Sept.
Fee £5 Ss. plus launch fees. Competition
Rally 24th JUly-1st Aug. Fee £6 6s. plus
launch fees. Write J. S. Fiehlen, Millers
Lea, Branscombe, nr. Seaton, Devon.
Doncaster and District Gliding Club.Northern. Gliding Competit:ons at Don
caster Airport, 4th-IOt.h ).\l'!y', Write H.
Keeble, D, and""D:'"Urrdih"g Club, Ellers
Road, Doncaster, Yorks.
London GUding Club.-Dunstable, 31st
July-8th Aug, Fee £20 includes 10 aerotows. Write M, Fairman, L.G.C., Tring
Road, Dunstable, Beds, before 30th JUl1e
(late entries, £2 extra, before '9 a,m. 31st
July).
Midland Gliding Club.-Long Mynd.
Church Stretton, 16th-20th April. Fee £5
plus launching fees. Write P. O. Donald~
3 Fron <?gwen, Tregarth, Bangor, Caernarvonshlre.

I

NOTE.-These competitions willltot eoUt'l!
to';Vards the Pilots' Rating List. At the
Bnstol and London Clubs, marking wiII
be by C. E, Wallington's system proposed
ill his article "Throw Away the Slide
Rule" (SAiLpLANE AND GLIDING, Dec.,
1964. p. 432).
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HE second instalment of FI. Lt. BridT
son's excellent article on cloud fiying
follows. If any readers think that it
would be a good idea to produce this,
and perhaps similar instructional articles,
in leafiet form, they should write to the
Editor.
ANN WELCH

CLOUD FLYING IN GLIDERS
Part 2 (Advanced)
ACK~ING

a larg~, heap type, cloud
Its own special problems. The
meteorological problems can be all or
some of the following; with varying
severity.
1. Turbulence
2. Icing
3. Precipitation
4. Static-Electric Discharge
It therefore follows that a certain
amount of instrument fiying competence and confidence is necessary before
entering one of these clouds if luck
is not to be strained to breaking point.
Derek Piggott wrote an excellent artide
in the October, 1963, issue of SAILPLANE
AND GL.IDING entitled "lust Another Case
of Fools Rush In". To quote from it:
"One or two short climbs during which
no difficulties are experienced are not
enough to prove the ability of the pilot
to cope with the longer periods of concentration and more varied conditions
in larger clouds."
TURBULENcE.-Severe turbulence may
be encountered in large cumulUs and
cumulo-nimbus clouds. It is often most
severe near the top of a cumulus and
in the middle third of a cu-nimb. It

T has
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should also be remembered that a pilot's
evaluation of the severity of the turbulence will be influenced by his experience
under these conditions and also by the
time spent in the turbulence. Lengthy
exposure tends to increase the apparent
severity.
Flying in severe turbulence may lead
to over-controlling and/or loss of control ("Dice with a Cumulo-Nimbus",
by B. Carroll, SAILPLANE AND GLIDING,
December 1960).
IcING.-This can cause considerable
embarrassment. It increases the stalling
speed, freezes the elevator trim tab,
may cause the fiying controls to stick,
freezes the airbrakes in/out and may
affect the glider's stability. Because of
the risk of airbrakes freezing, it is vital
for a pilot to be able to recover from
any loss-of-control situation without
'l.aving to use them.
PRECIPITATlON.-The amount of noise
produced by fiying through heavy rain
may be alarming when first experienced.
Speed estimation by sound becomes
Virtually impossible. Wet snow packing
on leading edges to the point where it
noticeably affects the flying characteristics ()f the glider is rare. Hail may be
encountered at any time within a ennimb and sometimes in the clear under
the anvil_
Hail reaches its maximum size at,
or near, the freezing level and can cause
expensive damage (sample pi;J.otograph
SAILPLANE AND GLIDING, August, 1959,
page 238).
STATlc-ELECIlnc DtSCHARoBS.-These
are not confined to flight in thunderstorms but most do occur under these
conditions. A static charge in a glider
is induced by flight through solid par-

ticl~ such as ice .crystals. The. rate of
this charge is proportional to the square
of the airspeed. Most discharges seem
to occur where temperatures are
between 0,0 and -100e. St. Elmo's fire
sometimes war.ns of the imminence of
a discharge.
Strong ·electrostatic gradients are built
up within thunderstorms and lightning is
the electrical spark discharge which takes
place between oppositely charged regions
of cloud or between cloud and ground.
How these gradients are built up is not
yet funy understood although there are
several theories. Lightning damage can
be severe. ("Lightning StEike", by M.
Gee_ SAILPLANE AND GLIDING, October,

1961).

Unusual Attitudes Recovery Techniques
It is always possible ~or things to go
wrong while flying in a Ia.rg~ cloud.
Poor instrument interpretation, faulty
control technique or severe turbulepce
can cause the glider to assume an
unusual attitude. Consideration must be
given to recovery technique.
ARTIFICIAL HORIZON.-With a functioning artificial horizon there should be
little difficulty in correcting an unusual
attitude. Generally speaking the wings
should be levelled, or nearly so, before
the elevator is used to correct the glider's
attitude. Interpreting the indications of
the artificial horizon is fairly natural and
easy.
TURN AND SUP INDlCATOR,-This instrument is less easy to interpret and
sometimes appears to have a mind of
its own. Recovery from unusual positions (eltcluding spinning) should be
made as follows :.I. Centre the slip needle with rudder (this balances the glider and
prevents confusing indications because Qf yaw).
2. Simultaneously, centre the turn
needle with aileron (the turn
needle must be centred, or nearly
so, before making large attitude
corrections with the elevators).
3. Adjust the attitude with elevator
(the primary and secondary instruments for finding the horizon are
the A.S.1. and the altimeter. The
altimeter is the secondary instru-'
ment because of its tag.)

4. Ignore
plrysiological
sensations
during the recovery (trust· the instruments).
FlNDING THE HORIZON,-Turn and slip
only.
INCREASING AJRSPEED..,.-If the airspeed
is increasing rapidly, the airbrakes
should be opened. Control any tendency
for them to suck open (see Part 1). Turn
needle centred, ease the control column
back. Watch the A.S.l. As the rate of
speed change decreases, start relaxing the
back pressure OD the control column.
When the A.SJ. needle stops moving, the
glider will he approsimately level and,
ideally, the control column wiII be central. Airbrakes, if used, may then be
closed and further small corrections
made, as necessary, to resume normal
flight. WARN1NG.-It is necessary to
anti~ipale level, or near level f1"ight. The
altimeter will confirm level flight in its
own good time. Be aware of the decrease
in the rale of airspeed change. It is
easy to overshoot the horizon and finish
up in a steep climb with a rapidly
decreasing airspeed.
DECREASING AIRSPEED.-Ensure the
airbrakes are closed. Turn needle
centred, ease the control column forward. Note the rate of speed decrease.
When the A.S.l. needle stops moving,
centralise the controleolumn. If the
needle stops moving because it is
agaamt the stop, centralise all controls.
If the airspeed stabilises within the
"normal" range (i.e. above stalling
speed), make any small adjustments as
necessary and resume normal flight. If
the I.A.S. is very low, allow the nose
to drop of its own accord, controls
centralised, and adjust gradually as the
speed begins to increas~, endeavouring
to check it by the method detailed in
the preceding paragraph, If the speed
builds up r,apidly, back to square one
and don't be so HAM next time.
SPINNlNG.-The spinning characteristics of various gliders differ. The same
glider with a change in its C. of G.
position (e.g. different pilot weight)
may have its s!,ioning characteristics
altered. In the unlikely event of finding
oneself in a fully developed spin, the
instrument indications will be as iollows:I. The A.S.l. reading will normaIly
be low and may be fluctuating.
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2. The turn needle will indicate a
high rate of turn.
3. The slip indicator will probably
point in the opposite direction to
the turn needle.
4. Unless in a colossal updraught,
the altimeter and variometers will
indicate a high rate of descent.
5. If an artificial horizon is fit:ted, it
will indicate a steep, diving turn.
'(But remember the low airspeed
reading and note that "g" loadings
will not be excessive.)
The standard recovery lIction is:1. Full opposite rudder (opposite to
the indicated direction of turn).
2. Slight pause during which the ,ailerons ar'c checked to be neutral
(aileron position is important),
3. Ease the control column forward
and keep it going forward until
the spin stops (by decreasing the
angle of attack, th.e lift will increase, causing, a momentary increase in the rate or rotation). Spin
stops in a glider can be reoognised
tbrough "seat of pants" by the
experienced pilot, but the instrument indications are as follows:~
(a) A.S.L-The indications depend
on the type of installation, e.g., pot
pitot and stalic vents or combined
pilot/static system. These indications can be determined quite easily
for any particular glider by watching the A.S.1. during the practice
spin and recovery. With some
gliders, the LA.S. jumps from a Iow
reading to about 40/45 kts.and
then continues to increase. Others
have a, fluctuating LAS., usually
low, which suddenly stabilises and
then commences to' increase.
(b) TURN AND SLIP.-A brief interval after the A.S.L indications, the
turn needle will move rapidly to
about the central position.
4. When the spin stops, centralise the
controls, then level the wings and
ease out of the dive.
Most modern gliders, of U.K. origin
anyway, will not remain in a spin unless
full pro-spin control is applied and maintained. It is for this reason that to find
oneself inadvertently in a full spin would
be unlikely. An incipient spin is more
likely to occur, and the recovery action
is simply to release the back pressure on
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the control column, followed, most probably, by a recovery from a diving turn.
OD Spinning Characteristics
Aileron position has a marked effect
,on a glUier's spinning characteristics.
This is due to the relationship between
the inertia yawing moments of wing and
fuselage. Gliders which usually hl\ve
fairly long 'and heavy wings and short
fuselages (e.g. Skylark 2: wingspan is
double the fuselage length) generally display tbe following char,acteristics 'When
aileron is applied during a spin:1. In-spin aileron (aileron applied in
,direction of spin). This will increase the rate of rotation, reduce
any oscillatory tendency and delay
recovery.
2. Out-spin aileron (aileron applied
in opposite direction to spin).
Al~ough this may promote an
initial wing drop, it will prevent
the glider from remainin.g in a fpU
spin and will assist the recovery.
This characteristic, if not understood, could be disquieting to a
pilot intending to, let's say, spin
out of cloud.
If the standard recovery action fails
and the glider remains in a spin, check
the airbrakes are closed and then apply
full outspin aileron. Be ready to centralise the controls immediately the spin
stops. CAUTION: The foregoing is not
intended as a substitute for practical
iipinning experience. Know the spinning
characteristics of the glider you fly.

Effect of Aileron

Spiral Dive
A spiral dive is usually caused by endeavouring to recover from a diving
turn without first levelling the wings. It
is characterised by a rapidly increasing
airspeed (noise) and "g" loading. The
instrument indications are as follows:1. The LA.S. will be increasing
ra.pidly.
2. The turn needle will indicate a
high rate of turn.
3. The slip indicator will probably
be neutral, but it all depends on
the pilot's big, flat, feet.
4. Unless in a colossal updraught, the
altimeter and variometers will
indicate a high rate of descent.
S. If an artificial horizon is fitted, it
will indica.te a steep diving turn..

A glider will not normally hold itself
in a spiral_ dive without the pilot's
assistance. To recover, open the airbrakes (watch for the suck), relax the
back pressure on the control column,
centr,e the slip needle with rudder and
the turn needle with aileron and ease
out of the dive; and not forgetting to
close the airbrakes after recovery. If the
glider is left to its own devices (Le.
controls centralised) it will normally
finish up doin,g a series of harmless but
possibly alarl'j)ing phugoids.
Emen:ency Exit from Cloud
This may be forced upon one for a
variety of reasons. One of the better
reaS0ns is loss of the gyro instruments.
Spinning out is often advocated, and it
works, but with certain reservations. It
certainly is not the universal panacea for
,all cloud flying ills ("Cloud + Kite +
Plight Fright" by Bill L00g1ey. SAIL.Pl,.ANE AND GLIDING, October, 1958. A tribute to the structural integrity of the
Kite t).
The following points are relevant
when considering this method of let
down:PIlOT
EXPERlENCE.-Spinning
out
should not be attempted by a pilot inexperienced in spinning. For example,
the tyro, in c1oud,in trouble" with the
airspeed fluctuating between 30 and
lOO knots remembers the spin technique
and applies full pro-spin control. Unfortunately, the speed is 100 knots and
the .aircraft falls apart. The inexperienced
pilot is also more likely to suffer from
disorientation induced by prolonged
spinning, a condition which can be
aggravated by anoxia, or hypoxia to be
modern, if flying high without oxygen
or with a fauI,ty oxygen system.

=

SPINl'lING CHARACTERISTICS of' Gl.IDER.

-Some gliders are reluctant to spin,
particularly with a forward c. of g.
(heavy pilot). The method' of entry can
also be important. Spinning a_standard
Olympia 2B produced the following
results:(a) Normal entry from level flight,
full pro-spin control .applied, ailerons
Normal spin developed,
neutral.
recovery normaL
(b) Entry as above but with in-spin
aileron applied. Normal spin developed but with a higher rate of rotation. Recovery delaYed slightly by

LONDON

GLIDING

CLUB

REGIONAL
CONTEST
1965
31st JULY to
8th AUGUST
The "Wallington" scoring
system will be used and,
weather permitting, new
types of tasks will be
included.
Entries please, by 30th June.
Fee £20, which includes
the cost of ten aero tows.
Late entries £22 up to
9 a.m. 31st July.
Free caravan and tent
space is available.
Applications to the Manager:

LONDON GLIDING CLUB

Tring Road. 'Dunstable.
Beds.
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PZL
FLYING INSTRUMENTS
nOW from stock in the U.K.

Tc>tal Energy Variometers - A.S.I-Turn and Bank Indicators Horizons - Clinometers - Compasses, etc,

Artificial

NORCO ENGINEERING LIMITED.
Burrell Road, Haywards Heath. Sussex
Telephone:-Haywards Heath 2740

Telex:-8789

Sole Concessionaires for MOTOIMPORT

STAND'ARD SAILPLANE M-100 5
IN SERIES PROOUCTlON ,IN
ITALY AND, IN FRANCEHolder of the Italian. French and
F.A.A. Airworthiness Certificate
-Exported in European countries
and overS'las. Two entries in the
1965 World Gliding Champion!h:ps.

)f..
)f..

If.

HIGH PERFORMANCE-STRENGTH
SAFE STALLING AND SPINNING
SUITABLE FOR COMPnlTION AND CLUBFLYING

rigging and de-rigging performed in 1 min. 32 sec. + 1 min. 10 sec.
before the O.S.T.I.V. Jury in Argentina
DEL/VERY IN A FEW MONTHS
For further information .and technical brochure write to:
F,rom the U.K.:
V.G. AIRCRAFT LTD., Tring Road.• Dunstable. Beds.
From other countries:

AER-PEGASO S.p.A.. Via Colombo 15, Torino (Italy)
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higher rate of rotation but otherwise
normal.
(c) Entry as in (a) but with out-spin
aileron applied. Incipient spin initially
followed by yawing turn with wings
almost level and airspeed increasing
rapidly. Recovery effected by centralising controls, and easing out of
dive.
(d) Entry from a 45° (approx.) climb
at an airspeed of 30 knots. Full prospin control applied. ailerons neutral.
Spiral dive developed, recovery as for
spiral dive.
(e) Entry from a steep turn with decreasing airspeed. Full pro-spin control
applied at the stall and in the direction
of the .turn. Spiral dive developed,
recovery as for spiral dive.
This aircraft would not spin unless
the entry was initiated as in the preceding sub-paragraphs (a) and (b), and
this could be disconcerting if a spin was
resorted to in an emergency.
SlTUATloN.-It would be foolish to
spin down from near the top of a cunimb into the storm below. The possibility of other gliders at lower levels
should be considered. It should be
remembered that the base of a cu-nimb
can lower rapidly and I or one could be
above high ground.
ICING.-Ice will alter the shape of the
aerofoil and may affect the c. of g.
position. A heavily iced-up glider may
possess unique spinning characteristics.
It's just possible that flying controls
could become frozen if held stationary
for a long period as during a prolonged
spin.
An alternative method to spinning is
to allow the glider to fly itself out of
cloud with the controls centralised and
airbrakes extended. Several tests of this
method have proved quite successful,
the glider phugoiding itself into the clear.
During these tests the maximum/minimum accelerations recorded were + 1.8
and +0.5 "i'.
Navi~ation

This has been mentioned in Part I.
Height climbs in large clouds can lift
th.e unsuspecting pilot out of a 5-kt.
~lnd into a 50-kt. wind. I include myself
In the ranks of pilots caught out in this
fashion. Some years ago I was charging
about inside a cumulo-nimbus and
decided to quit at just over 26,000 ft.

Upper photo: Opaque Rime lee. This
photograph was taken at 15,000 ft. and
shows a fairly typical deposit of rime
ice after a climb in a large cumulus.
Note that the ice is confined principally
to the leading edge of the wing.
Lower photo: Glaze or Clear Ice. This
photograph was taken at 28,000 ft. This
type of icing tends to spread back from
the leading edges, as can be seen, and
causes freezing of airbrakes and flying
controls. It is almost always encountered
during a {light in a cUlllulo-nimbus.

because I was unhappy about the amount
of oxygen that I h.ad in reserve. Mental
D.R. placed me in the neighbourhood
of Lincoln, and between gaps in the
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sailplane
or

gliding
it's 'Plain Sailing' . . .

with a
Venner lightweight accumulator in your
sailplane or your glider.
Providing a reliable source of power for the operation of artificial horizons, radios and other electrical
equipment, Venner Accumulators are completely
rechargeable and can be used time and time again.
Did we say lightweight? A typical 12 volt sailplane
battery weighs only 2 lbs and avoids loading with
'dead' weight associated with many types of
secondary batteries.
Our Technical Advisory Service is always at your disposal.

Write' or Telephone

VENNER
Kingston By-Pass
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New MaIden

ACCU'MULATORS

Surrey

LIMIT'ED

Telephone MALden 2442

considerable layers of cloud beneath it
was possible to discern the flat Lincolnshire fields. A large ship steaming
through one of these fieldS cQnvinced
me tba:t my D.R. was faulty. A straight
glide on a westerly heading fr,om
26,000 ft. brought me in over the coast
at 5,800 ft. I now pay considerable
;lttention to winds at altitude on days
when high climbs seem possible.
Centring
Centring ,on lift, like spinning, is a
subject in itself. However, faulty centring
is less likely to be lethal than a faulty
spin rCCQvery technique. Briefly, large
clouds usually have large cores of lift
within which it is possible to stay without
too much difficulty.
In a cumulo-nimbus particularly, precipitation is, often encountered in the
area of lift and it is possible to centre
on the lift by centring on the maximum
noise.
Caution: Continual exposure to hail,
even small hailstones, will eventually
cause considerable pitting of soft plywood leading edges.
I.A.S./T.A.S. Relationship
The difference between the I.A.S. and
the T.A.S. starts to become noticeable
at heights above 1'0,000 ft. by the
requirement for the alilgle of bank to be
increased to maintain the same rate of
turn. This naturally leads to a requirement for increased back pressure on the
control column and, depending on the
aircraft, the trim is probably set fully
nose-up by about 15,000 ft. This can be
an ,embarrassment later should the trim
tab freeze, but out-of-trim loads in a
glider, although undesirable, are easily
held unless one is possessed of a delica~
constitution.

PEAK SAILPLANES
AVAILABLE FOR HIGH·ClASS WORK
AT COMPETITIVE PRICES.
Write for estimate$ for C. of A's.
REPAIRS OR TRAILERS

CHAPEL-EN-LE-FRITH,
DERBYSHIRE.
T.L 2432

Effect of Ice on Flying Controls
Freezing of the trying controls js possible, particularly when flying in smooth
lift at high altitude in a cumulo-nimbus.
One can find that if the controls are not
moved for a short period of time a
considerable break-out force is necessary
to overc,ome the icing. lt then becomes
essential to "stir the pudding" frequently
to prevent the controls becoming completely iced up.
Conclusion
I hope you have not been put off
cloud flying, but there is more to it than
cbarging into the nearest cloud and
trusting to luck. A successful cloud
climb is an enjoyable experience with
various fringe benefits, e.g. "Diamond"
height.
What is it like "up there"? lan
Sttachan described it rather dramatically,
but albeit accurately, in the August,
1960, issue of SATLPLANB & GLtDtNG. To
quote:"The final part of the climb was quite
uncanny and awe-inspiring. The Olympia
seemed effortlessly to ascend wh:1e the
powerful forces of nature vented their
wrath underneath and meanwhile gripped
her in a crypt-like coWness. A similar
experience would be tbat of walking on
a hot and sticky afternoon from a busy
street into a cool" deserted and very
bea utiful cathedral."
It's great fun; but remember, if you
go high, keep enough oxygen in reserve
for the descent. It takes a fong time
coming down.
DOUGLAS BR\DSON

re REFERBNCES.-SAILPLANE &.
for Oct., 1958. Dec., f960 and
Oct., 1961, still available; issues for
Aug., 1959, and Aug., 1960, sold out.
NOTE
GLtDING

The Peak
Written for a school exercise after
soaring in the Peak 100 at Camphill.
Up and up and up so high,
We meet the blue and shining sky,
Floating slowly on the a i r '
Above the fields away down there;
High. as high as you can see,
That is where I like to be.
CHRISTOPHER A. J. BECKBTr
(Aged 9{- years)
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A NEW
SCHEMPP.. HIRTH
DESIGN
HE Schempp-Hirth Company at
T
Kirchbeim-Teck, West Germany, is
celebrating its 30th anniversary" having
been founded in 1935 by the late Wolf
Hirth, one of the first pioneers of SOaring flight, and Martin Schempp, wellknown to American old-timers Silver C
international Nos. 1 and 8 respectively).
The firm state that, with the beginnill,g
of the 1965 soaring season, they are
presenting a new design of a high-performance sailplane, the "SHK", which
they ,expect will arouse great interest in
cO\lntries where their Standard Austria
has found wide acceptance.
The SHK has a span of 56 ft., an
aspect ratio of 20.2, ,md a wing loading
of 5.1 lb.{sq. ft., together with an
exceptionally. accurate profile 'and quality
of surface. Therefore they expect the
calculated performance, LID 38 and
min. sink of 2.0 ft.{sec. at 47 m.p.h.,
will be achieved. No measured flights
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STANDARD AUSTRIA ':SH'
the dependable

high performance

sailplane of an approved series production, well-known for workmanship
and surface quality, accepted. by
the leading pilots of fifteen countries.

Ask for our new brochure on
modeL 1965

SCHEMPP-HIRTH KG.
7312. Kirchheim-Teck,
W. Germany

¥
..L .

]

J

have been made yet,. but comparison
flights with a number of other types have
shown very promising results.
There are an easily adjustable seat,
in-flight adjustable rudder pedals, a
fully retractable wheel with an effective
brake, a large instrument board, ·controis with ball-bearings, and simple
assembly with several automatic ·connections. Compared' with the SH model, the
effectiveness of rudders and ailerons of
the SHK has been increased 50%.

The new design has been achieved in
close co-operation wi1h the famous
Akaflieg Darmstadt (Academic Flying
Group), which can look back on .a
tradition of 40 years of successful design
,and experimental work in sailplane construction.
Schempp-Hirth is offering the "SHK"
as a sailplane with a wide range of performance and excellent penetration. The
proposed selling price is approx. £1,900
ex-works.

RATING LIST AMENDMENTS

T Ratmg

H~

addjtions and alterations t~ the
LIst have been caused In a
few eases by errors in calculation but
the majority are due to 9i$culty in
identification due to lack of initials or
wrong initials. It is recommended that
in all future competitions pilots' competition licence number be given against
his name.
Old
New
Pi/ot
310
156
Adam, J....
111
Baynes, A. H.
109
178
176
Blackmore, J. H.
97
Brown, K. R.
9S
260
Browning, H.
256
191
195
Caiger, M. T.
165
169
Crabb, D. J.
Donald, C. C. ...
366
4Z6
257
262
Duthy-James, C.
Gee, M. I.
128
146
213
Goddard, J. J. ...
218

Pilot
Glennie, G.
Hill, A. D.
Inglesby, J. V.
Lowe. D. ...
Martin, P. A.
Neep, R. ...
aR~~K.

Old
161
254
127
221
413
~

New
207
261
90
246
496
71
~

Paul, 1.
315
326
Ramsden, J. B.
230
207
Robinson,
SCallQn, D.
303
428
Shepard. F. W. L.
449
459
Simpson, C.
...
295
Smith, M. J.
527
575
Tarnow, A.
224
242
Watson, A.
63
Wilson, M. J. C.
350
359
If pilots do not agree OJ;" do not
understand their rating, please write to
John Furlong. C/o B.G.A. Office.
lZ'l

AIRSPACE COMMITTEER'EPORT

M

EMBERS of the
Committee:
,
H. C. N. Goodhart' (Chairman),
Miss P. L. M. Buckley, C. A. P. Ellis,
D. H. G. Ince, O. W. NeUmark" E. E.
Reeves.
the point of view of actual
F ROM
airspace legislation, 1964 was a rela-

tively quiet year. The only big changes
wer,e the revisions of the Manchester
Terminal Area and the South-Eastern
side of the London Terminal Area. The
Manchester revision produced an appreciable reduction in the Manchester Control Zone, though it still remains, Unnecessarily large for the job it has to
perform; the continued imposition of
permanent IFR in this Control Zone
shows that there is still a long way to
go before it can be said with any assurance that controlled airspace is based
on logic rather than em<>tion.
The changes to controUed airspace in
South-East England produced a slight
easement for the Kent' Gliding Club by
raising the base of Green One in their
area; "Other than that it had little ,effect
on gliding. Also mainly affecting the
Kent Club was the formal change in
the law referred ,to in last year's report
which allows gliders into the CrossChannel Special Rules Area in V.M.C.
Permanent IFR has now been introduced in the Lomlon TMA above
5,000 it. but we were able to get gliders
excluded from this. Of course. this
exclusion, like the one which permits the
crossing of Airways in VMC, can very
easily be withdrawn and almost certainly
will be if anyone is reported for infringing the rules. Thus resp<>nsibility for the
future freedom of British gliding rests
firmly on each individual pilot on every
cross-country flight. Let it not be you
who breaks this trl!lst.
Until recently, despite the increase in
controlled airspace in 'south-east England,
there was a possibility of making a
record b.reaking flight in a north-west
wind by crossing the Channel and goin,g
on into Europe_ To make this flight a
climb (almost inevitably IMC) in the
Dover area 10 8,.000 ft. or so is neees130

sary but, now that there is complete
coverage of controlled airspace over
Kent, with a base of FL 45 or below,
the climb is very unlikely Jo be possible.
Discussions with the Ministry to, try
and produce a solution to this problem
have failed, due to there not being any
radar coverage available in the area concerned. Radar is expected to be installed
witQin the next two years, when the
problem w.i11 be re·examined.
An increase in the width of Amber
One extending between London and
Manchester TMA's is at present on trial
This is a big increase of controlled airspace in an area of much concern to
glider pilots on cross-country flights. It
l:an, however, be a major advantage to
us if it results in the ?peration of Amber
One as a "dualcatnageway".
In an ordinary airway the amount of
traffic that can be fed along it is
seriously limited by the climbing and
descending traffic which "occupies" a1l
the levels it climbs or descends through.
The only solutionis t!) hoJd outbound
traffic low until inbound traffic has
cleared the block the outbound is in.
This results in the low level extension
of controlled airspace far beyond the
points at which a free climbing aircraft
could exceed the heights conceroed. But
if an airway is "dual carriageway" the
pr<."blem disappears and aircraft can be
allowed to climb to operating height as
fast as they are able. There is, however,
considerable doubt whether Amber One
can be operated in this way with the
extension at present under trial. It was
for this reaSon that we objected to
Ministry proposals to make the extension permanent and further talks are to
be held in the new year.
A preliminary meeting has been held
by the Ministry to propose the intrOduction of .controlled airspace to pr~
vide protection for aircraft operating
into and out of Bristol (Lulsgate) and
Cardiff (Rhoose). In view of the
extremely Iow traffic levels in the area
and the fact that Cardiff already has a
Special Rules Zone, we (and several
others) have opposed this increase of
controlled airspace. A further meeting

will be held in the new year.
With regard to the establishment of
new gliding sites, we have undertaken
to let the Ministry know as soon as
the B.G.A. is notified. It is important
that this be done as early as possible
as, apart. from the basic problems of
present and future controlled airspace,
there are also problems associated with
the Services and their special and low
flying routes. Military low flying routes
have already caused some difficulty at
three of our existing sites.
While strictly now an Airspace matter,

we have taken on the task of dealing
with the Ministry on the question of
the provision of frequencies for gliders
within the aeronautical band. During
the y~r 129.9 mcs. has been allotted
in addition to 130.4 mcs. for normal
glider use .and 121.65 mcs. has been
allotted for ground-to-ground use at
gliding sites.
All in all, 1964 has not been a dull
year on the Airspace front and there is
every indication that 1965 will be even
less so.
H. C. N. GOODHART, Chairman.

DEVELOPMENT COMMITTEE REPORT

T WIth

~s

Committee's function is to li~ise
the Department of Education
and Science (formerly called the Ministry
of Education) and to help dubs obtain
grant aid under the provision of the
Physical Training and Recreation Act
of 1937. It also makes applications for
grant aid' for tbe Association's specialist
officers.
These grants are made in order to
encourage the people of this country
to take part in various sporting activities
and are available to clubs whose membership is open to all. Grants can be
made for new or second-hand equipment, land and buildings where the purchase of these items will increase the
facilities offered to the public. Aid is
not given for replacement of equipment
under any circumstances.
The Committee's fi;st fun year has
been moderately successful and at the
time of writing this report (31st January, 1965), eleven clubs have been successful in obtaining grant aid. Grants
amounting to £16,532 have been made,
this figure being 50% of the total cost
price of the various items.
A further five clubs have submitted
applications for grant aid for equipment
costing £10,165 and these applications
are being examined at the present time.
Quite obviously a. great deal of investigation and checking has to be carried out

by the Department before the Taxpayer's
money is given to clubs. It is vital that
Club Secretaries check their applications
most carefully before submitting them
to the Department, as a great deal of
time can be wasted if repeated queries
must be cleared up before a grant is
allowed. Clubs are strongly advised to
contact this Committee before making
an application. Grants have taken from
three to twelve months to process
depending on the manner in which the
various forms were completed.
The grant of £t,5oo for the National
Coach was renewed during the year
under review. In November, 1964, our
application for a grant towards the employment of the Chief T~hnical Officer
was approved and £1,500 was made
available to this Association. These two
grants for our Specialist Officers will
not orlly help to make our sport saf~r
but will also make gliding available to
many more people in this country.
Close contact was maintained with the
officials of the Department of Education
and Science and I would like to pay a
warm tribute to their ceaseless endeavours on our behalf. They deal with
many different sporting activities, few
of which can be as ·complex as gliding,
yet their grasp of our peculiar problems
is very heartening to see.
Our paper submitted setting out a
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case for grant aid for sleeping accommodation was favourably received,
although, unhappily, too late to help one
club's major building scheme. Our first
application for a Tug aircraft was suc, cessfol and two more are in the pipeline.
It is my firm belief that greater financial help wiIl be forthcoming for sport
in the years that lie ahead. We are constantly reading of shorter working hours
which must result in many more hours
being made available to people for
leisure and, one hopes, sporting pursuits. The long term future of some
gliding clubs may well lie in multi-sport
centres where the main administratjon
and social facilities are shared by different sporting clubs. In these cases, through
grants obtainable under the Physical
Training and Recreation Act, it is possible for new gliding clubs to buy land
which would' otherwise be far beyond
their means and by so organising their
site that they are no longer utterly
dependant on our fickle weather for
their revenue. I would strongly advise
existing clubs to re-examine their sites
in order to see whether they can not
make some land available to another
sport. If they can increase the utilisation
of their site without interfering with
flying activities, their costs will be
reduced, which is surely the aim of every
Committee.
Most local County Authorities arrange
lectures on many subjects for adults
under the heading of "Further Educa·
tion". Lectures on gliding have been
arranged by some County Councils and

in each case the lecturer is paid a very
fair sum for his labours. This is one way
in which clubs can augment the often
meagre salary they can only just afford
to pay their permanent staff. In addition,
these lectures can be enhanced by providing practical lessons in gliding thus
also increasing utilisation of club equipment. The County Further Education
Officer should be contacted if clubs are
eager to take part in this scheme.
I believe that the present Grant
scheme operated by the Department of
Education and Science is a very good
one which other countries would do well
to copy. It makes monies available to
clubs which are soundl)' based and able
to conduct their affairs in a proper
manner. As clubs can nQW apply for
grant aid as often and as soon- as they
like whenever equipment is required
without the earlier two year period, it
does mean that a gradual growth can
be achieved. Care must obviously be
taken that clubs do not over-stretch their
financial resources but try to payoff
their outstanding commitments before
embarking on further expansion plans.
It is entirely right and proper that
taxpayers' money should be made available to amateur sport and I am certain
that this scheme is the best that has
been devised to date. We - welcome the
formation of the Government Sports
Council and are certain that this body
will help amateur sport.
WALTER

A. H.

Ko\HN,

Chairman.

SAFETY PANEL REPORT
HE safety position for 1964 cannot
T
be regarded as a satisfactory one.
The number of accidents notified to the
B.G.A. during the year was over ninety
with an estimated cost of £15,000. Thi5
compares unfavourably with the 1963
cost of £10,000. Three of the accidents
were fatal to glider pilots and si~
others resulted in serious injuries.
It would be comforting to find some
type or phase of flight which would
132

account for a significant number of the
accidents. Although many do occur in
the final phases of a flight they are
generally the inevitable consequences of
errors made earlier in the flight. While
a reasonable amount is known about
how gliders have accidents, very little is
known about why glider pilots cause
them to happen.
To -give some jndication of those
who are liable to have accidents the

1964 figures have been grouped in the
analysed table. One feature is the
remarkable safety record of solo pilots
under training and in organise.d competitions. This contrasts with the record of
solo pilots between these two degrees
of excellence, whose accidents cost
nearly two-thirds of the total.
To find why these accidents are happening will require more "on the spot"
investigation and more information to
analyse. With this in mind three changes
are to be introduced during 1965. Firstly,
the present reporting forms will be
replaced with a new form which it is
hoped will be of more help in investigating accidents. Secondly, after the
paperwork has been re-organised, Clubs
will be asked to appoint Safety Officers
who will be able to apply their personaJ
and local knowledge to the investigation
of accidents when necessary. Thirdly,
with the agreement of those concerned,
it is hoped to publish anonymous
accounts of accidents and incidents

which will be of interest to the movement in general.
Finally, I must thank all those who
have investigated and reported accidents
and incidents: the staff of the B.G.A.
office who have borne the brunt of
collecting the information: the members
of the Ministry of Aviation who have
always been CQ-operative and forbearing,
and, most important of aJl, the great
majority of glider pilots whose care and
self-discipline have prevented them
from having an accident in 1964.
PAUL MlNTON, Chairman.
1964 Accidents
No. of
acciden/~

Type of /lying

and

Serious
Or
faral

incidents injuries

Two-seater
Solo pilots training
Genetal solo lIying
Solo

cross-country

Competition
ACID-lOW

flying
..

Ground incid~nts ..

29
10
21
12
1
S
14

3
1
3
1

Approx.
cost of
damage
10

gliders
£4.800
£900
£6,400
£2.500
£600
£8()()

WORLD CHAMPIONSHIPS ORGANISING
COMMITTEE REPORT
RGANISATION of the 1965 World
O
Gliding Championships started in
the Spring of 1964. The Royal Air Force
aerodrome at South Cemey was made
available, including support facilities, and
aero-towing. For this the Treasury made
a charge of £9;000. This charge meant
that the entry fees would have to be
much higher than ever before; however,
owing to the generosity of W. D. & H. O.
Wills, the B.G.A. has been able to bring
this down to an acceptable figure.
The Organisation itself is complex,
being a combined exercise by B.G.A.
and some one hundred and fifty voluntary helpers, R.A.F. South Cerney, and
sections of the Ministry of Defence,
within the framework of the Federation
Aeronautique Internationale. So far no
insllperable problems have arisen, coordination is good and co-operation
excellent.

The provisional entry list consists of
ninety-one gliderS from thirty nations.
This will involve a camp of nearly a
thousand people, including some four
hundred foreign competitors and technicians. It is expected that in addition
there will be a considerable number of
unofficial foreign visitors. The public
will be admitted to a special enclosure.
The opening ceremony will take place
on Saturday, 29th May, following a
week of practice flying. The championships themselves will continue until 12th
June, with the prizegiving and closing
banquet on 13th June. During the period
there will also be the international Osnv
technical and meteorological congress.
The Chairman would like to takie this
opportunity to thank everyone who is
doing so much to make the championships the best ever.
ANN WELCH, Chairman.
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EDNESDAY, 5th May is the tenth
W
anniversary of the inaugural meeting of the Kronfeld Club.

DIARY OF LECTURES
and Film Shows, Wednesdays at 8 p•.ID

The occasion will be marked by a
wine aIUl cheese party from 7-9.30 p.m.
- eat and drink as much as you like tickets 7s. 6<1. at the door. We hope we
shall see all those who were at that
original meeting. This took place in the
conference room in Londonderry House
Park Lane, which was then the Roya i
Aero Club's Aviation Centre.
The instructional lectures which have
been held in the club on Monday evenings since January have been the most
successful ever. Between 60 and 80
people have attended each lecture.
We extend a warm welcome to any
members of teams to the World Championships who are passing through London. The Club is open 5.30-11 p.m.
Monday-Friday.
We are now holding regular Bridge
evenings the last Thursday in the
month. Anyone interested should contact JiII Walker.
Further improvements to the Club
recently are new heaters in the lounge
and lecture rooms and vinyl tiles in the
entrance hall and lecture room. It is
planned also to extend the bar.
Y. C. B.

Mar. 31. Gliding in Iceland, by Ludwig Caarlsson.
April 7. Aviation Films.
" 14. Glider Retrieves, by B. Jefferson, Derbyshire and Lancashire Gliding Club.
.. 21. The latest U.S. Fighters, by
U.S.A.F.
" 28. Making use of Light Aeroplanes, by Peter Brooks.
May 5. 10th Anniversary Party. 7 p.m.
12. Aviation Photography, by lan
Macponald.
19. Thoughts on Meteorology for
the World Championships.

NOTH.ING BUT THE BEST .••
••• IS GOOD ENOUGH FOR YOU

**

* *

REPAIRS
TEN YEAR INSPECTIONS
OVERHAULS
R,E·SPRAYING, ETC.
Carried out at Reasonable Charges

Southdown Aero Services ltd
Lasham AIrfield, Alion, Hants.
toleph_ Ho"io,d 359
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INSTRUCTIONAL LECTURES
Mondays at 8 p.m. Admission Ss.
(Special terms fOr four or more lectures
booked in advance.)
April 5. Advanced Meteorology, by
C. E. WaUington, National
and World Gliding Championships forecaster.
12. Part II of the above.
28. Wave Soaring, by an expert.

.

Lecture to Attend
EADERS of SAILPLANE &
R
are invited to attend a lecture by
Philip Wills on "Air Transport Auxiliary

GLIDING

~

-Its Place in Aviation History", to be
given at the Royal Aeronautical Society,
4 Hamilton Place, London, W.L, on
Monday, 5th April, at 7 p.m. No tickets
are required.
Mr.Wills became second in command
of this wartime ferry pilots' organization,
and many pre-war glider pilots, including Ann Welch, flew in it.

ANOTHER D'EAD SEA SCROLL
By GODFREY LEE

URING the course of a recent debate
D
, at the Kronfeld Club on the subject
of the Regulations for Standard Class
Sailplanes, I had occasion to quote what
I believe to be the eartiest known form
of these Regulations and to descril7e the
circumstances of their discovery. This
document aroused considerable interest
and it was suggested to me that your
readers might be interested in the matter;
accordingly, I give the information in
question below, so' that you may publish
it if you think fit.
WhIm, a few years ago, in a cave in
P.alestine, .the Dead Sea Scrolls were discovered .in earthenware jars, there was
also found a chipped white ernamd vessel,
bowl-shaped and with a handle to one
side, that contained a few pages of an
ancient manuscript, subsequently identified as part of the Book of the Prophet
Effgeei.· Fortunately' for us. among those
pages was a very early set of rules that
clearly define an ancient type of motorless aircraft. The translation of the rele,
vant part tbat follows is due to myoid
friend, the learned scholar Dr. Yerfdog
Eel.
"And Effgeei went up into an high
mountain and the Lorn spake unto
him,. saying:. Hear, 0 Effgeei, my Corn·
mandments which shall be to you and
to all people. And understand well, 0
Effg.eei, that I the Lorn am a jealous
Lom and will visit the spins of the
fathers upon the children, even unto
the 3rd .and 4th rotation; but to them
that keep my Commandments will I
show therrna1s. even unto hundreds of
feet per second straight up.
"The span of thy wings shall be not
more than 15 metres, nay not even by
so much as the breadth of thy little
finger.t
"Thou ,shalt not make unto· thyself
any kind of flap, neither in the likeness
of anything that is in heaven above,
nor in the earth beneath, nor in the
waters that are under the earth.
~

Believed to have been pronounced
"Eff-gee-eye".
j' Is this, I wonder, the real origin of the
expression "Finger Trouble"?

"Thou shalt not change the camber
of thy wings, for after S\lch things do
the ungodly lust.
"Thine underparts shall be a wQeel .
for if thou hast but a skid, then shall
the oxen labour in vain to launch thee.
"Thine underparts shall be fixed,
even as with nails of brass in the Rock
of Pisgah,. for a retractable underpart
is an abomination in the sight of the
Lorn.
'Thou shalt not cause to faU from
thy glider any offering or sacrifice upon
the earth beneath: neither iron nor
rock, nay not even the dew of 'heaven
nor the sands of the desert.
"Thou shalt not use a sail to retard
thy landing, not even if it meanest that
thou joinest the swine at Gadel'ene.
"Thy glider must receive the blessing of the Lom, or thou shalt not enter
int.o t~~. Competition nor in any wise
aVla,te.
That is really the end of the "Regulations", but Effgeei Was a religious leader
and so followed up the rules with a few
mor.al precepts, which may be of interest
even today.
"Tbou shalt not stall.
"Thou shalt not commit autorotati.on.
"Thou shalt not covet thy neighbour's glider, nor his barograph, nor
his inst.ruments, nor his trailer,. nor his
towing camels, nor his retri.eving crew
nor anything that is his."
That is all the Prophet has to tell us;
I find it a fascin,ating side-light on the
thinking of primitive people.
Caravans for

Gliding Meetings
Renl or Self Tow
Hir.~

"Deli.e,ed
when required. All
popua.,
..alt.

.•...,.il.b.le incJudina.
SI',ife.. Fllirholme,
Thommn, Bhllbird.
Latest models now

0... dilpbiy et 0'"
Show Sit.. 0",,"
1I'Iln d.YI • we.k.
Visit us or write for

d.tail"

4A Rich-..d Road,
Kingston--on-th.",.s.. SU.....-y.

KINgston 6JMl
Show Sit., Wald.gra"
Teddington. MIdcIIe ...
POP••g""'. 764J

.
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CLUB .STATISTICS FOR 1964

A iraal'
Lounchl!s
Club o..,,~d or op.
0" Club By Club
2S S~C HP 1'0 TUG
sit~
glidus

Gliding Club
ABERDEEN
•.
.,
AVIlO
..
..
BATH
•...
B E.A. SILVER WING
BLACKPOOL &< FYLDE

2
1
2
2
2

BRISTOL
.•
..
CAMDRJOOB UNlvr RSln
..
-Cot.LEOE Of' AI::a:mAlfnCS
CORNISH
..
.•

Co"""""y

..

1
-

3
-

1
3
1

I
2
2

2
2

3
2

I

I

I
I

12
5
I
2
6

-

1
2

6,40~

2,127
I,~OO

5,40~

3,976
1,444
5,177
4,939

230
749
1,205

1,145
1,050
230
556
153

6.782
6.3?2
;.380"
1,374

6,301
5,5.9
1,116
1,163

1,319
948
497
130

1,002
615
344
89

4,033
300·
105
1,536
5,540

4,029
300
105
1,377
5,089

406
26
7
154
159

393
26
7
140
388

7,619
3,450
1.444
5,427

-D'RBYSH'RE
---- - - - -•.[ -4 -2-17- -- - -4,t95
- -2,101
- - -845& LANCASHIRE
3
6.043"
"DEVON & SoNE_T
DONCASTER &< DISTRICT

DoRsE.T

..

..

..

..

..

.,

..

..

DUMFRIFS & DISTRICT

2
1
-

..

I

2

1
1
1
1
2

1

-

4
7
4
2

-

1

-

I

-

-------------11--- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - EssFX
.,
GLASGOW &< WFn
HALIFAX
••
HANDLEY PAGE

..
..
SCOTLAND
..
..
..

KENT

..

..

1

I

-

-

-

1
1
1

-

-

-

1
1

8

-LASHAM
- -CENTRE
- - -. . - -. [ - 4- 43·
- -4 -26.057
- - 16,501
- - -2,- 2,118
-. .
.
4 Jl8
(NAT!o,"'ALS 1964)
AIR SCouTs
..
ARMY..
..
CROWN AGENTS
IMPERIAL COLLEGE
LASHAM SociETY

•.
..

LElGHTON P",R" SCHOOL
SURREY
••
•.
.,

•.
•.

POLISH Allt FORCE Assoc.

•.

_ _U_N_I_V_E_RS_'TY
_ _Co_L_L_EG_6_G_.C_·_ _
.._

LAKES

..

LEt,CESTERSH'RE
LoNDON
..
MIDLAND..
t'/EWCAS1U

4~0

..

..
..
..
..

1.280

I
.__ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - I
I
2
2
2
1
3,106
3,034
334
1 2
4
4
1,410
1,204
1.007
3
4
~ 29
2 11.635
9.713
3,190
3
I
5
6 8.074
6.703
3,042
2
1
I
5 3,006
2,731
730

..

..

..

.•
..
..
. .

..
..
..
• .

..
..
..
. .

. .

. .

-

•.

':':

I1

_
285
556
1.791
1,790
468

-NORFOLK
- - - '..- -. .- -.. - -.. - 1
-I ---- -2.897
- - -2,789
- - -343- - 1
1
300
NORPOLK

&<

NORWICH

NoaTHAIofl'TONSHrRE

NOltTHUMBRlA

OUSE

. •

OXFORD

••

..
.•

..

-

1

1

••

6

-

2

1

-

1

-

2

1

-

2

1

J

~

3,804

4

-

1

3
1
1
5

3,080
2,140
1,592
5,840
3,247
884

------------1---------•.

•.

Pl!RItINS SPORTS ASSOCIATION
FARNBOROUGH
SCOTTISH GUDING UNION

R.A.E.

••

..
,.
..

I
I
2

-

-

2

2
J
1

••

.•

..

J

..

..

..

I

SWANSEA
..
..
SWlNDON
••
.•
ULSnR &< SHORTS
WEST WALES
••

..
••

..
. •

I

1

1

..

.•

I

I

YORJ<SHIRl

••
•.
......

2
2

2

TOTAL CIVILIAN

••

64

52

SoUTHOOWN
SoUTH WALES

-

I

-

7

-

2

2

-

1

1

-

-STAPFORDSH1RE
- - - - -..- - ..- 1
-1 -1- 2- -I
•.
1

136

,.

. .

219
2,494·

-

I

-

1
2
2
3

-

1

-

I

_

11

1'

67 ~05'

21

1

3,247
469
4,300
758
4,076
5,639
170~535

2,494

269
250

_
250

3,902

384

374

2,751
2,000
1,632
4,717
3,299
824

707
310
292
1,643
656
70

441
240
292
1,219
379
55

469
4,326
748
3,996
4,800

20
NIK
82
490
2,110

146,608

33,121

--- - - - -

- -273- -~O3,143
20

N{K

81
490
1,360
21,549

CLUB STATISTICS FOR 1964 (continued)
Courses
Flying dDys

-- -

Cross·coumry
By cIMb
miles glitkrs

TOUlI

Totol soaring

N}K

47
40
24
59

92
115
85
100
54

NIK

170

HO

N}K

19l!
100

198

-465

J.S65

NIK

N}K

4,470
250
1,165
2,289

762
750
2SO
130
486

-117
- ---5,962
209

-

No. Pupils

- - - -10

---

-

65

-

I
AB

-5
9
16
16
6

-

NOll-

S

C

1(0
(0

19
23

.

~

I
8
8
8
5

- ---- - - --20
7

M~mbtrship

enrijica,.s

12
3

F/yinr: flying

G

--- --

-4
9
3
------

40
5

3
3

Poten·
rial

N}K
-36 -100

--~

52
81
90
115
42

7
4
190

N}K

247
250

54
6

350
300

---- - -

120
150

45
N}K
N}K
50
-16 -118 NIK
-8 ISO
59
20
12
14
103
178
6.3
16
19
35
127
11
156
:<00
-104
- 7.755 ---- -186
- -- - - - - - --- - - -- - 219 II
18
19
I
225 100
139
2SO
20
4,029
319 N}K N}K N}K NIK
N}K
141
200
N}K N}K
- 2 135
-51 J50
69
2,400
40
479
5
14
7
10
183
29
169
28 67
7
8
76
17
5
100
-10
-(0
7
21
40
I
6
7
I
25
80
65
--------- 9 ---------2
SO
70
110
60
10
139
19
5
23
3
36
to
-6 N}K
--- -- -- -- -36
14 N}K
-2
(00
400 18
6
4
n
SO
55
-32 200
-108 14 8 9 147
30
1,192
129
10
9
- - - - - --- -- - - --- -N/K
- - ----319- -N}K
140
125 42
69
31
&00
76
no

NIK

NIK

-

-

--

I~O

-

23,757

limit

I

---- --- --- -------- 6 -2
320
54
8
3
57
11
80
13
3
87
12
9
If
ISO
.NIK 87
20 NIK
10
3
300 113
N}K
N}K
N/K !ws
20-:'
1,794
314 22
361
26
I
26
25
190
70
2SO
118 120
&97
5
3
IS·
100
200
-----------46
760
420
3
16
142
2
7
120
9
64
11
30
3,227
I
12
30
N}K
38
100 8
4
100
6
SO
100
8.6
3
-57
-5
-I 100
131
17
25
195
195 ISO
6
100
---- -11- --- --- - -----87
44
1,776
116 4
4
2
7S
80
SO 4
73 N}K
300
7
6
40
SO
-98
50
2l-O 6
8
6
65
2'0
--- 100

-- -- --104
85
258

54
63
160
158
88

895
2,850

-

-

~

~

204
fO
51

129
45
26

1,182
433
160

526
103

~

21

149
10

8
6

10
3

21
4

4

155
80

60
20

250

100
40
-- --- -- - - ------ - -100
---90
n
116
75 If
9
2
72
-- 10040
21
7
7
40
N]K N/K
412
412
12
8
8
150
1
15
6
95
38
2
80
25 12
3
3
25
30
-130
40
240
240 5
180
125
2,270
14
850 15
120
- - -_.- -- - - - - -_.- - - - - - -i - --- - 3(0
8,894 !9J 1,699
459
305
24
4.940 1.031 5,470
- - -73,865

-

-

I

N}K

- --
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CLUB STATISTICS FOR 1964 (continued)
Launches
Aircraft
On Club By Clllb'
Club o~'ned or op.
gliders
2S Sec HP PO TUG
sil~

Gliding Club

R.A.F.G.S.A.
BICESTEk
EAST ANGLIAN
FOUR CoUNn...
WHITE ROSE
MENDIPS ..
CHEVIOTS
EAST MIDLAND
CHILTERNS ..
BANNERDOWN
FENLAND

MOONRAKW'
CLOVELANDS

-- -

..

..
..
..
..
..
..

....

..
..
..

..
..
..
..
..

..
..

ROYAL NAVAL G.S.A.
HERON
..
PORTSMOUTH
..
FULMAR
..
·CONDOR
..
..

..

..
..

..

..
..

....

..
.,

....
... .

....

..
..
..
..

....
....

ARMY G.S.A.
(Army Soaring Club included
in La.ham)
ALDERSHOT AND DISTRICT
SOUTHERN COMMAND ..
"

..

SERVICE TOTAL

..

..

SERVICE AND CIVILIAN TOTAL
AIR TRAINING CORPS

..

3
2

1

1
Z
2
f

2
2
2
2
2
2
1
2
2

-

HOUT$

Totol

4,037
19,963
4,037
-- -2 19.963
4,234
4,199
381
381
2,014
240
2,014
240'
1,237
162
162
-- -- 1 -- 1,220
133
133
I,Ud
1.758
259
239
I
2 - 2,300 2,433
- ---5.730
---- 838
2 -3 5.630
838
4,169
t
4.36
436
2 4.169
313
4,176
2 4.244
326
2
2
334
4,211
4,238
364
2
2 - 4,250
980
1
950
4.700
4
1 1
2,893
2,917
193
279
2
1
-- -- - -- ---- - - - - - - - - 224
1.365
1,230
383
-I 21 21 -I 3,,477
387
332
3,439
I
3,241
430
430
I
3.241
149
1
1,340
1.340
149
I
--- - - --- - - I

2
3
2
2

7
~

1

-

----

~

1
1

..

31

..

93

..

160

CllIh
gliders

--- - - - - - - - - - ---

-

I
2

26

2
3

- -

1,51(j
3,691

199
528

199
328

242.216

220,419

44,437

32.422

183,693

183,693

1,51'7
3,670

--9---71,681
- - -72,100
- - -----10.873
--36
3
11.316

78 103 213124
3

-

NOTES: ·Only available figure. arc for 1963. These figures shown for purposes of analysis tOlal and
compariscn wilh 1963 101al.

B.G.A. NEWS
1964 ANNUAL AWARDS
HE British Gliding Association has
pleasure in announcing the following awards for 1964:
DE HAVILLAND CUI' for the greatest
gain in height: to J. J. Gosldard fot a
gain of height of 16,500 ft. at Portmoak
on 28th January. Skylark 3F.
MANIO CuP for the long~st goal flight
during the year: No award.
W AKBFlELD TROPHY for the longest
distance during 1964: to J. S. William~
son for a flight Upavon-Swinderby-Upavon, a distance of 274 miles, on 30th
August. Olympia 419. (U.K. Goal and
Return Record.)
YOLK CUP for the longest prc-declared
turning point and return flight: to J. S.

T

13'11

WilIiamson for the flight under the
WakefieId Trophy.
SBAGER CUP for the best two-seater
performance: to R. P. Saundby and B.
Roberts for a gain of height of 17,750 ft.
(Absolute Altitude 19.050 ft.) at Bicester
on 7th 1une. Blanik. (V.K. Gain of
Height and Absolute Altitude recordi
for two-seaters,,)
DOUGLAS TROPHY to the Club putting
forward three flights by three different
Club members in Club aircraft aggregating the largest total cross country mileage: to the Surrey Gliding Club, for
the following flights:
D. B. James, Lasham-South
Shields on 22nd May. Sky·
lark 3
... 265 miles
A. D. Purnell, Lasham-Kidderminster·Lasham on 2200

(contin~ed)

CLUB STATISTICS FOR 1964

M.mlHrshlp'

CnUP'$ef

Ctrtiji<a,ts

C,oss~counlry

Flyinl/days

70tal
",il~s

Talal soaring

By c1"b
,liders

No. PJlPils

-- - - - - - ---- NIK

239
101
109
60
100
70

-

49
30
20
6
20

~

49
38
73
21

III
82
103
92

3,178
265

NIK

3.118

26~

JSIK

250

1,600

1,600

4.000
1,400
340
1,390
2,875

4,000
1,400
340
1,390
2,475

40

2~

~2.S

~2~

930
1,963
614
243

614
243

480
190

Non- PotenFlying flyinz tial

G

S

16

---

-

--- - - - -- 250

-

9~

8S
1\4
103

C

-~

--31
93
- - - - --- - - - -1~0

AB

- - - - -- - - - ---- --'-49
I
92
37
162
175
200
5
4
100
- -4 -- 12981 --- NIX
-4
2
--9
4
I1
61
100
-20 NIK
18
2
1
30
n
6
3
to
100
5
- 73--8 - -15- ----- ' - 8
I
-2 -120
8
18
4
114
150
14
2
7
115
-4
17
4
101
--- NiX
14
7
16
3
103
-18
6
10
4
85
- - ---'-'- - - - -- -- ---- -_.-

1

~

I~O
12~

6

-2 -21

6
11
12

~

6
2

8
9
4

J
1
1

- - - -- --- ---- --- --- --- - -NIX

NIK
NIK

S2
107

29
50

.----

--1-----Key

H.

to

NIK

3,200

22,773
96,638

aircra!t

-

3.2;"

-5

~,044

21'

NIK

~

50

NIK

-9 -4

------- -252- -257
20.150 24
1,95\

cont inuous

NIK

108

716

413

2,-46~

91

NJK

100
90
--60
80
- - -'-- - -

3
11
---_.
--

60
83
40
57

83
157

655 miles
CALIFOt{NlA IN ENGLAND to a woman
pilot of British nationality for the
longest flight commencing in the United
Kingdom: to Anne Burns for a flight
l..asham-Pontefract, 174 miles, aD 22nd
May_ Ka-6.
FRANK FOSTER TRoPHY for the fastest
speed round a 100 km. Triangle: to
Anne Burns for a speed of 43.4 m.p.h.
on
l..asham-Thruxton-Welford-Lasham
26th June. Standard Austria.
ROBERT PERFECT TROPHY to the Club
with the highest number of B.G.A.

12(1

6

168

12

1.~94

'08

36

6,~34

1,064 7,165

catcgories: 2S "" tWO-ScaleS; Sce. "" secondary; IIp = high
privately owned; S ., Silver; G = Gold; wo "" weeks.

August. Skylark 4 ...
198 miles
V.
Howitt, SalisburyGrimsby on 7th August.
Skylark 4
In miles

-

- 33- -L,695
200

performance;

PO

=

categorised instructors in proportion to
its flying membership:
1st Trophy and £40 Award - Aberdeen Gliding Club.
2nd £20 Award - Norfolk G.C.
3rd £10 Award - Cornish G.C.

--SmowELl

">.

~LPLANES

"

Speedwell Works. 80scIen Hall Farm.

Huel Grove. Cheshire
Tol..,ho.o, Stoppiftg Hill S742
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TECHNICAL COMMITTEE REPORT
Committ~:

EMBERS of the
F. G.
M
Irving (Chairman), J. B. B. Jobnston, J. D. Jones, J. Leach, H. U. Midwood, K. R. Obee, R. C. Stafford-Alien,
C. O. Vcrnon, B. E. Warner, L. Welch,
R. B. Stratton, P. Bisgood. Advisor to
the Committee: LL-Cdr. R. BretlKnowles (Instrument Development Coordinator).

Terms of Reference:
To advise the Council on technical
matters, in particular to supervise the
Airworthiness Scheme.
1. Supervision of the issue of Certificates of Airworthiness.
2. Supervision of the Approval of Inspectors.
3. Consideration of all technical problems.

Work of the Committee
Number of Meetings
New Certificates of Airworthiness issued
Certificate of Airworthiness renewals
Major Overhauls (induded in renewals)
New Glider Types certificated
Renewals of Inspection Approval
Renewals of Senior Inspection Approval
Renewals of Firms' Approvals
New Inspectors Approved
New Senior Inspectors Approved
EAD in conjunction with those of
R
previous years, the above table shows
a steady increase in the work of the
Committee to an extent which made it
imperative to appoint a full-time member of the B.G.A staff to deal with technical matters. There were a number of
very highly-qualified applicants for the
post. and the eventual choice was Mr.
R. C. Stafford-Alien. Thanks to an increased grant from the Department of
Education and Science, it was possible
to appoint him from 1st December, 1964,
and he is now pursuing his duties with
characteristic energy. To the onsuccessful candidates, the Committee extends its
thanks; it was most gratifying to find
such an array of talent so deeply
interested in the future well-being of
gliding.
Ray Stafford-Alien's duties have been
fully explained elsewhere: they include
dealing with the routine technical paperwork, examining applicants for inspection approval, visiting clubs to advise on
technical matters and arranging inspectors' .courses. To encourage clubs to
make full use of his services, no charge
will be made for his visits, but, in order
to spread some of the costs over those
who ultimately benefit, it has heen neces140

1963
11

54

269

1%4
10
64
343

30
4

19

57
16

69
16

5
13

20

I

I

I

5

sary to make a small increase in the cost
of C. of A. renewals. We hope that
Clubs will not hesitate to invite him to
visit them: the aim is to out technical
matters on a more personal basis than
has previously been possible and to
establish contacts where they really matter - in the Club workshops and hangars.
In the context of dub maintenance,
the revised inspection report forms have
been generally well received, but it is
worth reminding inspectors that the
copies destined for glider logbooks
should be permanently attached to them.
Regrettably, instances of poorly-kept
logbookS' still come to ollr notice from
time to time. The least effects of such
inattention are increased overhaul costs
and lowered re-sale values: at the worst,
it can lead to serious trouble in the
event of an accident. A certain amount
of paperwork is a necessity of airworthiness, but good records can save endless
bother. A recent example concerned a
somewhat non-standard used glider of
foreign origin imported into this country
and requiring certification. The owner
produced documentation which can only
be described as perfect. It was being
given check test-flights the week-end

after landing in the U..K. and only
required a brief inspection of the calculations and other papers prior to formal
approval by the Committee. Admittedly,
it was a modification to a type already
approved, but it is gratifying to be able
to match an efficient application with
efficient results.
It is hoped that the certification of
new types will eventually be handled by
a new sub-committee under Mr. P. L.
Bisgood. The Design Requirements SubCommittee, under Mr. C. O. Vernon,
has been revived and is considering
further proposals for alterations to Section E of British Civil Airworthiness
Requirements, for eventual discussion
with the Air Registration Board. The
consideration of these proposals has been
stimulated and assisted by the parallel
deliberations Qf the OSTlV Sailplane
Development Panel, which has now
drawn up requirements applicable to
gliders in general, not only those in the
Standard Class. The Chairman and Mr.
VeT non attended a meeting of the Panel
in The Hague in November. It is worth
saying here that our initial misgivings
of a few years ago have been dispelled:
we like to think that we have contributed something to the OSTIV Requirements and in exchange we have been
exposed to the stimulus of international
discussions, often supported by the
results of unique research.
A report on "The Durability of Glues
used in Glider Construction" has been
completed and circulated to interested
parties. This should largely allay the
fear that glues such as AeroIite deteriorated with the passage of time to such an
extent that they became unsafe after
about ten years. The picture is obviously
complicated, but well-built gliders, properly maintained in temperate climates,
seem to be in the clear.
It is again sad to tell Qf the need to
liaise with the Accidents Investigation
Branch of the Ministry of Aviation,
both by discussion and by causing Test
qroups to carry out experiments. The
dlscussion of matters of mutual interest
Was greatly facilitated by a loncheon at
Imperial College attended by various
members of the AJ.B. and the Directorate of Air Safety, together with the
Chairmen .cf the B.G.A. Technical Committee, Instructors' Panel and Safety

Panel. We find this collaboration most
fruitful and pleasant, regrettable though
the circumstances may be.
In view of the major dislocations to
club training programmes caused by the
mandatory modification to T.31 main
spars, some statement of the prc;sent
situation seems to be required, particularly in view of misgivings which
seem to have arisen from the knowledge
that the Committee and the manufacturers were continuing to consider these
aircraft. The best information we have
indicates that if the mainspar has been
thoroughly inspected and found to be
free. from cracks (or if repairs have been
carn~d out to eliminate c!acked regions)
and lf Mod. 80 has been incorporated in
accordance with the manufacturers' instructions, then the stress levels in the
mainspar are satisfactory provided that
the machine is operated within the
placar~ed 1imitati~ns. As with any type
of gilder, excesSive speeds, excessive
weak-link strengths, unauthorised aerobatics or heavy landings can all cause
structural damage.
As gliders become more sophisticated
(and I make no excuse for using that
word), so do tbeir airworthiness problems become more esoteric. There is little
prospect of the Committee's communal
thinking becoming stagnant and current
or f,preseeable problems include more
detailed investigations of airbrake characterist~cs! consideration of handling charactenstlcs from the dynamic point of
view, and fatigue of metal and glass-fibre
structures.
Meanwhile, the routine of C. of A.
renewals, approving modifications and
replying to the "how do I build a
glider in my back garden" letter continues, nobly supported by the inspectors, manufacturers and office staff. We
thank them all.
F. G. IRVlNG, Chairman.

H.F. RADIO CHANNEL
EGOTIATIONS with the G.P.O.
have now been completed. RF.
allocation is 3425.5 kc., with either
double sideband or upper sideband suppressed carrier. Power limitations:
ground, 50 watts; glider. 10 watts.
R. BREIT-KNOWLES,
B.G,A. Radio Co-ordinator

N
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You'll never get this
off the ground
It is a Rubery Owen trailer axle. Haul i~
round tight corners, drag,.it over bumpy roads'
-the wheels stay firmly on the ground. This
is independent suspension by torsion bars at
its best.
This axle has more to offer. Plenty of)
braking power-discs on the 25 cwt. size,
shock absorbers if you want them, and the new
Rubery Owen compensated linkage-smaller,
lighter and trouble free.
Specify Rubery Owen axles for your glider trailer.

co. LTD. Trailer Equipment Dept.,
P.O. Box 10, Darlaston. Wednesbury, Staffs. Telephone:
James Bridge 3131.

RUBERY OWEN &
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INSTRUCTORS' PANEL REPORT
XECUTIVE Committee: Ann Welch
(Chairman), Fit. Lt. R. A.. E. Dunn,
E
J. C. Everitt, D. G. Goddard, P. MintOD,
R. A. Neaves, Pit. Off. J. S. Williamson.
(in addition to above): G. Collins,
Wing Commander J. G. Croshaw, D.
Daroishire, T. Davidson, Fit Sgt. A.
Gough, J. Hands, Air Commodore N. W.
Kearon, Sqn. Ldr. E. W. 1. Morris,
A. D. Piggott, A. O. SutcWfe, B. Thomas.
PANEL

HE National Coach, John Everitt,
T
with tbe Capstan, ran 26 instructors'
courses at 14 different sites, for instructors from 23, clubs. 16 of tbese instructors gained Wills Scholarships towards
the ,cost of the course. The National
Coa-ch also ran the following special
courses during the year: Under ZO's
advanced cOllrse at Dunkeswell, Ab
Initio school course at Portmoak:, entry
into Nationals and Northerns ior soaring and competition instruction. The
following excerpt is from his Annual
Report:
"Tbe visits showed that grant.s made
under the Physical Training and Recreation Act are \lery much appreciated as
there is a need throughout the country
for modern gliders and equipment, and
many clubs and instructors,. particularlY
the newer ones, do new' help to aVOid
some of the pitfalls of gliding. With a
subject such as instruction with many
varied approaches to its problems there
has been a need to avoid ponlification.
Therefore progress in order to ~ sure,
must inevita.bly be slow, particularly
with only onc National Coach. If the

GUDERWORK
CofA OVER:HAULS

=l~~

"3

~

REPAIRS

Husbands Boswortb
Airfield
'LeiiCester.hirB

funds were available there is no doubt
that several National Coaches workiDg
together would make an appreciable
difference to the g,eneral standard of
gliding in this country."
The general instructor position is only
barely satisfactory, since too few club
members are becoming instructors, The
reasons for this are:
1. The attractions of private ownership- and soaring.
2. The risk of getting stuck as an
instructor, and not baving time for
solo, fiying.
3. The higher standard requiI'ed of
an instructor today, before he can
work on his OWJl, or obtain a category.
4. The difficulty of finding sp;lre time
to go on a course or be trained.
5. The common diffiCUlty, through
cost or lack of facilities, to get
,enough pilot experience to become
an instructor in less than four ,or
five years' gliding.
It will be difficult to overcome this
situation unless Clubs ca:n make the job
of an instructor less onerous, and more
enjoyable: proper rota systems, and
better performance two-seaters which
give more satisfactory f1yil'l,g will help.
J.t is, however, important that every
effOrt is made to encourage more pilots
to become instructors before the shortage results in reduction in club operations. In the interests of future pupils,
club pilots likely to become good instructors should be given priority in
getting flying experience more quickly,
and existing i\lstructors should have
time to get in solo soaring as well as
being tied to the two-seaters.
On the plus side, the higher standards
now required of the ,qualified instructor
is resulting in better trained pilots, and
pilots who are becoming -comJ?etent at
soaring in an early. stage in theIr career.
It is also resulting in fewer training
accidents,
ANN WELCH, Chairman.

•
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GLIDING SITES IN
Name of
Site

Club
ABERDEEN

North LittertY

AVRO

Woodford

BATH

Kccvil
Aerodrome

8.E.A. SILVEa WING
BuCIO'OOL 8:.

FY1.DE Squires Gale

8:.

8 ....CKPOOL

Booker

FYLOE

Salmesbury
Acrodromt

BJUSTO\.

Nympsiicld

CAMBRIDGE
l,IN'VIlRSITY
CoLLEGE OF
AERONAUTICS

Cambridge
Aiopon
Cranficld

PO$;/ion

Tel. No.

4 m. N.E. of
Turriff
; m. N.
Maeclesfield
4 m. S.5.E.
Mclksham
H. Wycombe 3 m. S.W.
High Wyeombe
6053
Blackpool
S. bottndan of
Blackpool
41526
Between Preston
& Blackburn
BramhaJl 1291

3} m. S.W.

Uley 342

Height

I It.a.s.l.

Lot. and Long.

560

57.34 N. 02.22 W.

300

53.20 N. 02.09 W.

200

51.19 N. 02.08 W.

520

51.37 N. 00.48 W.

34

53.46 N. 03.02 W.

2-50

52.45 N. 02.35 W.

700

51.43 N. 02.17 W.

50

52.12 N. 00.11 E.

360

52.04 N. 00.37 W.

Stroud

CORNISH

Perranporth

CORNISH (additional
sites)

Newlyn
Downs
Davidstow
Moor

COVENTRY

HUSbands
Bosworth
Aerodrome
Camphill

Aerodrome

8<

IJERBYSHIItB
LA~CASHIRE

Essh.X
GI,.ASGow 8:. WEST
01' SCOTLAND
lUul'AX

lUNDLEY PAGE

LASHAM GLIDING
SOCIETY; ARMY;

BoY SCOUTS;

50.40 N. 05.08 W.

950

50.40 N. 04.40 W.

505

52.26 N. QI.02 W.

1,350

53.18 N. 01.43 W.

800

50.52 N. 03.14 W.

Doneaster
11 m. S. of
Doncastcr
56066
Town
Aerodrome
SITE UNDER N£G TlATION

20

53.30 N. 01.10 W.

Tinwald
3 m. E.N.E.
Downs
Dumfries
Townfoot Hill Dumfries 5S68 3 m. E. Thomhill

50

55.05 N. 03.03 W.

DUMFRIES 8:.
D,STlUCT
UNlv.

50.20 N. 05.11 W.

370

5 m. N. Horuton

DunkesweU

EDINBURGH

20 m. E.
Coventry

Kcnilworth
52552

320

207 8 m. N.E. BUllton

DEVON 8:.
SOMERSET
poNCASTER 8:.
OISTRICT
DoRSET

(Additional site)

Cambridge
3 m. N..E. CilY
Centre
56291
Cranfield 212 8 m. S.W.
Bedford
Perranporth
t m. S.W. of
Town
2124
5 m. E. Perranporth
3 m. N.E. Camel·
ford

Tideswell

Aerodrome

Newington
(Edinburgh)
(provisional)
2091
North WeaId North Wcald
222
Aerodrome
Balgait Moor Beanben
1026
HaUax 62197
Ringstonc
Edge
Park Street
Radlctt
2266
Aetodrome

East Fortune
Aerodrome

ChaUocIt

Challock 307

Tcbay Ghyll
WaJney Island
Aerodrome
Lasham
Aerodrome

Qrton 280

Reanby
Aerodrome

Osgalhorpc
260

Herriard 270

4

S. N. Ber·
wick

55.15 N. 03.42 W.
95

56.00 N. 02.43 W.

2t m. N.E.

329

51.4-1 N. 00.20 E.

16 m. N.
Glasgow
5 m. S.W.
Halifax
2 m. S. St.
Albans

600

56.06 N. 04.14 W.

1,050

53.40 N. 01.56 W.

2fiO

51.41 N. 00.11 W.

625

51.12 N. 00.51 E.

1,000

54.27 N. 02.35 W.

Wl.

Eppin~

5 m. N.N.W.
Ashford
15 m. S. Penrith
25 m. S.W.
Kendal
Between Alton
and Ba~ingstQke

10

600

SUI N. 01.02 W.

220

52.43 N. 01.02 W.

IMPERIAL COLLEGE;
LI!IGHTOIt P...."
ScHOOL; POLISH
A.F.A.; SU"'I;V;
UNIVERSI1:Y

Cou...

LONDON

LEICES1'ERSHUIE

144

8 m. N.E.
Leicester

THE UNITED KINGDOM
Description

Aero·

2 gnus run....ays and heather

Service
or Civil

No

Civil

Weekends

None

Civil

Weekends

None

R.A.F.
Satellite
Civil

Weekends

None

Weekends & some weekdays

None

Used for testing
satellite aerodrome run-

R.A.F.

,,'ays no power Byina
Disused aerodrome

Slopes

tows

No
Yes

bays operating

I

Ye,

Civil

Weekends, Thursday evenings

3·runway aerodrome

No

Civil

Sundays. also many Sats.; Spring &
Summer only

Grass strip, N.E.-S.W. <:>n hill
lOp. N. and W. slopes, Cuts-

Yes

Civil

Every day

Yes

Civil

Weekends, Summer weekdays

None

Yes

Civil

Weekends

None

aerodrome.

4-run"'ay

other

air~

c""fl

W.,
N.N.W.

wolds

Grass aerodrome. one runway;
heavy powered lraffic
RUil..'ay aerodrome. trtining flyiog

W&
N.N.W.
Noo.e

Civil

No

Civil

Winter, weekends;
days
Weekends

Ilisused aerodrome

Yes

Civ'l

Weekends

None

Grass strip only

Yes

Civil

Weekends

None

Grass strip N.s.

No

Civil

Weekend., Summer weekday.

W.&S.

Disused aerodrome

Yes

Civil

Grass aerodrome

No

Civil

Winter, weekends; Summer, week·
day.
Weekdays, eYenings, most days sllm~
mer

S.. S.W,
&. W.
None

Weekends

runways;

plalC2U

Summer,

week.

Yes

3

on

top of

cliffs
Farmland

Aerodrome with runways

No

Civil

Healh

No

Civ;l

Weekends

Disused aerodrome

No

Civil

Weekends

None

No

Civil

Weekend.

None

No

Civil

Weekend.

R.A.F.

emer~ncy

3crodrome

Moorland
Smooth

moor~nd

Firm's

aerodrome,

runways

Gras.s

No

Civil

Weekends

No

Civil

Weekends

Ocea-

Civil

Weekends, courses on weekday.

Yes

Civil
Civil

Weekend.
Winter only

S.SW.
None

Yes

Civil

Every day

None

S.W.1.O
N.W.
None

siona)

Hillside Moorland
Aerodrome with runways
3 runways.
land on grass

~omc

aeroptanC5.

No

•
Grass

Yesl~

Weekend., public 1J0lidns

None

GUDING SITES IN THE
LINCOLNSHIRE
LONDON

SITE UNDER NEGOTIATION
Dunslable
Dun.lable
2 m. S.W.
63419
Downs
Duostable
Linley 206

MIDLAND

Loog Mynd

NEWCASTLE

CaThon Moor 'Wainstoncs
434
Tiver.hall 207
Tibenham

NORFOLK

Aerodrome

Cranfield 212

NORTHAMPTONSHIRE

Cranfield

NORTHUMBRIA.

Curroc~k

OUSE

RufIorth

OXFORD

Aerodrome
WeslOn on

J'EaltINS SPORTS
ASSOCIATION

Ihe Green
Aerodrome
Spanhoe
Aerodrome

Aerodrome

ROYAL AIRCRAFT

York 55045

Pelerborough
67474

RA.E.,
AldenhOI
Farnborough
24461
Seotlandwell
POrlmoak
43
Bo-pcep,
Firle
Mynydl! Mayo Cardiff 2648

ESTABLISHMENT

SCoTnSH GUDING
UNION
SotnHDOWN
SouTH WALES

STAF'tORDSHJRE

Meir

SWANSEA

Fairwood
Airport
Soulh
Marston
Aerodrome

S.WINDON

8< SHORTS

Ul.STER

-

Hill

Swansea

24063
Swindon
6538

-

Newtownards

(Additional sit"")

Airfield
Long Kesh

WEST WALES

Magilligan
Slrand
Witpybush
Aerodrome
Sutt.on B.ank

YORKSHIRE

8 m. S.W.
Bedford
Nr. f1cdley-on·
Ihe-Hill
4 m. w. York

Hillsborough
284

-

5Ul N. 00.32 W.

1.500

52.31 N. 02.53 W.

1,200

54.25 N. 01.12 W.

186

52.28 N. 01.05 E.

360

52.04 N. 00.37 W.

800

'54.56 N. 01.50 W.

65

53.57 N. Pl.l1 W

7 m. N. Oxford

260

51-53 N. 01.14 W.

23 m. W.
Peterborough

340

52.34 N. 00.38 W.

FarnbOrough

233

51.16 N. 00.46 W.

I m. S.E. loch

360

56.12 N. 03.20 W.

Love-n
4 m. N.E.
Newhaven
3 m. E.
Ca""Philly

-

Airport

4 m. S.W.
Church Slrellon
10 m. S.
Middle-borough
15 m. S.W.
Norwich

SOO

500

50.50 N. 00.07 E.

1,056

51.35 N. 03.15 W.

Nr. Longton,
Staffs.
Nr. Swansea

620

52.58 N. 02.06 W.

301

51.38 N. 04.05 W,

Nr. Swindoll

360

54.35 N. 01.45 W.

3 m. W. Lisburn.
Co. Anlrim
10 m. Belfast

330

54.31 N. 06.11

120

54~30

8 m. Coleuine

-

2 m. N. by E.
Heverfordwest
Sutton Think 5 m. E. Thirsk
237

W.

N. 06.06 W.

6

55.10 N. 06.50 W.

250

51.45 N. 04.45 W.

920

54.15 N. 01.13 W.

ROYAL NAVAL GLIDING ANDS'OARING ASSOCIATION CLUBS
El,·.ry on.o' IheS08 is based on an R.N.A. Slation. All operale at ..eekends. IInd aero·-tows. ere laid on el Fulmar end Hero ....

·Club
CONDOR
FULMAR
HERON
PORTSMOUTH

Nam~

of Site

R.N.A.S.
Arbroath
R.N.A.S.
MiJltown
R.N.A.S.
Yeovilton
Lee·on-Solent
Aerodrome

Tel. No.

Los~icmo(Jlh

Extn. 250
IIcnes!er 333

Lot. and LonK,

PosUion

Arbr.oath 2201
2121

Lee-on-Solent
79143,
I;xtn. 113

2

ltl·

N.W. Arbrouh 56.35 N. 02.37 W.

3} m. N.E. Elgin
4{ m.

N. Yeovil

3 m. Gosport

57.41 N. 03.14 W.
51.02 N. 02.38 W.
50.49 N. 01.12 W.

ROYAL AIR FORCE GLIDING & SOARING ASSOCIATION CLUBS
Every on. or th ... is be,.d on an A..A.F. Stlllion. All Op.ralo at ",.ekendi. and aero·lows ere laid on.

Clllb
BANNERDOWN'
CHEVI<YfS
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I

Nam~ of Sit~
R.A.F. Coleme
R.A.F. Aeklington

I

Tel. No.
Hawthorn 283
Red Row 261,
Extn. 118

I

Position
7 m. W. Chippcnham
19 m. N. Newcastle

I

Lot. and Long.
51.26 N. 02.14 W.
55.19 N. 01.39 W.

UNITED KINGDOM (contd.)
Undubting gra.. field at foot of
DowltS.. W. slope.

Yes

Civil

W.&.S.W.
N.W. to
S.W.
W.&.E.

Every day

Hcather-<:OYered hill top

No

Civil

Every day

Heather

No

CiviJ

Weekends

Runway aerodrome

No

CjviJ

Weekends

N.W.&.
N.E.
None

Runway aerodrome. training fly-

None

Yes

Civil

Weekends

Site of old drift mine

No

CiviJ

Weekends

None

3 runways. arllss strips each side

No

Civil

Weekends

None

Grass, R.A.F. dropping zone

Yes

Civil

Weekends, public holidays

None

Disused aerodrome

No

CiviJ

Weekends

None

large aerodrome

Yes

Works

Weekend., summer evenings

None

No

Civil

Weekends, some weekdays

Grass field on hill top

No

Civil

Weekends. public holidays

W .. N.
&. S.
N.&. N.E.

Rough mountain

No

Civil

Weekend.

S.W.,
W.N.W.
&E.
None

ing

2

strips. N.W.•S.E., W.·E.

gras~

gra5s

Yes

Civil

Weekends

Ye.

Civil

Yes

Civil

Weekends, Weds. evenings in summer
None
Weekends

Active airfield

Yes

Civil

Weekends

Aerodrome, runway

Ye.

Aerodrome
AClive

airport

Aclive aerodrome, tcst flying

None

Weekends

Sand: low tide only

No

3 runways

Y.,

Civil

Weekends and Wednesdays

Unp.ved

Yes

Civil

Weekends. most days in Summer

runways on heather
moor, gra.ss strip. W. and S.

Weekends

~:r~:\v

ROYAL AIR FORCE GLIDING & SOARING ASSOCIATION CLUBS (contd,)
CWLTE&NS

R.A.F. Benson

Wallinllford

CLEVJ;LANDS
EAST AN<lLIAN
EAST MIDLANDS

R.A,F. Lceminjl
R.A.F. Waterbeach
R.A.F. Swinderby

Northollertoo 440
Waterbeaeh 301
Swinderby 241

FENLAND
FOUR CoUNT;ES

R.A.F. Feltwell
R.A.F. Spita11late
R.A.F. Locking

Feltwell 205
Stamford 2251
Banwell 470

MIENDIPS
:vIOONRA~ERS

R.A.F. Up"von
R.A.F. G. & S. R.A.F. Dicester
CENTRE
RED HAND
R.A.F. BallykeUy
SUFfClLK

R.A.F. Wallisham

WHITE ROSE

R.A.F. Rufforth

2292

Upavon 7

Bjcester 501,

Extn. 36
limavady 2201,
Extn. 210
Needham Mkt.
234

I York

77133

3 m. c.N.E. WalUng·
ford
N r. Northolletton
6 m. N.E. Cambridge
7 m. S.W. Lincoln

51.37 N. 01.05 W.
54.20 N. 01.30 W.
52.17 N. 00.11 E.
53.09 N. 00.41 W.

12 m. N.E. Ely
I ID. N.E_ Grantham
It m. E. by S.
Wcston-supcr-Marc
8 m. N. Amesbury
It m. N.N.E.

51.55 N. 01.08 W.

15 m. E. London.
derry
5,m. S.W. SlOW.

52.08 N. 01.25 E.

.

Bicestcr

52.29 N. 00.32 E.
52.54 N. 01.06 W.
51.20 N. 02.56 W.
51.18 N. 01.47 W.
55.03 N. 07.01 W.

market
4 m.

W.

York

53.57 N. 01.11 W.
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THROW AWAY THE SLIDE RULE. 1
Dear Sir.
In his article Mr. Wallington states a few truths regarding our points system
~or sailplane competitors with which I am in full agreement. 1 cannot, however,
agree with his solution, which although v,ery tempting is no solution at all but
a lottery. To illustrate this clearly it would be best to give the following hypothetical
but extremely fikely case:
Pilot A
Pilot B
5th
780
14
950
3
Task
Points Place
Points Place 6th
890
9
800
4
1st "..
1000
I
920
2 7th
970
3
900
4
2nd ...
900
J,O
870
11
3rd
950
4
900
2 Total
6490
42
6290
41
4th. .'..
1000
I
750
15
Providing the points system was acceliltable in the above case, pilot A has a
clear win on points but loses tQ pilot B on a placing score. When analysing the
result, it is clear that pil0t B came second on the first task despite the loss of 80
points and that piiot A had the misfortune to come tenth for a loss of only 100
points on the second task. In close competition this can sometimes easily happen.
This is the snag to upset Mr. Wallington's very fine idea. It is only too likely that
in applying his placing score system there will almost immediately be 'bitter
disappointment and dissatisfaction.
What, then, is the solution to satisfy the pilots, task·setters, manufacturers
of sailplanes and the qualms of the met. man? The answer is to take an average.
Let us consider the following.
(1) We demand that in a competition it should be attempted to fly at least
eight tasks. This is already for the purpose of finding an average.
(2) Technically each sailplafcle is a compromise. The designer or manufacturer
hopes that his sailplane will strike a good average score on both weak and strong
days.
(3) The task-Setters are also trying to strike an average as regards the needs of
the pilots and the machines they fly, the possible uncertainties of the weather and
many other factors. Quite rightly, as Mr. W<Hlington {Joints out, they have enough
troubles not to be influenced also by a fear of the dire consequences their choice
of a task might have, due to a faulty points-system.
(4) Points for distance are based on the average distance flown by all Competitors. We will come back to this and prove it at the conclusion to tbis letter.
(5) The speed·point formula should be solved by taking the sum of points
for distance and speed based on aver.age distance and average speed. The suggested
formula is that published in the June, 1964, issue of SAIl.PLANE AND GLIDING under
my name (p. 197).
CONCLustON.-If the above is accepted, all qualms 011 the part of the task-setter
and met. forecaster should disappear. I hold no special brief for these indispensable
goO<! people; my concern is for the competing pilot, who can now also have fewer
qualms
Let us now consider the formulas in use.
.
.
D x 1000
(I) For distance P
where d is the winner's distance and D the
d

distance of each pilet whose p.oints are being calCtllated. (If we do not equate the
winner's points to 1000, then the x 1000 'can be left out,)
D

(ii) We can also use P= d where D is the distance of the pilot whose points
are being calculated and d is the average ,distance; average ,distance being the sum
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of the distances flown by each pilot divided by the total number of pilots who
start (or compete).
Dx 1000
.
We now wish to prove that P
is exactly the same as relatmg each
d

pilot's performance to the average performance for the day.
If pilot A does the best distance of, say, 100 miles and pilot B flies only
50 miles, then by (i)
100 x 1000
Pilot A receives
100
1000 points

=

Pilot B receives

50 x lOO

lOO

=

500 points

By (ii) if the average distance is, say, 90 miles, then:
100
Pilot A receives = I.lll points
90
·
B receIVes
.
50
.
Pdot
- = 0.555 pomts,
90
or exactly half of the winner's points as in case (i). It makes no difference what
the average distance may have been, the answer will remain the same.
When comparing tbe performances of pilots x and y, Mr. WalIington was
on the right track. He only has to go a little further and compare the performance
of all pilots - in other words, find the average, to arrive at a true ass.essment of
the day, the task, the weather, the comparative performance of each pilot and
the true basis on which to calculate the points for each competitor.
.
.
Dx 1000
The formula for distance pomts P
is generally accepted and used
d
.
D
.
and, I hope, even fairer than we suspected and the same as P="d as Just proved.
If this is accepted, then taking the sum of average distance and average speed on
a speed task is also the best and final solution.
Allow me to restate my formula for speed points as presented in th.e June issue
.
.. Its
. Slmp
. 1est f orm: P =D- +t- (were
h
.
d =average
agam, ID
D= d'Istance 0 f competitor.
d T
distance. T=time of competitor, t=average time).
For an elaboration of this, the reader had best look it up, as there is hardly
space or time to go into it all again. I admit that in its final form:
D,xlOOO
txlOOO
p

----+-----

the calculation for each competitor can be quite
D t
D
d (d+:r) T, (d+~:)
formidable. But we as pi'lots have our own little troubles to fly our sailplanes and
can have little sympathy left for the troubles of the boys who calculate our points
or have to do the whole shoot over again because some distance or time figure
was incorrect in the first set of calculations. (See article by R. M. D. Harper in
August, 1964, SAILPLo'\NE AND GLIDING, p. 302.) All we demand is that the system
or formula used shall· give the fairest possible answer.
E. DOMMISSE
17th Avenue 419, Rietfontein, Pretoria.
TIlROW AWAY THE SLIDE RULE. 2
Dear Sir,
I would like to congratulate WalIy WalIington on his "Throw Away the Slide
Rule".
Most all 'sports in this country are scored by wins and losses, not the number
of runs or points scored ,in a series of games. The World Series is decided by
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the team that wins the first 4 of 7 games. A win by a SCOft of 1 to 0 counts as
much as a win of a 10 to 0 Sl:ore. The winner of each league is decided by
the team that has the best percentage of wins; the same of the Football leagues.
Go1f is different: the game is scored similar to what Wally has suggested for
Soaring Contests,; the one with the lowest score would win. Then there is one
which is scored similar to our present system in Soaring - Bowling. Bowling
is determined by the total number of pins, not by the number of games won.
But since bowling is far less influenced by luck than Soaring contests or Golf
matches, let's take a look and see if our scoring shouldn't be more toward th.e
Golfing type.
Most everyone in SoJiring agrees that the best flight on a poor day is equal
to the best score on a super day, providing luck hasn't had any effect. What
I want to know is, who decides what is luck and what is superior planning, thinking
and flying? It is all too easy to say a relative newcomer to the sport is "just
lucky", when in fact later on it becomes well known that it was pilot skill
and/or planning. Luck is in having the right wing-loaded ship for weak conditions
in a contest that turns out to have a majority of weak days, 'or a heavy wingloaded aircraft for a contest that eventually has all v,ery strong soaring conditions
throughout I might cite for example Dick Schreder at Odessa and Dick Johnson
with the Weihe in Elmira. Both are top pilots. and with the right weJlt'her for
the sailplane they were flying at the time, they were unbeata,ble. One of the other
majQT "luck" problems was eliminated by the establishment of tl,e starting gate.
In Yellrs past, the luck in getting the right take-off time was very important; thank
goodness this has been corrected. The decision on going off course vs. staying
on course is very important in task flying, Yet no one. can say whether it was the
pilot's good luck or his good judgment that enabled him, to do the Correct thing.,
Sometimes luck is better -"than a licence to steal", but who decides the difference
ina case of one pilot electing to stay on course and winning when another went
around at a different time and was forced or elected to detour and he didn't make
it? Enough for the "luck" factor, let's forget it.
If the best performance on a good day and the best performance on a poor
day are equal, then why aren't the 5tb places equal, the 10th places equal, etc.,
provided the number of contestants is the same? This is where the present system
bogs down. If the pilot on the first day won 5th place and 1st on the second
day, and annther pilot 1st on the first day and 5th on the' second day. then they
should be tied a1 the cnd of two days. The reason for \:lringing in the number
of contestants is that, very obviously, the pilot"who finished 5th out of 30 entratlts
deserves more credit than the pilot who finished 5th out of 10 entrants. Wally's
system takes care of this. By his· proposed system, any withdrawals are taken
into consideration.
The best reason I have heard in this country when a similar tyoe of scoring
system was proposed was that the public liked to read big scores in the newspaper.
Now if it is necessary to satisfy the Dublic with big figure scores, it ,is quite simple.
With 31 contestants, the No. 1 pilot gets 1.000 points. No. 2 oilot lost to 1
and he beat 29 others so has 29 divided bv 30 or 96.67<>/" or 967 points. No. 3
lost to 2 pilo'ts and won over 28, so 28 divided bv 30 gives him 93.3% or 933 points.
Should there be any ties. say two pilots tied for 4th place, both would ~et the
same scort' - half-way between 3rd and 6th. 6th would get 5 lost and 25 won
or 83 3% which is 833 points. The differ,ence of 100 points between :3rd and 6th
would be divided by the number tied (2), so 4th and 5th places would each have
883 points. I can't figure any fairer way to resolve ties.,
It is interesting to note that in our past Championships. Johnson and Scott
would have wound up in a 'tie. had this system been used. Since in the' nine
days of Contest. Johnson beat Scott four out of nine and &ott beat Johnson four
out of nine and. they tied the other day,< certa,inly a one-day fly.off task would
seem to be reqUired to determine the true winner. Normally in this country, if
the minimum number of days have already taken place, the day of the Banauet
and Prizegiving is a day of rest. This could easily be used because the odds that
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a tie - and it would be needed in order to have an official contest - would be
remote indeed.
This also brings in that the shorter the contest, the greater the luck factor
influences tbe outcome. The contest must be planned so as to keep the number of
contest days at a maximum. I do not believe that a National Cbampionship should
be decided on any task of less than 100 km. and also that the Contest Day should
be one during which 10% of the Contest Flights exceed 100 km. With 30 entries,
if 3 pilots don't exceed 100 km. and all contestants have had an opportunity for
a launch, it should be "No Contest". However, if 10% or more (to the nearest
full number - 31 entries would require 4 to go 100 km. if all made or were
afforded an opportunity to fly) exceeded 100 km., the scores would be as Wally
stated, except that under my suggestion they would get only half what they would
with his if the percentages were used. With the modem high-performance sailplanes
of today. it only takes. three or four thermals to 3,000 fL above ground to
reach 100 km., including the tow. Therefore, I doubt seriously if we should
use any shorter distance than 100 km.
I agreed most heartily to his pilot "A" and pilot "8" example, as I have
actually had the experience of beating another pilot four out of five days in one
of our Nationals and yet he finished ahead of me. No matter what anyone says,
I'm convinced if I can beat him four out of five times and yet finish lower in
the standings, something is wrong with the scoring; not math-wise but systemwise. This certainly should indicate that the proposed new system is an improvement
over the pre~ent one.
Comes nellt the problem of how fine a tolerance to score to. I have seen
cases where two of our pilots landed in the same field, within 200 feet of each
other, yet had different scores in the next morning when posted. You say it can't
happen? Well, it did because two different people measured the distances as the
car·ds were turned in and did not cross-check one a.gainst the other. From now
on I'll simply state on my landing card "in the same field with -'s so and so" to
call attention to the fact that all should have the same score. The point is, with
the speed task being timed to the second, then in all fairness the distance should
be measured to the nearest 200 feet which gets "sticky". Let's keep the distance
and time measurements equal and realistic. One contestant could well be in the
same field with another and yet be a mile away, either a shorter or longer distance
from the course.
I think I could sum up by saying that Wally has come up with an idea that
is long overdue. Let's try it out on some Regional Contests and see if it doesn't
work better than our present complicated systems.
ROBERT B. SMITH
Bay· Shore. N.Y. US.A.
THROW AWAY THE SLIDE RULE. 3
Dear Sir.
As a sufferer of the present official scoring system chiefly because I have to
spend the nights <?f each comJ?Ctition w~vin~ m¥. slide rule hopefu!ly in the direction
of the maps and Irate competitors, hopmg It Will come out nght 10 the end - may
I congratulate my forever friend "Wally" Wallington for bringing sanity back to
the nights of competitions.
Havin~ spent a lot of dark non-soarable winter evenings studying the Competition Records in SAILPLANE & GLIDING, I can merely confirm that the complicated
mathematics in general make a negligible difference to the final order.
There ill, however, one circumstance where a slight modification has been found
desirable. On a marginal day - or a ~ay when a line of clamp crosses the
competition track - all the competitors tend to be very close together. Their
landing position is often determined by the launch time ar the amount of dice
they are prepared to put up with in picking a field. In these 'circumstances there
IS a vast and unrealistic penalty for being even a mile or two back from the leader.
As an example, 40 competitors set off on a 200-km. out-and-return down wind
and then up wind of, say, 10 km. A clamp' crosses the site two hours before the
j
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winner is expected back. The distribution of landings will show a marked concentration at a distance equivalent to about I hour short of the goal. The penalty
for being at the back of this group is closely related to take-off time, i.e., the "best"
pilot could easlIy be 25th and only five miles behind the day leader because he
had a late take-off. This has happened with sufficient frequency to modify and
simplify tbe scoring still further..
Thus I propose that if two gliders land within I n.m. of each other they
should be regarded as one, i.e., in the above example there would be, say: 5 gliders
with 1 point 5 with 2 points, 5 with 3 points, 5 with 4 points and j with 5 points.
The rest scattered back from the clamp point would, of course, be 6---7-8,
etc., points according to their positions.
The effect of this is to devalue the day, which is, of cOUt"se, correct.
I shall be using this modification at Dunkeswell in our 1965 competitions.
Branscombe, Devon.
JOHN FIELDEN
LOGW ALLYMARKS
Dear Sir.
t think Wallington's proposed marking system ("Throwaway the Slide Rule")
is brilliant. If I have understood him correctly, he says that the rate of change
of marks with distance should be proportional to the "difficulty", and that since
the "difficulty" of a region is best lestimated by the density of landings in that
region, the rate of change of marks should be proport,ional to this density. Integr.ating, the marks awarded for a given distance shouh:! be proportional to some
linear function of the placing only.
However., this argument does contain a fallacy: the "difficulty" "Of a region
should be taken as proportional to the landing density in the region exp.ressed ,riot
as the fraction of all the gliders, but as the fraction of those gliders that reached
the region. Thus. if one hundred gliders set out, of which fifty landed in the first
eighty miles and fifty in the next eighty, then the second eighty miles was more
di.fficult than the first, because all the gliders that entered the region landed in it,
whilst IOf the hundred gliders that entere<l the first region, only half landed in it.
This defect can be remedied. Let the gliders that ha",e landed in the first x
miles be a fraction F(x) of the total. Then the landing density at x is f(x)=P(x),
and the "difficulty",as I have defined it. is
h(x)=HI(x)=P(x)/(I- F(x))
(1)
fntegrating, H(x)= -Iog(l- F(x)). But H(x) gives the marks for distance x. since
its <lifferentia1 is the "difficulty" hex), following Wallington's principle; indeed,
H(x) is the "accumulated difficulty" overcome by a glider that flies x miles, so
it is a sensible, additive, marking function. {l ~ F(x)) is the fraction of gliders
passing x, and for "technical" reasons associated with the faet that whilst our data
are discrete our theoretical functions ar·e continuous, it is to be interpreted as
the glider's p'lacing, 1".. divided by one mOre than the number of gliders, N + 1. The
rth glider should therefore earn marks 10.g[(N + 1)/ r] =log(N + l)-liQg(r). and again
the marks are dependent only on the placings.
There is, alas, no room to continue this discussion in a letter. Suffice it to say
that equation (1) is, not surprisinglY, also the equation giving the expected distribution of landings, f(x), when the chance of someone at x landing before (x +dx) is
h(x)dx. The solution is f(x)=h(x)exp[ -H(x)]. When the "diffiCUlty", hex), is constant,
say h, then f(x)=h.exp[ -hxJ, the negative exponential distribution function (please
-no letters about the Poisson distribution this time). The only major criticism I
have is that we are effectively assuming all pilots to be equally competent in order
t? derive the "~ifficulty" function,. and then gaily awarding marks on t.he ~ssump
tIOn that all pIlots are not ·equally competent: We must be under-estlffiatmg the
"difficulty" far from the start, where it will be measured against the best pilots,
who have gone furthest. Notwithstanding this, I feel sure that. in the end the
"logwa1lymark" log (N + l)-log(r) wiII prove to be the basis of the best marking
system to be had.
Stanford University, California.
ANTHONY EOWARDS
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LEFT HAND, RIGHT HAND
Dear Sir,
If I had only known! All these years making up alibis tOT premature landings
and poor performance in my Sisu when th.e answer was right at hand .- my left
hand. to be exact. T\Jat is where the canopy hinges for all Sisns are located! (SAIl.,PLANE AND' GLIDING, FebruilTy-March, 1965, page 9).
However, we are desperately trying to keep this information from AI Parker
- I'm certain if he had been aware' that Len Niemi's design f·orced him to mount
his .steed from the port side rather than the correct starboard, that he would never
have 'accomplished his distance record! The psychological problems involved are
just overwhelming!
Now, the thought strikes- me that perh<J.ps this is why I always find it easier
to cirde to the left - obviously, the canopy being hinged on the left side insur,es
that I am always flying in the 'opposite direction to my companions whose sailplanes
permit them entry on the "approved" port side. Also, this is undoubtedly why my
variometer reads "down~' when everyone else is going "up".
So, about the only justification I can see tOT the Sisu design is political - is
a pilot's canopy hinge related to his voting record? What about our thermals left-handed, right-handed, Northern Hemisphere vs. Southern - now I'm really
confused!
Scottsdale, Arizona.
JOHN D. RYAN
ON MR. FlRTH'S INSINUATING THAT THE ARM-eHAIR PILOT
IS OUT OF PRACTICE
The pilot of the said arm-chair
O'er Swedish forests, Alpine lakes,
Would like it to be known
And Californian hills
The arm-chair pilot's made mistakes
That since he left his na.tive air
And thus improved his skills.
Some fifteen types he's flown
So watch out, John! Your facts are wrong,
In countries four; and fur,therrnore
As, to your cost, you'll learn ere long.
He has nor always failed to soar.

THREE COUNTIES
AERO CLUB .LTD.
BJac:kbushe Airport, Hr. Camberley, Surrey
Special Courses for Glider Pilots to obtain
Private Pilot's licence
Normal Cc:wrses for Pri,vate Pilot's licenc:.e
Night Flying - Instrument Flying -link Trainer - R/T
Charter and Pleasure Flying
Residential Courses .available

C'.F.I. Mr. Hamish Hamil'ton
Resident Director, Mr. Derek Johnson
YATEUY 2152
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RETIREMENT OF

la

SAILPLANE'S" FOUNDER

N 6th September, 1930, the first
O
issue of THE SAILPLANE AND Gl,lDER
was published; a reduced reproduction

-of its first page wiII be found in SAILPLANE & GLlI)lNG for OCtober, 1%0, p.
319. The magazine was founded by
Thurstan James, then on the editorial
staff of The Aeroplane, of which he later
became editor. On 22nd F'ebruary this
year, to mark his retirement both from
the editorship of The Aeroplane and
40 years' service in British aviation, a
dinner was given in his honour by a
number of those who had contributed
regularly to The A.eroplane since he
became its editor in 1945. He had
expected to see only the present office
staff, and was delighted when more
and more friends kept rolling up out of
the past.
I first met Thurstan James at the
inaugural public meeting of the London
Gliding Club in Bloomsbury on 14th
February, 1930, when he signed my
entry form and added the words: "I
collected this money at the meeting and
gave him a temporary recebt. Get him
to sign this form or we shall be liable
for injury, etc."
Thurstan James was a regular attendant at the London Club's early flying
meetings, first near Tring and later on
Ivinghoe Beacon. Then, in September
that year, he started THE SAILPLANE AND
GLIDER as a weekly of eight pages
{double the size of the present page),
costing 3d., doing all the editorial work
in addition to his full-time job 00 The
Aeroplane. from whose office the magazine was pUblished. It became a fortnightly of 12 pages in July, 1931. At
the end of that year Thurstan James
had to give it up; its ownership was
transferred to the B.G,A. and Frank
Entwistle edited it throughout 1932 in
addition to doing a fuH-time job at the
Meteorological Office. He, in turn, found
the work too much by January, 1933,
when I took it over in addition to a
fuU-time job io the London Fever Hm,pitals servioe. eventually giving up the
full-time job instead of the editorship
in 'September 1936. The magazine ha~
become a monthly in October, 1933.
1$04

Thurstan .lames started his aViatIOn
career at Short Bros. at Rochester, then
joined The Aeroplane's editorial staff
under its editor and founder, C. G.
Grey. They both left that magazine
shortly before the war, during whjch
T. J. worked in the Ministry of Aircraft
Production and finished up as Director
of Aircraft Production (B). In 1945 he
asked me to lunch, disclosed that he
was about to become editor of The
Aeroplane, and suggested a regular
feature on Gliding, which 1 began in
February 1947 and continued for just
over 15 years until the magazine went
over exclusively to commercial aviation.
Any interview with him in his office was
always stimulating, because of his
especial interest in unconventional forms
of flying, such as man-powered flight,
airships, space travel, and, above all.
soaring.
A. E. 'SLATER

OBITUARY
LOUIS SLATER
HERE must be many people in the
gliding world of today who do not
koow the name of Albert Louis Slater.
who died on 16th December, 1964, at the
age 'of 69. Spare a few moments, however, to consider this man and his works,
for it is to him and others like him that
you owe the flourishing gliding movement you enjoy today.
Louis Slater started gliding in Derbyshire in 1930, inspired by Kronfeld's and
Magersuppe's visit to this country and
to this county. He formed and ran one "Of
the mushroom clubs that sprang up at
that time, and on its demise was left with
an even stronger conviction that gliding
was "Real Flying" - a conclusion by no
means so obvious then as it is now.
His next step was to join the newly
formed dub at Dunstable and continue
his flying there, although he lived and
worked in Matlock, Derbyshire. It could
truthfully be said of Louis that no one
taught him to fly; he taught himself, and

T

I am sure the few remammg Dunstable
"instructors" of that day will not quibble
at this statement
After obtaining his C at Dunstable in
1933. it soon became apparent that
private ownership was the only way
ahead. antj with two friends he therefore
set about building his own machine, the
"Golden Wren", This machine first flew
at Sutton Bank late in 1934. and subseql,lcntly al1 over the north of Derbyshire. accordiflg to the wind_ It was with
this mac3ine that Louis and his associates
discovered the site of the present Derbyshire and Lancashire Club at Camphill,
Great Hucklow; and Louis was. of
course, one of the founder members and
guiding lights of the present Club in its
early days before the war, obtaining h:s
Silver C (No. 291 in the world, and
No. 10 in this country) in his own
machine from Camphill in 1936..
He was the originator and manufacturer of the Cobb-Slater Variometer, for
20 years t~e most indispensable sil!lgle
instrument of the sailplane pilot.
He was in u:uth a Pioneer of Brit:sh
Gliding, and long may his memory
continue,
G. O. S.

•

•

•

SIR DAVID BRUNT
IR DAVID BRUNT. K.B.E., F.R.S.•
who died on 5th February. was one
of the first scientists to recognize that the
experiences of the behaviour of the air
achieved by pilots of sporfng gliders
could be of the utmost value to meteorological research. In 1934 he came to a
Council Meeting of the British Gliding
Association. and the mutual impact of
personalities was such that at the end of
the meeting he was offered, and accepted.
the position of Cha:rman. He arrived at
a crucial moment, when the B.G.A. was
just settling down after a horrid speJl of
internecine warfare, and what it needed
above al\ else was a new man from outside, non-partisan. firm and fair. Prof.
Brunt fitted this need exactly. He held
the Chair unl'l 1946., when he retired and
accepted a Vice-Presidency. and Dudley
fi;scox took over.
In 1937 he led the British team at the
first international gliding contests held in
Germany. Even dUTing the war his in-

S

terest continued. and in 1942, when
President of the Royal Meteorological
Society" he organized a lecture meeting
in London, which turned OUt to be a k:nd
of gliding reunion. As much as any man.
Prof. Brunt welded the gliding movement into a singl,e responsible whole. We
are ihdividualists. and have our arguments, but continue to preserve a united
front to the world.
P. A. W.

•

•

•

Sir David Brunt's scientific work included many laboratory experiments on
the pattern of convection currents in
fluids. Some simple experiments had already been done by the late Sir Gilbert
Walker. who was Prof. Brunt's predecessor as (a) Professor of Meteorology
at Imperial College. (b) the Royal
Meteorological SQciety's representative
on the B.G.A. Council and (c) president
of Imperial College Gliding Club.
Sir Gilbert had made a large shallow
trough, roofed in with glass, and into this
closed cavity he blew tobacco smoke,
while the bottom of the trough was
heated to produce an unstable layer. The
result was a pattern of smoke "celIs
resembling miniature strato-cumulus, and
when he moved the glass roof to produce
"wind shear", the smoke arranged itself
into miniature cloud streets, lying across
wind if tJe shear was smal1, and parallel
to wind if it was large,
Sir David Brunt used suspensions of
bright particles in liquids and investigated the fundamental laws of cell
motion by other devices such as producing cells in a highly compressed gas.
A favourite demonstration of his was to
produce convect:on cells in a watch-glass
by pouring in some cheap gold paint. The
surface of the liquid would cool by
evaporation. producing instability and a
pretty pattern of convect:on cel1s in the
gold particles, which rose to the top in
the middle of each cell and ferr at the
edges.
DUTing the war Ptof. Brunt applied
this knowledge to predicting the probable
rate of spread of poison gas. but fortunately his estimates Were never put to the
test. He was elected a Fellow of the
Royal Society in 1939 and was knighted
in 19,49.
A. E_ S.
fl
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PUBLICAnONS
"AUSTRAUAN GLIDING"-monthly
journal of the Gliding Federation of
Australia. Editor, Gary Sunderland. Subscription 30 shillings Australian, 24
sbillings Sterling or 4.25 dollars U.S. and
Canada. Write for free sample copy,
"Australian
Gliding", Box
1650M,
G.P.O_ Adelaide.
"MODEL AI RCRAFT'-official Journal of the Society of Model Aeronautical Engineers. Features, coMestwinning model designs, constructional
articles, photographs and reports of
international and national contests. 2/monthly from any newsagent. Send for
specimen copy free from "Model Aircraft", 19-20 Noel Street, London, W.!.
SLOPE SOARING with a radio control
model sailplane is a fascinating pastime
and a typical phase of aeromodelliDg.
Read about this and other aeromodeUing
subjects in Aeromodel/er. the world's
leading model magazine. pUblished
monthly, price 2/-. Model Aeron4ut;CQl
Press Ltd., 38 Clarendon Road, Watford,
Herts.
"SOARING" - Official organ of the
Soaring Society of America. Edited by
Alex Dawydoff, Address: Box 66071,
Los Angeles, California 90066, U.S.A.
Subscription, $5.00 outside U.S.A.; apply
to your Post Office for a form.
FOR SALE
1001 Geooioe B~rgah.. iolemr eftItooe! _
Huge: .tock. GOVERNMENT SU..PLUS
CLOTHING AND EQUIPMENT, inc. flying
suits from 25/·; fiying hcJmzts, ,naraks, outdoor clothing, camping, immense variety of
miscellaneous
ex.(3ovcmment
equiPlll"nt.
Ever 50 uocful-you will be sure to find
something you need-and at a bargain price
too! Send TODAY for our 3().pase CATALOGUE~. po<t free or please call at
LAURENCE CORNER., 62-64 Hampstead
Rd .• London. N.W.1. 2 min•• Euston. Wo-rren St. 11 will be well worth while! Po.tal
cu.t<>men buy with confidence-prompt de.paU:h, refund lluaranree. Dept. SG.

ALWAYS a selection of light aircraft in
stock from £375·£5.000. Your glider or
your car welcomed in part exchange.
1/5th depos:it, balance up to 3 years.
Light Aircraft Division, Shackleton
Aviation Ltd., Head Offioe. 175 Piccadilly, London, W.!. Hyde Park 2448.
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A.T.C. type single drum winch, V8
engine, new battery, excellent condition.
£125 o.n.o. Write: Unsworth, 3 Hartland'
Road, Epping, Essex.
BRAND NEW 750 litre Normalair
oxygen bottle, never used. Cost £24.0.0.
Offers. G. W. Mawson, 129 Grandstand
Road, Hereford.
DAMAGED T.2IA. Repairable. Bournemouth Air Scout H.Q., Cranford Road,
Bournemouth. TeI. Winton 4448.
"DIRECfORY of All Sailplane Models
in U.S."; 114 photos, specifications, performances, statistics; 50 cents. Soaring,
Box 66071, Los Angeles 66, Calif.,
U.S.A.
EX-GOVERNMENT balloon winches
late type with wire ropes, practically unused, Ford VS engines, £100 each, L. W.
Vass Ltd., AmpthiJI, Bedford. Ampthill
3255.
FORD V.S. 2 drum Wild winch £100 or
nearest offer. London Gliding Club,
Dunstable Downs, Beds.
GLIDER RADIO ex-B.G.A. set. Complete in working order £60. Also Tutor
£75. Apply Box No. SO 190.
HIGH performance powered sailplanes
single seater and dual (side-by-side)
technical sheets 3J-. Demonstrations by
sole agent. S. A. E. Swinn, Scugdale
Hall, Swainby, Northallerton, Yorks.
TUTOR, including many spares. The
Manager, LOndon Gliding Club, 'Iring
Road, Dunstable, Beds.
MIDLAND GLIDING CLUB. Skylark
n. C. of A. just renewed. £800. Apply
32 Waverley Crescent, Romsley, Nr.
Halesowen, Worcs. R·omsley 497.
NEW surplus RAF seat type parachutes
£12 10s. each, carriage lOs. New glider
parachutes lrvin mark 32 only £32 each.
Reconditioned steel grey RAF flying
overalls 47/6 each. Ask for leaflet. Tarpaulin and Tent Mfg. Co., 101·3 Brixton
Hill, S.W.2. TUL 0121.
OLYMPIA 11, excellent condition. Low
hours. C. of A. Basic instruments, trailer,
£750. Adams, Astbury. Congleton 3525
Cheshire.

FOR SALE (c;ontcl.)
RICE TRAILER ex-G.S.A. Will take
T.21 or 2 Tutors. Steel chassis. Aluminium body. First £50 secures. Phone
Doncaster 65124.
KYLARK lIB. Only 260 hours and in
excellent condition. C. of A. Basic
instruments and trailer. £1,000 or offers.
Dandie, 41 Springwood Avenue, Stirling.
SKYLARK lIB. Superb condition. Low
total hours. Basic instruments. C. of A.
Fully fitted trailer also available. Box
No. SO 189.
SLlNGSBY TUTOR with spoilers, A.S.1.
Altimeter, and Cosim, fitted with interchangeable T31B wings with Mod. 80
embodied, and enclosed canopy. 10 plus
C. of A. from date of purchase. Speedwell Sailplanes.
TUTOR and spare parts, flying overalls
45/·, Instruments, J8, "G" Meters, T.
and Banks, V.G. Aircraft Limited.
WANTEQ

EAGLE, T.21 wanted. Broken or whole.
Box No. SG 192.
PREFECT, with or without C. of A.
The Manager, London Gliding Club,
Tring Road, Dunstable, Beds.
SKYLARK 3F wanted, details of con·
dition, instrumentation, etc. to Grant,
34 Briar Hill Walk, Northampton, 61777.

PLYWOOD trailer, good condition, for
Olympia 2. Full details to: David Pillans, 41 Russell Crescent, Wollaton,
Nottingham.
WANTED. Glider Barograph. All details
to H. J. Purser and Partners, 20 High
Street, Pavenham, Bedford.
SlTUAnoNS VACANT

GLIDING INSTRUCTOR required.
June-5ept. initially. Tug-pilot if possible.
Blanik, T.21, Skylark 3, TugroasteJ.
Pleasant clubhouse, site, surroundings.
Box No. sa 191.
MIDLAND GLIDING CLUB requires
Instructors to assist with Summer
Courses. Apply 32 Waverley Crescent,
Romsley, Nr. Halesowen, Worcs. Romsley 497.
PERSOIllAL

TRAILER AXLES, 10 cwt. Rubery
OweD in stock, V.G. Aircraft Limited,
Tring Road, Dunstable, Beds.
HOUOAYS
GLIDING, sailing, water ski·ing inclusive holidays in Devon's Torbay.
Launching facilities for Private/Syndicate owners. Brochure, Air Westward,
17 Victoria Street, Paignton.

11 will of COll'-k, be lInd~TSlood Ihal Ih~ British Glidin, A.nociD/ion cannol GCC#!PI '~'/WlUibilily
fo, Ih~ ~Uzim. mad~ by adyutillU. Ua .. SaUphsn~ "nd GI/dln,":

~ GLI 01 NG CERTIFICATES
GOLD C HEIGHT LEGS

GOLD C COMPLETE
No.

Name
131 J. C. Everitt
132 A. D. Purnell
133 H. I. Shaw

Club
National Coach
Surrey
Laatbruch

1964
30.6
9.9
4.9

DIAMOND FOR HEIGHT
No.

Name
Club
3/41 P. Hanneman R.A.F.G.S.A.

1964
9.10

DIAMOND FOR GOAL
Vr>.

Name
2/173 C. J. Wride

Club
Moonraken:

1964
23.8

GOLD C DISTANCE LEGS
Name
C. I. Wridc
D. Inncs

Club
Moonrakers
Fulmar

1964
23.8
22.5

Club
A. D. Pumell Surrey
H. 1. Shaw Laarbruch

Name

1964
9.9
4.9

SILVER C CERTIFICATES
No. Nome
Club
1964
1556 M. Bailey
Imperial College
11.8
1557 D. Hatch
Derby &< Lancs.
28.6
1558 D. G. Hayhurst
R.A.E. Farnborough
15.5
1559 W. I. Lewandowski
Polish A.F.A.G.C.
20.9
1560 K. M. PearDoncaster
30.8
""n
1561 S. M. lohnson
Polish A.F.A.G.C.
27.9
1562 R. I. Martin Imperial College
20.9
1563 F. Darkins
Surtey
26.6
1564 c. L. Withall London
6.7
1565 H. lcffcries
Bristol
20.9
29.8
1566 D. F. Erskine Surrey
1567 A. C. Words3.1.1965
Southdown
worth
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CLUB NEWS

ITH several reports of thermalling in mid-February let us hope this is a foreWPlease
.
.. .
.
taste of the g:Jcd season to come..
note that the June issue will .be
a
earlIer
ume
p~bhshed

fortm~ht

10

for the World Championships. Copy for mcluslOn 10 the ~une Issue ~hould therefore reach me not later than Wednesday, 7th April, at 14 Little Brownmgs; London,
S.E.23
YVONNE BONHAM (MRS.),
17th February, 1965
Club News Editor

AVRO
E can regard our activities during
1964 with a reasonable amount of
satisfaction. Our aircraft flew 3,157
launches, and a number of site~ were
visited. Nine members flew thel,r first
solos and we gained eight C CertIficates
at Woodford; considering these were
gained below our.~eight limit of 1,000 ft.
- soaring conditIons must have been
extremely good.
New Year's Day coincided .with a
highly unstable airstream e":ablmg th~
T-21 to soar betwec',l the hai1s~orms; It
would be nice to tbmk that thiS pomts
to an even better soaring season.
Our youngest pupil, Tim Brockl~hurs~
alre3.dy has 200 flights recorded JO h!s
log bock with four years to go to hlS
16th birthday' before then he hopes to
do dual c;oss-country flights, a.nd
already advises some of our mOTe semor
members on their soaring techDlque.
Members are looking forward to
visiting other clubs again, having been
made very welcome in the past. our
main regret is that we cannot offer the
same hospitality.
J. A. K.

W

BRISTOL
HE first two months of the year have
T
kinder weather than usual
and
has beer:
most
brou~ht
trainin~

purs~ed

week-ends. Ex-eourse wmch driver, Peter

lsa

Jeeve3 soloed in the Prefect in January.
On ' 14th February, in a cracking
northerlY'. Silver duration was achieved
by Mike Harper (Olympia 460), Wilf
Harper (Club Olympia) and R. Butler
(Moonrakers' Olympia). On the same day
Roy Gunner gained his C with a flight
of over two hours. In the previous day's
gale Jirn Stuart-Menteth (Olympia 460)
threw away Gold height by scorning
the use of a barograph and explored
the Nympsfield wave at 10,500 ft. for
many miles.
.. There have been other soarable days.
but 14th February was notable for long
periods of thermal lift taking pilots to
doudbase at 4.500 ft. The log shows
we had over 53 hours' flying from 52
launches. Some of this was shared by
R.A.F. Moonrakers, whom we were
pleased to welcome with their Olympia
and Ka-7. Nice also to see "John Willy".
After the annual drinking comps. at
Bicester, Rudolph was. retrieved. an~ is
back again presiding. over the v.anous
club improvements. PIped water IS one
step nearer, we ha-.:e the pump ~nd tank.
Aircraft 'Ire Queuemg up for C s. of A.
and dc-gribbling in th~. workshop .and
the eternal cry goes up where do 1'110ts
go when aircra~t nee.d fettling?" However,
with a new Winch ID the offing and the
soaring season alread.Y here. we look
forward with renewed enthUSIasm...
R. G.

Bristol Club's
site, looking
east,
photographed
by remote
control from
a radioCall/rolled
model glider
soaring the
west ridge; its
wing lip is
also seen.

CAMBRIDGE UNIVERSITY

W

E started the year with an improvement of thl: Club fleet. A Tlugmaster has been acquired as a towing
plane. This step was very necessary since
our winching facilities at Cambridge
Airport have become more and more
restricted over the years. Arrangements
are now in progress to obtain a high·
performance two-seater, another urgent
need.
For reasons of economy we restricted
regular flying to three days of the week
during the winter months. This proved
a sound meas.ure. It reduced frustration
and,if anythmg, brought us a little more
flying. In March, however, we revert
to the traditional target of flying every
day and all day - if there is a demand
and the 'Weather doesn't stop us.
There is no lack of plans for the
summer.. We shall again have two camps
at the Long Mynd and at least f·our aerotowing courses at Cambridge. A group
of members will help at the World

Championships and provide erew for
the New Zealand team.
Our intake of undergraduates, which
had been low in the' two preceding years,
was particularly good at the beginning
of the current academic year. We are
looking forward to a ...ery active S~Qn.
G. S. N.

COVENTRY
LYING at our new site at
F
Bosworth has been rather bmlted
this year due to the weather. However,

HU~ba!1ds

tl1is has enabled us to work on the site.
The temporary Clubhouse is almost
finished, after lots of hard work, altogether a grand combined effort from
everyone. An even finer ·effort, however,
was the massive hangar door. This was
designed and built entir·ely by Club
members. Our thanks are due' to those
mainly concerned; Mike Hunt, Chris
Duthy-James, Doug Cunningham and
Lou Glover. We must not forget either
Messrs. Ciba, Newark's, of Coventry,
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and Mr. Smith senior, who all supplied
material free, although at considerable
expense to themselves.
Several officials have recently retired,
our
Treasurer,
Ground
including
Engineer and Publicity Officer. We convey our thanks to Chris and the two
Mikes for their pa5t services; to their
successors. Dereck Harris, Lou Glover
and Reg Neep, we wish every success.
We close, I regret, on a sad note.
Our Chairman, Mike Hunt, who has been
with the Club since its very beginning,
is off to South Africa in order to retain
his health. This has come as a great
surprise to us all, I am certain that
Mike would not wish to leave us in this
Ye<lr of great promise. He will carry
with him our thoughts and best wishes
and I hope, memories of a wonderful
fare'we11 party, which is to be held in
March.

R. N. N.

CROWN AGENTS
consequence of a resolution of the
Ion.Nmembers
the club is being dissolved
amalgamation with the R.A.E. Gliding Club, Farnborough.
.
During the eleven years of our eXIstence the club has provided facilities for
gliding at moderate cost to a total of 172
members 121 home based and 52
from overseas. Many of them had never
flown before. and most of them were
enabled to achieve the solo stage.
Our thanks have been tendered to our
Patrons for their suopert, and to the
Crown Agents for financial h~lp from
their Special Fund. We now WIsh to all
our members, who automatically become transferred to the new R.A.E.
Gliding Club (1965), continued happiness
and success in their gliding.
J. E. G. H.

DERBYSHIRE & LANCASHIRE

D

ESPITE difficulties experienced with
our training aircraft, the returns for
1964 were encouraging. It is to be
hoped that the weather was not the only
factor that enabled us to complete a
thousand more launches than in 1963.
An enthusiastic aporoach to some varied
weather this year has produced 50 hours
of flying in January. The north, west,
east and south soaring slopes have all
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been used successfully with wave and
hill lift. Pilots even had to use thermals
on the last week-end in January!
Sad to say our club has lost two of
its first members with the deaths of Louis
Slater and Eileen Smith. Louis soared
over the Derbyshire hills before he,
Gerry Smith and Robertson discovered
CamphilI. The w~rld famous CobbSlater variomeler WIll undoubtedly have
given us all many happy hours. of soaring. Eileen, as one of the Camphjll
"gliding widows", shared in the exploits
of this pioneering group. Recently our
Chairman, 'having gone solo on a cine
projector has been busy entertaining
the Saturday nighters with film shows.
A welcome new arrival at CamphiII is
the new white and red Capstan, thanks
to a very generous offer by Peter Street.
After three week-ends in operation there
are already sixteen qualified drivers an.d
more on the way. Being as yet without
trailer, the first away landing called for
a retrieve, partly performed with pedestrian accompaniment. Thankfully all
returned home safely in the twilight.
D.M.K.

DONCASTER
UR second T-21 arrived in midJanuary and immediately went into
O
service. It has made a vast difference to
the speed of getting through the twoseater list; and training members now
find it possible to have a second turn
lat'er in the day. The launch rate in
January has been quite good, averaging
over 100 per week.
Due to the expected pressure this
season on our normal three wire winch
launch system, plans are afoot to operate

v. G. Aircraft Limited
Efficient and speedy C of As.
Repairs, also trailers, to
yOUT specification.
Worhltops:-

Tring Road, ,Dunstable
Pbone: Dunslable 63419

four wires in two separate units. Tbe
fourth Diesc;1 Bus is about to be bought
and converted into a winch and the
question of a fourth Diesel Tractor is
also being discussed. The Committee are
also exploring the costs, elC., of ground
10 ground radio communication for more
efficient control and operation.
Stan Armstrong and Brian Jefferson
came over from Camphill and talked to
us on Competition Organisalion in relation to the Northerns which we are holding this year in July, and we have also
had Mr. Dalton of the Bawtry Met.
Office to talk to us on MeL He brought
with him some very excellent slides on
cloud formations. Our thanks to all
three.
January has also brought first solo's
by BTtan Cordon and Bob Mcl..ean.
(Bob went solo the day after his 161h
birthday.)
Our Mobile Canteen, which is getting
quite well known in the Gliding world,
continues manfully on. Our grateful
thanks go to Jean Westerside and the
other lady members.. Last year, with the
able management of Jack Bowers, they
made a profit of £190. Jack also squeezed
£210 profit out of the bar.
G. C.

DORSET
ALLOW'S HILL is now alone with
C
its ghosts and feathered fowl but,
at the time of writing, plenty of "preening" is in progress elsewhere in preparation for the next soaring season at a new
site.
C's. of A. are being done, the Caravan
gleams inside and out in a new coat of
paint, trailers spring up like mushrooms
from heaps of timber and hardboard and
the Land Rover is transfcnmed into a
red and silver Fire Tender. Not to be
outdone, the Tiger Moth sporls, among
other improvements, a burnished COWling.
Our Annual Do was a Buffet Dance
on 27th November at lhe home of our
ever-generous' President, Commander
Kidston. During this very successful
evening the "pots" were presented. Geoff
Warwick received the John Garrod
Trophy for flying the highest and the
farthest during the year: Ron Tarling
r~ceived the Johnny Hanks Trophy for
hIS five-hour flight tacking to and fro

ENGLAND'S LEADING TOURING HIRE SERVICE

El
80 e.'II-van" for Sal. and Hi,.

HANTS & DORSET CARAVAN SERVICE LTD.
London Ro8d, Pur_k, Ports_th, Hants
E.'obli.hod 1938
Cosho.. 7~951

along Kimmeridge and Commander
Kidston accepted the Wooden Spoon
for his mammoth slirrings on the Club's
behalf.
Last summer we enjoyed the company
of a few young Swiss pilots from the
Schaffhausen Segelfiug-Gruppe and we
have had an invitation for our members
to join them on their home ground and
skies for a gliding and camping holiday
next summer. We hope for a long and
happy association between our two
Clubs..
J. H.

HANDLEY PAGE
FTER a year of keen competition
A
Alan Dowsett wins the Soaring
League, followed by Sandy Ing in second
place. This is a well deserved victory,
but nevertheless, doesn't detract from
excellent resulls achieved by other
members.
Many hours spent quietly and determinedly on our gliders have provided
us with two immaculate aircraft.
Although we have sold the T-31, we
have a very smart Tuter, and high hopes
of a higher performance trainer very
soon.
Our first flying day this year incor
porated the christening of our new
Clubhouse, which is proving 31 pleasanl
refuge from the rude winds of the airfield.
F. E. V.
A

LAKES
T is intended to run six courses during
IHall,
the summer months. Once again Edna
as Course Secretary, will be responsible for arrangements and at the
time of writing applications are already
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coming in. We hope to have our own
clubroom with dormitory accommodation ready at Walney, and if things go
as well as they did last year, we are
in for a busy time. W'e look forward to
renewing old friendships as well as making new ones, so if YOIJ are interested,
drop a card to "The Wil\ows", Kentl'igg,
Kendal.
Two years ago we made our first
flights from Walney, and it is not to be
wondered at that some of our more
experienced pilots have explored the
Fumess skies. What has surprised us is
the propensity shown by some pilots to
stay aloft wi,thout obvious means of
support and, to be quite frank, we are
begInning to explore possibilities which
were unexpected hitherto. What, for
instance, were the mechanics of Derek
Sandford's effort 011 20th December
when he latched on to a skybook at
3,000 feet, and stayed with it for over
an hour? While the Club gaped from
ground level the only remark which
seemed to strike a chord came from one
of the recent solo boys who muttered
something about it being "too ruddy
cold for a thermal!" Seriously though,
Walney has a lot to teach us, and we
are going to have some fun in the process of learning.
"0 wad some Pow'r the giftie gie us
to see O'ursers as others see us!" has
been the wish of many before and after
Rpbert Burns.. It came true at the Lakes
when Mr. G. Dawson brought his
cameras and spent a lot of time (and
money) in our company recording what
made us tick. The result won high award
in a national film competition and
deserves our hearty congratulations. We
are indebted to him for a private view,
ing.
F. G. R.

LONDON
two more flying staff
W Eto welcome
the club. lan Burgin, an Austra-

lian (having a little look around the
world) who has spent the last four years
in Texas, has already settled in as if
he had been here for years. He was AI
Parker's right-hand man and helped
him with the 1,000 km. record. Also Jan
Mikulski, an experienced power pilot,
formerly a gliding instructor with' the
Pakistan Air Force. Jan is here with
his wife occupying a big dormy.
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The face of the club is slowly changing
as great lorry-loads of earth are being
dumped i:1 .the gully.
There is an idea afoot of wiring the
field with a telephone system for communication between winch, launch, and
aero-tow point. It is a great help to the
wincb driver to know if there is Scud 2
or an Eagle on ,the line.
We hope to see some new syndicateowned gliders at Dunstable this year, a
Dart, Ka-6. and 463, and maybe also a
club Capstan. One of the new empty
trailers nearly went cross-country one
windy night when it ended up in a
vertical position.
In
January
the
Tull
brothers
announced that they will complete their
Skylark 3 for this season.
We bestow special thanks to John
Argent and Jeff Nixon for the fantastic
amount of work they are putting into
yet another winch. Every week-end bits
of metal grow on the large lorry chassis
being used; this one already has a driving cabin.
This season Jim Wingett has outlined
a flying programme that should provide
good results and more enthusiasm.
We still mean to have our two-week
courses but during the peak season the
number of pupils per course will be five
instead of ten. In this way, one professional instructor is free to devote more
time to' club members.
A performance ladder will soon be
displayed in the clubhouse. and pilots
win be awarded points for all crosscountry flights.
A Silver C week is scheduled fairly
early in the season and is tilling up
nicely with future pundits. There is also
our Regional competition in July.
Good luck and happy s.oaring to
everyone.
J. C

MIDLAND
N the 13th February a strong
westerly wind brought good wave
O
conditions to the Mynd. Several members enjoyed good climbs, the best being
of 9.000 ft.
The Club's Trophies were awarded for
1964 as follows: Siam (longest flight) to
Ray Staff(lrd-Allen and Janet Hilton
(T~49); Hardwick (out-and-return) to Ric

Prestwiliih; Sheffield (gain of height)
jointly to Ric Pr,estwich and John Brenner; Neill (ab initio) to Fred Kinchin
and Maxam (Club effort) to Christine
Mansell. The Trophies. were presented
on the 12tll March at the Dinner Dance.
This year's event, differing from the
dances held in previous years by tne inclusion of a dinner, was organised by
Marjorie Hobby and enjoyed by everyone present.
By now two more new Olympia 463's
should have appeared on the Mynd.
One a Club air,craft. complete w~th a
splendid trailer built by Ken Rylands
and Tony Caveen. Tbe other owned by
Tony Adams' syndicate and replacing
their old Olympia 2.
We look forward to the Easter Rally,
which has been well supported despite
the freez,iAg of the rating list.
K. R.. M.

NEWCASTLE
LYING has continued at Carlton
F
throughout the winter months, thanks
to a relatively mild winter (up to the
time of writing) and a very welcome
supply of soaring winds. In fact the
occasions on which we have been unable
to fly have been caused more by excessively strong winds than the snow and
low clouds which we expect at this time
of the year. Our more "hardy members
have been putting, thes.e soaring, winds
to good use, in spite of tbe cold, and a
good number of hours have been logged,
even though the total number of
launches has increased rather slowly.
Our main problem at the moment
seems. to be a shortage of two-seater
pilots, due to either a reduced intake
of new members or to the attractions of
a Warm fireside! Steps are being taken
10 put matters right in this connection.
When this allpears in print our Annual
General Meeting will have been held
and chairman lan Paul will have reported
00 the best ever year at Carlton.
As alwavs, there. isa troemendous
amount of' work to be done this year,
both on the actual site and on the club
buildings. Plans for the improvement
ef the c1uohouse are in hand, a workshop is to be Quilt, the rO<ld improved.
and a further attack made on the enormous, problem of grassing the site. With
all this work waiting to be done, we'll

be: lucky to get much flyang at all in

1965!
Finally, our sincere congratulati0ns to·
June Barker and George Rowden on the
recent announcement of their engagement.
B. W. B.

NORTHAMPTONSHIRE
HIS is our first winter operating from
T
, Cranfield. Flying has taken place
whenever weather permitted and soaring
existed as early as mid-February.
John King, Ted Batton and Derek
Wilcox are now assisting as instructors,
Although tne period under review is
not normally a very active one we are
agreeably surprised to find that member·
ship has continued to grow, even in the
winter months.
The possibility of purchasing a second
Swallow is still seriously being considered and it is hoped to have one in
time for the soaring season.
The Club's first social oc"asian in the
year was a dance in February organised
by Jom France.
R. N. W. K.

OUSE
HE start to the new year has not been
T
too impressive, but nevertheless, the
usual crop of hardy types have continued'
to keep their hand' in with a few circuits.
The postponement of an aero-towing
programme was a disappointment, but
we are taking steps to include aerotowing in the future.
Technical Officer, Geoff Bailey-Woods,
has completed Cs. of A. on the T-31.
and Swallow. A modified Skylark 4
canopy has been fitted to the Swallow
and, apart from the advantage of improved all-round visibility, now appears
to have a slightly increased rate of
acceleration. Since polar curves are all
the rage now, it would be interesting to
test this "super Swallow".
Our new winch has undergone s.atisfactory trials on one drum and should
be in operation by the time this is
published. Together with the existing
winch, which will be out of commission
for a short period for servicing, we'll
soon have a four cable launching system.
Our appreciation to Jim, David and
Stan Park who have spent many cold
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hours in the hangar to make this 'possible.
A welcome addition to the Club committee is Fred Lees, who has been coopted to take care of site development.
Fred, incidentally, has now "settled·in"
on the instructing staff. Our Flying committee have ordained that we should
endeavour to increase our fleet to the
tune of a Skylark 3F and T-lls far the
soaring season.
Another
promotion
for
Richard
Boddy now brings him to Instructor
U IT. Welcome ,aboard Richard and best
of luck. Dennis Yeates also deserves a
mention for his flne first solo flights the first of 1965.
Finally, ,on behalf of all members,
many congratulations and best wishes
to our C.F.!. Wilf Coulsey and his
bride Yvonne Thistle, who were married
in January.
G. L. B.

OXFORD
HILST the winter months have
W
brought little of note so far as
flying is concerned, much has been happening on the ground.
Negotiations for a different workshop
have been completed and dubroom,
stores and workshop are now under one
roof.
The work of producing two large
holes in two very tough walls was undertaken by a small team headed by Bob
Colliss.on ami Trevor Moss and it is
now possible to wheel a T-2lB fuselage
straight in without difficulty.
Fresh and fit after its "major" the
T-21B is already working hard and
giving an enhanced performance, and
by Easter the whole fleet should be
active.
Skylark 3F has had its super manycoloured fillish restored by its enthusiastic syndicate and Skylark 4 No. 169 is
being prepared for the World Champions'hips where it is to fly for Israel.
The past two years, which bave produced mainJy poor flying weather, have
clearly demonstrated that a small club
should not look to flying fees to produce too much of its income and the
Committee's recommendation may bring
about a major change in the club's
financial policy.
Some increase must obviously be made

to compensate for recent increases in
running. costs, but it is hoped that by
substantially increasing the annual
subscription. and reducing 'the launch
fee, most members will only have to
make a small additional contribution
annually for 'a full season's flying.
The enthusiast should therefore be
encouraged and we look forward to a
'season of more and better flying.
The "Simpson Cup" awarded annually
for the most meritorious performance
under the aegis of club operations, passes
to John Adams of the 168 syndicate.
Of the many excellent flights made by
this syndicate the award was made for
10ho's Oxford-Dunkeswell flight, which
from start to finish was a "Iow-level"
affair.

A. S.

R.A.E.
HE expensive looking firewood that
T
arrived on a trailer behind the
Chairman's car one week-end emerged
during October in the form of a sparkling
T-2l. The value of side-by-side training
is now being appreciated by even the
most adamant tandem riders. The sale
of the Kranich equates the acquisition
of the T-lI and the elcb fleet now consists of the T-21 and Olympia. It might
be worth noting that the Olympia flew
for 134 hours and the two-seaters did
165 hours between them. Only one twoseater was serviceable at anyone. time
(Murphy's ~w), therefore the addition
to their flying times is reasonable. These
figures compare very favourably with
the average of 99.7 hours per glider
from the Annual Statistics for Civilian
Gliding ClUbs, especially as we operate
only at week-ends.
The amalgamation of the Crown
Agents G.c. and ourselves, which is,
now completed, led to the formation of
the Civil Service Aviation Association
(CISJ\VIA), the inaugural meeting of which
was held on 5th October, 1964. This
Association. it is intended. will be the
governing body of all private flying in
the Civil Service.
A pre-payment scheme has been introduced this year, wherc:by, for a fixed
outlay at the beginning of the year, a
member can now fly as much as he likes
for 12 months without making any extra
payment. With this arrangement, some
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of the Club's income is assured and also
availa'ble at the beginning of the year.
Jim Torode was unanimously elected
as vice-president at the beginning of
February. This is a small me~sure of
the Club's appreciation for all the almost
imPQssible tasks that he has managed
to do. It is undoubtedly true to say
that, but for Jim, the Club would not be
in ,e"istence today.
K. R. T.

SCOTTISH
is with deep regret that we have
IanTreport
the death of Tom Johnston in
accident to one 'of the Swallows on

10

2nd January. In the two years he had
been with us, Tom had become one of
the most popular ,of our members, a
keen pilot, always cheerful and harder
working tha.n any of us. We extend our
sympathies to his sister, Betty.
The C.F.I.'s report for the last year
shows that 1964 has been a recordbreaking one for the S.G.U., with total
launches and t1yin~ hours both above
{lur previous best. Winter weather has
not been 'severe enough to affect flying,
and wave e.onditions were frequent during the Christmas and New Year period.
Several climbs were made to between
six and nine thousand feet, but the best
day was 20th December, when Jimmy
Rae took the Skylark 3 to near Pr~t
wick (65 miles), reaching 10,000 ft~ ani!
our chairman, Andrew Thorburn, made
a 100 km. out-and-return to Lake of
Menteith, with a best height of 14,000 ft.
This flight was made by courtesy of
Roger Mann, who is at present with
us, and has very kinclly given several of
our instructors the chance to fly his
Skylark 4. Low-altitude wave was found
on 3rd January by Eric Higgins, who
took the Weihe to Balloch, on Loch
Lomond-side, a distance of 50 miles.
and seldom climbing above 3,000 ft.
He hopes to claim this flight as the year's
first Silver C distance.
The club awards for 1964 were presented at one of Qur informal Saturday
evening parties, held in the clubhouse.
The club championship was won by
Charlie Ross, who also collected the
Sutherland Tr-ophy far the best out-andrreturn flight of the year. The awards for
gain af height am' distance went to John
Goddard and Joh}. M:cLauchlan, while
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the Service Salver was presented to John
Henry, for valiant service in the T -21.
Activity on the ground has also been
noteworthy. Our' resident instruc~or,
ADskar Samba!e, has been prominent
on the winches, bringing about a marked
reduction in the fumble rate,- and his
observations on cable wear are expected
to bear fruit shortly. A programme of
bulldozing has been carried out, with a
view to removing the "dog-leg" in the
fiehi.

SOUTHDOWN
HE last week-end of January and
T
the first week-end of February
brought some good north-east hill soaring winds. Alan Wordsworlh, Dave
Bryant and Alan Boyle endured the cold
for their five hours and Alan Boyle's
flight in the syndicate' Olympia completed his Silver C 31st January also
brought the first of this year's thermal
activity - weak but sufficient to ferry
the syndicate 463 backwards and forwards across the AIfriston gap in the
IXlwns to explore the seven-mile lel'lgth
of Downs too Coombe Hill and then
r..Qund on to the splendid east-facing
slope behind Eastbourne which stretches
almost as far as Beachv Head lighthouse.
This is a really exhi"larating extension
to the Club's hill soarin~ possibilities
and we now await the chance of getting
the Olympia across. Needless t,o say
this is a route pioneered by Chris
H~hes, who several years ago took the
Club Olympia along this same route.
We welcome any vi1;iting aircraft and
pilots who would like to come akmg
when a north-easter blows.
Our cOllgr-atulatiollS to R,on Walker,
our Deputy C.F.!., and Jeanie Swinhoe
on their recent marriage.
P. W.

SOUTH WALES
AST year wac5 not a good one generL
ally, but we did start cross-countries,
onc of which was 200 km. and another
~

raised the altitude rec0~d to 5,800 ft.
This year we hope that real progr~ss
will ~ made, we are going ahead With
the pUf(;hase of a Swallow previously
owned by Bill Smart's syndicate. This
syndicate has boUght a Skyl'<lrk 2. John
Hughes, I~uan Lewis, AIf W,iIIiams and

Danny Raberts hope soon to fin.ish the
rebuilding of the ex-Loneton Gliding
Club Kite.
Members are already developing a
taste for soaring in the Swallow and
on the 14th February 3,500 ft. was
achieved in a thermal set off by a fern
fire at the side of the mountain. Later
the same day Danny Roberts had nearly
an bour in ·our e1p5.ive wave.
D. E. F.

STAFFORDSHIRE
HANGES in officers toole place at
C
. the A.G.M. due to resignations and
Gardon Hudson is now secretary, WaIter Harvey is Treasurer, with Hutch
retaining his seat as Chairman. A newcomer to the committee is Boris Clue.
The retiring Secretary, John Marshjones, and Treasurer, John Kaye, have
served the club 'since the outset and are
due a Yote of thanks for their untiring
efforts.
The total of launches last year was
just over 3,000 and club membership
now stands at about 70 with a fairly
steady flow of new members. Our aerotowing facilities are now operational
after an initial set-back due to a heavy
landing on the Tiger. However, it was
only out of service for about two weeks
and pilots have now been checked out
and towing started on 31st January.
Our 1964 soaring season closed on 20th
December when some lift was contacted
by one of the syndicate Olympias and
used to sustain a 15 minute flight. The
season for 1965 opened on '7th February
when the same patch of ift reappeared
in a northerly wind and was soared by
several pilots including Derek Longlat!d,
who stayed 'up for 30 minutes in the
Tutor thereby 'Claiming his C. This
phenomenon is now regular in northerly
winds and malo' be a type of wave, since
Wave clouds have been seen over the
field in this wind direction.
Pete Galvin's Silver C cross-country
to' Gotham near Long Eaton has been
,
ratified - congratulations Pete.
A. W. H. L. W.

SURREY
soaring started early this
T HERMAL
year. On Sunday morning, 14th
February

the

atmosphere

round

the

Club was reminiscent of high summer;
people were even muttering abOut five
hOl,jrs. In the event, Bill Dean stayed
aloft 3{ hours and several others had
flights of an hour or two all using
thermals only. Prior to tbis, there were
a few slightly thermic days but the
main activities, of the Club centred on
the usual Winter fettling jobs. Aircraft,
trailers and retrieve' car were brought up'
to sc'ratch, and we look forward in the
coming months to using the .audio
attachments which have now been fitted"
to the Cook varios in the Skylark 3's·
and 4's.
The Club is lending ooe of its Skylark 4's to the Rhodesian team for the
World Championships and. providing.
crewing help. We wish them the best of
luck in the contest.
Pat Garnett gave up the chairmanship
of the Club at Christmas after a threeyear stint, and the job has been taken
on by Alan PurneIl.
P. S. G.

THE TIGER CLUB (Redhill)
HE strong contin1\ent of Tiger Club
T
tug pilots beat all records in 1964
for towing with the Club's Tiger Moths
b"oth with the "cooking" and "super"
versions. The number of launches
achieved was 1,160, and gliding clubs
visited numbered 12. A good proportion
of these were organized by Dennis and
Gordon Crabb, whose new Slingsby
Dart has replaced the Skylark 4 as the
resident glider on Redhill aerodrome
and recently, as an experiment, the Dart
was towed off Redhill aerodrome by a
Rollason 1500 Turbulent.
The Club's Glider Towing medal for
1964 has been awarded to Mr. Charles
Mackenzie, who only joined the Clubearly in the year.
D. M. J. J.

WEST WALES
UR annual Dinner Dance 'Nent east
O
. this year and a very good night
was enjoyed by all at the Royal Ivy
BU'lh, Carmarthen. at least the tailenders did not retire until after 4 a.m.
Both the Green Ball soaring pot and
the magnificent PreSIdent's Trophy were
won by young Dicky Baldwin, and the
trophy' for the longest cross-country by
Bill Shepherd.. A surprise trophy was a
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beautiful miniature of a Tugmaster towing Skylark, made and preSented to the
club by John Thomas,awarded to David
George for his services to the club as
Chairman, Instructor and Tug-pilot.
At our A.G.M. we were delighted to
see Liz Kemp take Qver as Club secretary and Mavis Devonald as holiday
course secretary, we are all now looking forward to finishing committee meetings before midnight.
The decision to sell our Skylark 3F
No. 66 has alas been confirmed. There
is no other way of clearing our obligations to the Shaw Slingsby Trust and
affecting the fewest number of club

SERVICE NEWS
BANNERDOWN
(RAF, Colerne)
T is inevitable that December and
Iwhen
January see the nadir of fiying activity
celebration and predisinclin<ltio~l

cipitation all take weir toll, but this year
ventilation has been added in the form
of gale-force westerlies, although our 96
launches for 5 hrs. 30 min. is better than
the achievement in last year's deep
freeze.
The -Grunau has gone away for refitting and the T-31 to the Centre for sale.
A second T-21a with canopy has arrived
and we are looking forward to this addition. A second Olympia 2a has also been
asked for and this is now under consideration. We are also fortunate that Fl. Lt.
P. Lane will permit selected pilots to fly

members. We all appreciate that the
purchase of Skylark was made possible
by the S.S.T. in ,the first place and, indeed, the very existence of the Club. 'We
would like to take this opportunity of
expressing our appreciation of the responsibilities and services given by Philip
Wills, Basil Meads and the Council of
the S.S.T. to the whole of British
GLiding. It is incredible that faceless men
of bureaucracy can break faith with men
of honour and integrity. In domestic as
well as international affairs the confidence and faith in Britain's honour and
justice is being lost.

T. G. P.

his Ka-6 and Harry Daniels has ordered
a Blanik in which some members may be
offered dual flights. In the meantime our
Olympia 2a has had its major and is brilliantly resprayed gretn and white by Rod
Tew and Pat Sassi.
The Bannerdown Trophy was awarded
to the Rev. Sq. Ldr. G. M. McKenzie
and the Colerne Cup for the best crosscountry to Fl. Sgt. R. Gaunt.

P.H.

CHILTERNS (RAF. Benson)

' HEhome'Bicester
Cup has at last found a
T
in the club room of the, Chilterns Gliding Club.

With 4,169 launches giving us 456 fiying hours. we gained a full 1,000 points
o-..er our nearest rivals. It should be
pointed out that this could not have been
possible had it not been for the excellent
attendance of our hard core of members

Members of Ihe Chi/urns Gliding Club. Jim Blundel. C.F.J., holding Ihe Bicester Cup.
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throughout the year.
Bill Maltby and Barry Nowells made
splendid use of strong north westerly
winds during February - both getting
their five hours' duration on Chinnor
Ridge. Another early success was Andy
Anderson's A and .8 in the Grunau.
All three of our winches are now 'back
in service. The latest additiQn tQ our
M.T. fleet is a Trojan pick-up, for general
a.irfield work.
Tony Penis has recently acquired his
tug rating, so now we hope for more
aero-towing.
Finally we are very SOI'ry to lose John
Raeburn who, after converting to the
Olympia. has been posted to Borneo.
G. H.

CISAVIA
HE Civil Serviee Aviation AssociaT
tion Limited was incOrpQrated in July
of 1964 and is the governing body for all
forms of. sporting aviation within the
Civil Service.
It has been accepted as a member of
the B.G.A. and will have affiliated clubs
attached to it. TIle R.A.E. Gliding Club
with which thl'; Crown Agents' Gliding
Club is now amalgamated:, has, of course,
been in existence. for some years, but a
new club is in process of becoming affiliated, namely the Post Office Flying
Club, and a power fiying group will
follow shortly.
Cisavia has placed orders for a Beagle
Terrier with glider towing hOQk and a
medium performance two-seater glider.
These aircraft Will, as a matter of policy,
remain the property of the governing
body and will be hired out for operation
by the affiliated clubs at the lowest possible charges.
The Association is open to any member of the Civil Service, and details may
be obtained from the Interim Secretary,
Godfrey Harwood, 8 Prima Road, London, S.W.9,
J. E. G. H.

FENLAND (R.A.F. Feltwell)
AJOR inspections, and C. of A.s
M
have been completed on our T-21,
Olympia 2B, Ka-6 and Gull 1, and all are
now ready for the approaching season.
One of our two "wild" winches will be

folly "Dieselised", and the other. well on
its way, by the time this is read. During
the time that one winch is away, we are
using the retrieve winch system, which
has been known to produce 26 launches
per hour.
Our Slingsby Gull I, which is the
oldest aircraft still flying with the
R.A.P.G.S.A. bas recently undergone an
extensive major and recovering programme, and has now reappeared, resplendent tn Plame Orange and Cream.
This aircraft will be made available at
the World Championships this year, as a
flying showpiece.
Some committee changes have been
forced upon us, as a result of postings,
and it is with deep regret that we bid
farewell to our Secretary PI. Lt.
Dennis Stubbings, whose vocabulary,
official and unofficial, will be hard to
emulate; our former Aircraft Member,
FI. Lt. Ken Pitzroy, whose genius witb
aircraft is a joy to see; our C.F.I. FI. Off.
"Stu" Mea-d, whose interest anrl ability
has been a stimulus to all, and our Trea·
surer, Squadron Ldr. Derek Holland,
whose sterling work with our accounts
has reSUlted in clarity - a worthwhile
achievement.
C, R. E.

FOUR COUNTIES
(RA.F. SpitaIgate)

W.

E have h~pes of reall~ doing some
good thiS year, and If the efforts
of the club members during the winter
months are anything to go by our hopes
will not be unfounded. They have been
very busy refurbishing all our ground
equipment and repainting everything as
well While some of our girls had paint
brushes in their hands it was very unwise
to stand still for more than a few
seconds!
Before soaring really starts, we should
have a new tractor and a new winch.
These will, we hope, almost double our
launch rate. We managed 2,500 launches
last year, but we are not satisfied, our
target being 5,000 this year.
We have, at the moment, two pilots in
the R.A.F.G.S.A. Easter Competitions.
Geoff Barrell whQ sbould be flying Pete
Lane's Ka-6 and Fred Slater who is fiying the dub O~ympia 2u in League 2.
Dick Barrett is .also first reserve in
League 2. We hope for the ClubAs sake
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Success for
Crossfell Variometers
and Audios
Since these instruments were
introduced (Varios in 1959) they
have been used wilh consistent
success by pilots of varying
ability in every British National
and World Championship

PROVEN RELIABILITY
AND EXCELLENCE
Cross'eU Variometors.
10 Borrowdale Road,
Malvem,
Worcestershire

that all three pilots will fly in the comps
and we wish them all the very best of
luck.
We wish ,to welcome to the club Air
Commodore Lyne, Sqn. Ldr. Roy Salmon
and Chris WiIliams who has arrived from
Cyprus.. We hope these new members will
enjoy their stay with us.
Congratulations to Dick Barrett on
coming 2nd in the Bomber Command
Novices' Competition last year and
"Dinga" Bell on being awarded the Club
Tutor Pewter. This is given by the club
committee for the most meritorious flight
by a novice solo pilot. "Dinga" Bell
soared the T-31 (Solo) for ten minutes
without a vario. This, on a day when
most other pilots were flying circuits. Our
Grunau list is also growin~ rapidlv with
conversions to this aircraft by "Dinga"
Bell, Wint Smart, Bernie Morris and
Paddy Maher.
I. G. A

MOONRAKERS (R,A,F. Upavon)
E begin on rather a sad note this
W
time by announcing the departure
of one of our longest serving members,
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Bill Owens. On this his second tour with
Moonrakers, Bill has put in a great
amount of hard work and his enthusiasm
and encouragement will be sadly missed
when he parts company with the Service
and takes his place in civilian life.
New mem6ers to the club since we
last wwte are Tony Morris, Pete Manneman Tal! Thomas, Andy Whitaker,
Ru~rt Butler and Steve Warwic!cFlemming, who takes over from Bill
Owens as Deputy CFt
On the gliding side our first mention
goes to Andy Whitaker who gained a
Silver C height in his ejection seat while
his Lightning did the first field landing
of the season. Congratulations go to
Derek Bridson, Roy Jolmston :md Rupert
Butler who gained their Silver C durations during December and January.
It was with some consternation that we
received a spanking new Ka-7 a couple
of weekends ago but it shouldn't be long
before our pundits are convinced of its
great possibilities. S:nce it arrived it has
earned its keep to the full and should
make a good training aircraft once our
instructors are checked out in it.
Work is progressing in the hangar at
present with major inspectiofls well under
way and the respray of the Olymp:a now
completed. We were all very pleased
when our new club room was ready for
use at the beginning of last month; cups
of coffee and hot pies going down e1t·
trernely well on cold weekends.
J. S. w.

..

Scottish Wave Project
Friday, 5th February, a party
O. N from
the Moonrakers set out for

the Scottish Gliding Union at Portmoak.
Benarty ridge was soarable on the first
flying day, and on 8th February Neil
Swanton in the Olympia 460, Roy Johnston in the 2B and Geoff Halls in the
S.G.U. Swallow soared Bishop Hill.
GeoII qualifying for his C with 2t hours.
After two days of hill-scratching, Neil
and Roy left with the 28, and three more
members arrived.
The second week brought two good
wave days, which S. A. C. John Martin
thus describes:On Sunday 14th the wind had decreased to about 15 knots on the surface
from W.N.W. and we launChed Ian Smith
in the 460 at 08.00 hrs. Little did We

know what a suecessful, daythi's would
be, both £ot, two of our party aI!d for
members of the S.G.U. We watched the
460 gradually working its way up to about
2,500 ft. on the Benarty ridge, then at
09.45 lan headed out north-west across
Loch Leven into a clear patch of sky
between some lenticular clouds.,
The rest of the story was obtained
when he landed, but llpparently when
cross;ng Loch LeveR he was in pegative
sink which slowly became 2 knots up,
then 4 knots; tacking in this lift he
climbed through the leading edge of a
lenticular cloud, experiencing moderate
icing on the way up. He reached 9,000 f,t.
and then lost the lift, descended in heavy
sink and arrived back at the ridge at
2,000 ft., where he again cotltacted the
wave lift. This time he climbed to 4,000
ft. before flyi,ng out of the lift again,
and Benarty was once more his salvation
wher<; the wave gave him another chance.
The result was a climb to 6.000 ft. in
10 knots lift. At this height the lift decreased and in his own words lan made
"yet alii other fumble", by turning downwind and sinking to 3,500 ft. Now he
searched forward of the Loch, contacted
a~ain, and at between 4 and 6 knots
climbed to 9,000 ft. Here the lift decreased to about 2 knots and the climb
continued to 12,000 ft., where it Was
broken off for a quick return to Portmoak and hot c'offee. Not the most
straigntforward of flights for a Gold C
height, but a fair reward for his tenacity.
The next person to scramble into the
460 was Steve Warwick-Flemiog. He was
aero-towed to about 2,000 ft.. and contacted wave immediately after release
4 miles north of Portmoak. Climbing af
between I and 4 knots he passed through
the first layer of lenticular clouds at
6,500 ft., emerging in the clear at about
7,000 ft. On the way up he also experienced icing, though this was no great
problem. His climb was terminated at
Il,700 ft. and he reported a second layer
of lenticular clOUds above at about
13,000 fl. After descending. through cloud,
Steve found himself over the Firth of
Forth at 4;000 ft. and used more wave lift
to fiy upwind back to base.
By this time daylight was getting short,
so we had to content [ourselves with two
Gold C height climbs for the day.
The next day, Monday 15th, the I£nti-

cuJars were still clearly marked with
about t cover compared with Sunday's i.
John Weston-AlIwork contacted wave
lif,t in the Swallow after soaring Benarty
ridge from a winch launch, and climbed
to 7,000 ft. to gain his Sjlver height. Bob
Wishart was then aero-towed to 2,000 ft.
again in the SwallOW, and climbed t~
8,000 ft. to notch the second Silver height
of the day.
I then took off in the 4W and climbed
up to 7,000 ft. after release, and here I
showed lack of experience in wave fiying,
common to most of our party. lost the
lift, and dropped rapidly down to 3,000
ft. Here I again made contact and
climbed up through the leading edge of a
lent:cular. At 6,500 a. in cloud the turn
needle moved, I folowed it,. and the result
was a most undignified hell-for-leather
descent which robbed me of a "certain"
Gold C height!
Hugh Campbell then fiew the 460 and
from ,a 4,00<i-ft. aero-tow climbed into
wind in 2 to 3 knots Iif'!. Th:s increased
to 4 to ~ knots in cloUd and once through
the lenticular he turned parallel to it and
climbed at about ,6 knots up to 9,000 ft.
where he was above the first wave system.
From there the Eft decreased to 2 knots
until at 10,200 ft. he lost it. There was a
fu~ther wave system much hi~her, though
thiS one was ill-defined. Visibility was
very good and Loch Leven, between the
Firth of Tay and the Firth of Forth, gave
a perfect fix on the airfi~ld.
Out of a fortnight spent in Scotland
with a party of 12, two of our OWn aircraft and a borrowed Swallow, We came
away with a total of 40 launches. 40.16
hours, onC" C, ~wo Silyer C heights, an~
two Gold C heights. Fmally, on Saturday
201h we bade farewell to our hosts at the
S.G.U.. taking a~ay with us happy
rnemOfles of a holiday during which we
ail learned a great deaL
JOHN MARTIN

PORTSMOUTH (R.N.A.S.)
'{'VTE haye once more. had a fairly quiet'
¥V penod due mamly to the poor
weather and 'high winds being experienced at Lee. We fly, of course, when·
ever possible and· the Tiger Syndicate
continues to provide"splendid service.
Rear Admiral Law, who is Flag Officer
Submarines and one of the Vice-Presidents of the R.N.G.S.A., has recently
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obtained his A and B Certificates. Our
congratulations to him.
We were pleased to learn, at the recent
Annual
General
Meeting of the
R.N.G.S.A., that Portsmouth had regained the Home Air Command Trophy.
This is due to the enthusiasm of our
members and the untiring efforts of our
C.F.I. and his instructors. We hope that
the Fulmar Club will unearth the trophy
which they have, for the time being, mislaid.
Our congratulations to Maralyn Stead
and Keith Morton, who have announced
their engagement and also to Humphry
Dimock, who has been selected to fly in
the Swiss Championships.
L.O. V.

CRUSADERS (Cyprus)
UR new T-:;1 has at last arrived
O
"
thanks to a Transport Command
Argosy, and had its maiden flight.
The 30th January was a remarkable
day for Akrotiri with a steady 3 metres
all over the peninsula. Terry Carpenter
took the Swallow up for an hour and the
C.F.I. took the T-21 to 4,000 ft. on two
consecutive flights, one of these with
Paul Gibson. Paul, who is waiting to go
solo when he is 16, has now done 160
launches. 30th J:muary saw "Cobb" Ball
off for his A and B.
Our membership is increasing rapidly
now and the two-seater list resembles an
electoral roll. John Hollingshead, one
new member who has gained the spirit of
dedication rather early has taken to
arriving at 5 a.m., so as we now have
lights in our hangar (a welcome refinement) we have cleared him fOT O.I.s.
With Akrotiri now a 24-hour, 7-days-aweek open airfield, powered fiying is interfering with our operation.
J. O. B.

EAGLE (Detmold, Germany)

T HE(R.

letter
about
Oerlinghausen
L. S. Butler, Feb.-Mar. issue)
prompts us to point out that our location
is ,the small military airfield at Hobart
Barracks, Detmold, which is only IS km.
east of Oerlinghausen (as the Swallow
flies) on the other side of the Teutoburgerwald ridge. We enjoy very close relations with the local German Club (Detmold Luftsportverein) and in fact rely on
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their Oerlinghausen·based Piper Super
Cub for aerotows.
We "do not fly during the week, but
would be very pleased to see any Oerlinghausen visitors who care to come across
to Detmold at the weekend, either with
or without gliders.
Although there has been no local fiying
since Christmas we have not been idle.
John Welsh spent the first fortnight of
January at the R.AF. Wave Camp at
Issoire. In common with many others he
suffered the usual frustration of waiting
for the combination of right conditions
and turn to fly (five were sharing a Ka-6).
When his turn did come he sat at
10,500 ft. A.G.L. waiting for a layer of
high cloud to clear away. After an hour
the wave collapsed and John had to land
at Clermont Ferrand airfield.
Ted Shephard also made a valiant
attempt to get into the act by snatching
a Wednesday to Saturday break and
driving 700 miles in one day, but he too
had no luck. This is gliding!
The aspiring pundits have not been
idle. A five-hour expedition to Scharfoldendorf in conjunction with the Laarbruch Club is planned for early April
and in the meantime equipment and aircraft (including the recently arrived
Ka-6) are being fettleo like mad, ready
for what we hope will be a bumper
W. C. L
season.

LAARBRUCH (Goch, Germany)
'THE highlight of the period was un~.. doubtedly the visit of H.R.H. Ptince
Philip the Duke of Edinburgh to Laarbruch. The Gliding Club was on his
itinerary and he showed great interest in
ooth our equipment and achievements.
Due to fettting of gliders for the coming season, most of our news is "social".
Knight Boyer and Chris Collier announced their engagement. Sqdn. Ldr.
Mike Hampson and Wendy have returned
to England after being mainstays in the
operation of the club for almost three
years; Sqdn. Ldr. Dave Edwards has
taken over as Chairma.n. Tony Barber has
also left us and amazed us all by travelling back from the U.K. with Rowly
Rowlands for a weekend. Steve Warwick:Fleming returned to the U.K. early in
December and Geotge Ross has been
pressed into service as temporary C.FJ.
Harry Orme and Ken Newholm savoured

the delights of the Issoire wave during
January to their complete ~atisfactiQn,
although Ken's w.ife, lean, almost upset
everything by producing a brother for
Paul at very short notice.
Our next expedition wiU be to Scharfoldendorf for a week in April in search
of Silver C durations on their magnificent
ridge.
K. V. N.

R.A.F. GERMANY,
Wave Project
~2nd

ROM 8th December, 1964, to
F
January, 1965, the Ka-6 from Laarbruch was based at the airfield of the
Aero Club Issoire as part of the Wave
Project organised on behalf of the R.A.F.
Germany Gliding Association by John
Prince of Rheindahlen, the Association
Air Member. During the seven weeks of
the Project, Gold C gains of height were
made by George Ross and Harry Orme,
both from Laarbruch. the latter weU deserving his success 'for the amount of
work he had put into the preparation of
the Ka-6 prior to its departure for
France. Derek Twigg, of Wildenrathand
Ken Newholm from Laarbruch both

qualified for Diamond C gain-of-height
awards with flights in excess of 20,000 ft.,
while Andy Price of Geilenkirchen took
advantage of the Le Broc ridge to fly his
Silver C duration with a flight of 5 hrs.
15 mins. On the same <lay as Spike
Jarred from BrU.ggen narrowly missed his
Gold C gain, climbing tQ 14,000 ft. fmm
a 4,400 ft. launch, J,ohn l'rince and Terry
Slack, representing ButzweilerhQf, reached 10,700 ft. in a borrowed Ka-7. Other
good trios were bad by John Welsh from
Detmold, who dimbed to 10,000 ft., and
John Prince, this time flying solo, who
climbed to 9,200 ft. on ,the last day of our
stay.
Wave, ridge and thermals were utilised
during the Wave Project, and flying was
possible on 21 days, enabling 19 visiting
pilots from R.A.F. Germany to make 64
l~ullches totalling 55 hrs. 29 mins.
Our thanks are due to M. Herbeau,
the Chef de Centre, and his staff for
making the expedition so successful, and
we have now put away the excellent
"Issoire" forders produced by John
Prince until next year when we will be
back again.
K. V. N.

~~~f~~~>~~~:

We woulq be pleased to receive news for this section from every country in
the world where soaring is done.-A. E. SLATER, Overseas News Editor.

AUSTRALIA
ANUFACTURERS of sailplanes in
Australia, which means Edmund
Schneider Ltd., are protected by a 7t%
tariff on foreig/l gliders, but there is DO
duty on British-built gliders. Bill
Iggulden, President of the 'Gliding
Federation of Australia, said in his
Annual Report that Schneiders could
almost certainly get iItcreased tariff protection if they applied for it, but they

had not done so "in deference to our
own requirements and desires" (Le. to
keep prices of foreign gliders down).
However, there had been increasing
imports from a partil;t1lar Eastern
European source "the prices of which
have not been set by normal economic
considerations". The Annual General
Meeting, Australian Gliding reports,
"was satisfied that unfair competition
existed and unanimously voted to sup173

port the manufacturer provided that the
tariff was selectively applied and did
not interfere with normal fair competition and the import of gliders from
other sources:'
NATJONALs.-The A.G.M. approved a
that
South
Australian
suggestion
National Championships should be held
every year for a trial period.
INTERNATIONAL TEAM.-The meeting
narrowly defeated a motion that a form
of automatic selection, uninfluenced by
opinion, should be used for selecting the
World Cham~. Team, and approved the
Selection Committee's suggestion that
the first 10 pilots in the Nationals should
"give some -guidance" on team selection.
BOOMERANG.-This 15-metre sailplane
is to be built in two versions. The
ES-60A, intended for syndicates and
individual owners, will have a single
fixed forward wheel. The ES-60B, for
club use, will have a central wheel,
foamed rubber nose skid and spring tail
skid. That is, the'''.,'' will have less drag
but the "B" better ground-handling
qualities.
YOUNGEST
PILoT.-"Probably
the
youngest girl i.n Australia learning to
fly", Kerry Smith, of Tamworth and
District
started in spring, 1963, at
the age of eleven. She has had 26 flights
up till last autumn.
ACCIDENT REPORT.~There were 10
major crashes last year, compared with
17 in 1963 and 8 in 1962. A fatality was
due to neglect of inspection of control
cables; fatigue failure of an aileron
cable led to catastrophic wing-aileron
flutter. Another il'lcident was due to
slack control cables causing mild aileron
flutter. Two pilot injuries on winch
launches were due to stalling in a very
steep climb and failure to recover from
a cable break.
LO!'lG SPANs PREFERRED.-Newcastle
G.C., newly-formed in January, 1964,
has adopted the policy of using only
long-span sailplanes, as they spend more
time in the air in relation to time spent
being manhandled on the ground.
A ustralian Gliding

a.c.,

AUSTRIA
IEGFRIED KIER won the 1964 deS
centralised contest with 44.164 points,
of which 20(260 were earned for the best
Austrian flight of the year, 521 km. from
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near Innsbruck to Engelberg in Switzerland and back via Tirano in a Ka-6 on
12th June. He took 8 hrs. 20 mins., from
10.10 to 18.30. Nearly all the flight was
caried out between 8.000 and 13,000 ft.
.a.s.1.
Next best was Alf Schubert, total
38,432 points, of which 14,790 were for
a 517-km. out-and-return in an L-Spatz
from Zell am See to the Maloja Pass,
beyond Samedan, and back via Innsbruck, also on 18h June. He started at
08.29 ami landed a 16.45.
Altogether 258 pilots took part, contributing 635 flights totalling 129,820 km.
and averaging 204 km. Respective figures
for 1963 were 260 pilots, 533 flights.
87,361 km. total, 164 km. average.
Austroflug

BELGIUM
ENRY STOUFFS, of the Belgian
H
.
"Equipe Nationale" has won lthe
"Coupe Pierre Charron" for the third
time (1961-62-64). 'This competition
awards points to the pilot who performs
the best three flights during the year
(.five points per km. for triangle, four
for out-and-return, three for goal flight,
two for free distance). Total points for
the three best flights of each pilot are
divided by three.
Results: H. Stouffs, 1,220 pts.; J.
Pissoort, 1,123; H. Drory, 1,020; A.
Goethals, 896; M. Cartigny, 880. Over
200 pilots took part.
During 1964 two pilots have at last
been able to do a 300-km. triangle in
Belgium: J. Pissoort and H. Stou!l's.
Stouffs had tried 8 times before, landing each time after having covered
betweel'l 275 km. and 290 km. The ninth
time, in a Foka on 30th August, his triangle of 316 km. was covered doing
66 km./h. (cloud base was 5,000 ft.);
this is now the Belgian national record.
In the World Championships our best
glider for the English weather, a
Ka-6cR-pe with a modified wing section,
will be flown by Henry Stouffs in the
open class. It is being lent to him by
the Baron Louis de Dorlodot. J. D.
The above record for the 300-km.
Triangle appears to be the Belgian local
record. La Conqube de rA ir gives the
national record as 81.29 km./h. set up
in Argentina by Marcel Cartigny in a
Foka .on 19th February, 1963. Henry

ABOUT
GLIDING
A 20 page booklet of questions and
answers on gliding, ideal lor visitors or
new members of any club.
Your Club,"s name and address can be
specially printed On orders of 200 or more
copies at no elltra charge.
Retail price 1/-. Discount allowed to Clubs.

THE BRITISH GLIDING
ASSOCIATION
Artillery Mansio....s

75. Victoria Street,
London, S.W.l.

Stouffs holds the Goal-flight national
record with 543.9 km. in ,a Ka-6B from
Temploux-Poitiers, .on 1st June, 1962.
The national Distance J:l;cord is held
by M. Baeke with 607 km. in a Skylark
3 from Junin, Argentina, on 20th February, 1963.
Micl1el Doutreloux holds the national
gain-of-height (7,320 m.) and Absolute
Altitude (8,120 m.) records with a flight
in a Breguet 901 at St. Auban on 8tb
June, I 964.-Eo.

BULGARIA
new practice sailplane was recently
A
- tested in Bulgaria. This. singleseater, named "Bisser", was buflt in _a
Michailograd factory. Gliding ratio 20
at 75 km./h. (40.5 knots); optimal speed
90 km./h. (48.6 kt.); minimum speed
55 km./h. (29.7 kL). Empty weight
180 kg. (397 lb.); flying weight 258 kg.
(569 lb.). No other details known.
Aerosport
(The word for "practice sailplane"
(Uebungssegelflugze~g) has .always been
applied to machines in the Grunau Baby
class.)

CANADA
Diamond has been ,earned
A- byDistance
WilIi Deleurant, Toronto, in a

Standard Austria; Goal Diamonds by
Ed Laenen, Ottawa, in Skylark 4;
Michael Stoten, SI. Lambert, in Skylark
2; Victor A. Shobridge, Vancouver, in
BG-12; and Wil1i Deleurant; Gold
Badge completed by Garth Scheib,
Montreal, in L-Spatz 55; Ed Laenen,
Ottawa, in Skylark 4; John Chesbrough,
Ottawa, in Ka-6; A. O. ("Shorty")
Boudreault, Ottawa (who Il,as Canadian
C badge No. 1), in Skylark 4.
Roy Gray, of Brantford, Ont., set up
a Canadian Goal-and-Return record of
214 miles in a Ka-6cR on 12th September
last, flying to Chatham, Ont., and back
(previous record by Julien Audette,
ZOO miles). Earlier in the year he had
raised the Goal record to 347 miles.
Soaring

GATINEAU
Louis Bisson has donated a trophy
"for airmanship" wbich will be awarded
to the student pilot making the best progress each season. Mr. Bisson, manager
of the Hull bus system, flies the Cessna
180 on amphibious floats that hibernates
in our hangar. He used to be a bush
pilot and was in the Ferry Command,
and was the first Canadian pilbt to fly
the Atlantic one hundred times "in command". He is in the OX-S Club and
holds a Commendation from the King.
The Louis Bisson Trophy and the
President's Trophy for cross-eountry
flying will both be presented shortly.
A new type of tow book, tbe Ottfur
release, will be installed on both. our
tow planes. It's new to our tugs, that
is, though standard in England. It is
considered safer.
D. K.

CHILE
LEJO WILLIAMSON has flown
A
- across the Andes from Santiago
Mendoza (Argentina), reaching 5,000
to

metres (16-,400 ft.) on the way.

Aero Revue
In the 1963 World Championships in
Argentina, Alejo WilIiamson - known
to the British team as "Chile WiIl~" to
distinguish him from our own John
Willie - finished 19th in the Open Class.
He, the two otber Chilean pilots and the
team manager were aero-towed to the
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meeting in two Blaniks, crossing the
Andes at 5,000 metres. Their first leg
was 115 miles from Santiago to Mendoza.-Eo.

CHINA
LIDING was introduced into the
G
Chinese Republic in 1952. The first
clubs were started at Loyang and Peking
with imported gliders after a training
course for beginners. Today there are
39 clubs in the country and several
glider types are being made in China.
Gliding is available for aiL The clubs
are subsidized by the state and all the
facilities are free for all the members.
Many members are students, workers
and functionaries. The only qualifications needed are a medical examination
and a recommendation from their syndicates, local sporting committees or
their schools.
The latest national gliding records, all
done from Anyang in the province of
Honan, are:Distance, 412.9 km. (256.6 miles) by
Lin Lien-Changon 3rd June, 1964.
Feminine
Distance.
345.9
km.
(214.9 miles) by Chiang Yi-Jung on 4th
June, 1964.
Feminine
Speed,
70.64
km./h.
(43.9 m.p.h.) by Yan Hui-Mai on 19th
June, 1964.
Aviasport
The above was written by ChaRg
Shou-Yi. It was announced in 195{) that,
the previous summer, Poland had presented two gliders to China. A party of
Chinese gliding instructors had then
done a course of training in Poland, and
Polish blue-prints were being supplied to
a Chinese glider factory.-Eo.

DENMARK
National Championships will be
T HE
held at Arnborg from 4th to 18th

July. Arnborg will also hold a week-end
rally each week-end in June, the first
extending over Whit-Monday. This
national centre has recently installed
oil heating in the living rooms and
dormitories.
Aage Dyhr Thomsen ha~ become
chairman of the Gliding Council in place
of Kaj V. Pedersen, who has been
chairman since 1'959.
Flyv
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FINLAND
examples of the 15-metre
F ORTY
Vasama, winner of the 1963 OSTlV
Prize, have been sold to various countries, and the production rate is one per
week. Dieter Schmitt reports on a test
flight in Germany. He found extraordinarily little airflow noise, so that
one cannot estimate the speed from it,
but at 120 km./h. tbe noise increases
sharply and remains the same high level
to 250 km./h. Thus it gives a useful
warning of ell;cessive speed in cloud
flying. He found the rudder control to
be remarkably good - better than be
exprcted because of the umodish"
sweep-back of the rudder and fin.
Flug-Revue
DESIGN FOR TOWING.-The PIK-15
has been specially designed as a tug,
with 3.5 to 4 m./s. climb when towing
(690-790 ft./min.), moderate flying speed,
and rapid sink after casting off the cable.
It has a Lycoming 150 h.p. motor, with
a metal propeller of 2.05 m. (6 ft. 9 in.)
diameter. and 100 litres (22 galloRs)
tank capacity. Span is 10 m. (32 ft. 10 in.)
and empty weight 492 kg. (1,085 lb.);
side-by-side seating in an enclosed
cabin with good rear view.
Der Adler

FRANCE
URING 1964, 114,000 hours' flying
D
accordiRg to
in gliders was
M. Mudry, president of the Federal
don~,

CohJmission for motorless flight. The
number of qualifying flights for badges
were: 64 for Diamond Goal, 23 Gold
Distance, 62 Gold Altitude, 319 Silver
Distance, 410 Silver Duration, 636 Silver
Altitude, 1,156 C Certificates.
Volo a Vela
SAINT AUBAN.-In the course of its
history 100,171 hours of motoriess flying has been done at the St. Auban
centre, up to 31st October last, when
flying stopped for the year. During this
period 726 Gold C Altitude (3,000 m.)
and 449 Di~mond Altitudes (5,000 m.)
were flown; also 30 national records for
altitude or speed round a closed course.
There were no fatalities and only 5
accidents causing fractures; of these J
were due to faulty pilotage, one to
failure to obey flying instructions, and
one to illness. This good record is

attributed to intensive use. of radiotelephony .and to careful instruction.
On 14th January, five pupils attained
Gold C height, including a German,
aBd on 8th February three attained Gold
anp Diamond Altitudes. This year St.
Auban will close from 31st August to
2nd November.
HutT )OURS O'ANGERS.-This annual
competition will be held from 14th to
25th July this year inst~ad of at the
beginning of the month. This is to
enable students to participate after taking their examinations.
EDELWElSS.-This 15-metre sailplane
is to go into production, several firm
orders having been received. Six have
been ordered for the national centres,
where the type. will progressively replace
the Breguet 901. Other orders are from
Aero Clubs. The sweep-forward has
been removed, and the V-tail surfaces
now hinge at 25~~ chord instead of 20%.
The machine has done well in competitions since it first appeared in the World
Championships in Argentina.
Owing to inereased official interest in
two-seaters, Jean Cayla, the designer, is
ready to evolve a two-seater veJiSion of
the Edelweiss.
Air et Cosmos

GERMANY EAST
.

HE Libelle-Laminar is an improveT
ment on the original Libelle of 1957
which had a min. sink of 0.66 m./sec. and
gliding ratio of 31.5. The Laminal', which
most competitors flew at last year's
Championships, has a gliding ratio of 36
at 8S km.lh. (47.5 kt.) and min. sink of
0.65 m./sec. at 78 km./h. (42 kt.). It stalls
at 70 km./h. (38 kt.) and, if stalled in a
turn with up to 30' bank, does not go
into a spin. Max. speed 200 km./h. with
OT without brakes. The span is 16.5 m.
(54 ft. 3 in.), aspect ratio 18.35. Empty
weight 270 kg. (595 lb.). Ailerons and
flaps have a very small chard (dimension
110t given) with the brakes just in front
of the flaps. The tail is conventional.
DECENTRALIZED CONTEST.---'Winner of
the 1964 contest was Horst Rakokski, of
Frankfurt, with 18,445 points. Klaus
Konig. Dresden, had 18,105; Berod Nolte,
Frankfurt, 17,970; Manfred Blauert, Berlin, 17,590. Nolte, aged 24, with 3 Diamonds, and Blauert; 40, 2 Diamonds, are
entered for the World C1:Iampionships.

This year's decentralised contest will run
from 15th March to 30th September.
The National Championships will be
held from 22nd May to 6th June, 1965.
at the Neustadt-Glewe Flying Club's
site. A junior contest will take place <It
Laucha, near Ralle, from 4th' to 17th
July,
At Roitschjora a ~peed-tlying rally for
"jungen Leistungssegelfiiegerinnen" younll high-performance female sailplane
pilots - will be held from 12th to 26th
June.
Aerosport

GERMANY WEST
HE Wolf Hirth Memorial Founda·
T
tion, which fo,r four years has given
prizes and medals for the best flights ,of
each year starting, ending or turning at
Klippeneck (except last year when this
restnction was lifted), has now decided
also to reward outstanding scientific and
technical work fot' the progress of soarin'g and has askied for increased funds.
Danations should be sent to:- Praesi·
dium der Walf·Hirth·Gedachtnisstiftung,
e.V., Rathaus, Spaichingen, W, Germany.
ScHEIBE SF-27,-This Standard Class
laminar-flow sailplane is now going into
production at a price of DM 13,900
(£1,260). It is designed to replace the SF26, itself a development from the L'Spatz55. The fuselage structure is of welded
steel tube. with at the front end a cover·
ing of stratified plastic. Aspect ratio 18.7,
empty weight 205 kg. (452 lb.), max. wing
loading 26.5 kg. per sq. m. (5.43 Ib./sq.
ft.), min. sink 0.65 m)s. at 70 km./h. (38
kL), best gliding ratio 32 at 8S km.ih.
(46 kt.).
Air et Cosmos
LINK WtTH LILtENTHAL.-Paul .Beylich,
who assisted Otto Lilienthal with his
gliding trials frol:D 1893-96, ,celebrated
his 90th birthday on 4th December last.
Der Flieger

HOLLAND
the deeoest
I Thaveis with
to report the

regret that we
death of our
chairman, Pieter de Waard, who died
on 30th December after a long illness.
Pieter, who had only just reached the
age of 40, took up gliding in 1949.
Already after a short time he proved to
be Olle of those hard workers the glid·
ing rno,vement ·needs so badly. Via
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Pie/er de Waclrd
different jobs in club committees, he became a member of the Council of the
Gliding Section of the Royal Netherlands Aero Club in 1957. In 1959 he became our chairman. In the meantime he
served his own club as chairman and
C.F.!.
On his many business trips abroad he
always tried to visit gliding sites in
order to get new ideas, see new gliders,
etc. and thus he was also well-known
beyond our boundaries. His valuable
services and good comradeship will not
easily be forgotten.
This winter's wave safari to Issoire
(France) was not very successful. Only
two days produced wave. On 15th
January W. Disma got his Gold C
height; on the 17th, when conditions
were extremely rough, Chr. Rab and H.
Fernhout got Diamond heights. Ham
Fernhout had to do it twice because
his barograph froze UD the first time and
didn't record.
The Council decined to stOD the
national organized safaris and to- leave
it to the clubs to send some of their
members.
J. Th. v. E.

IRELAND (Duhlin)
INCE the last issue, a concerted
S
attack has been made on the sea of
red tape to be traversed before we get
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official permiSSion to use our tug aircraft at Baldonnel. Fortunately, agreement has now been reached in principle.
It has been found that the cableknots used in our pulley-launch system
were failing at 1,000 lb. The designer
of the system, John Byrne, has now
evolved a cable-knot guaranteed to
1,700 lb. breaking strain for the 13-gauge
piano-wire now in use.
- Congratulations are due to John
Byrne for the first Irish triangle, Baldonnel-Naas-Kilcock-Baldonnel (34 miles)
in 3 hrs. 39 mins. This flight, in a prewar Petrel, was almost abandoned halfway, aod was r~lly flown as a double
out-and-return.
Honours are also due to Michael
Slazenger for an out'and-return to the
Sugar Loaf Mountain (32 miles); also
to Martin Mulhall for Gold Height, and
ridge-soaring to Kippure Mountain and
back (56 miles); to Gerry Connolly for
Silver Height and Distance to Moynalty,
Co. Meath; also to Nick O'Brien for
Silver Height and to David Abrahamson, David Cowan and Noel Cranny
for C Certificates. Condolences to Peter
Kilkelly on running out of lift while
trying hard for Silver Duration.

O. G.

ITALY
DEL.E Orsi, who flew hors conCOurs
A
in last year's British Nationals, has
beaten two national feminine records.
Flying a Skylark 4 at Varese 00 18th
November last, she reached an absolute
altitude of 6,250 m. (20,505 ft.) with a
height gain of 5,050 m. (16,568 ft.). This
completes her Gold C with two Diamonds, and she lacks only the Distance
Diamond.
Volo
E.C.40 EVENTUALE.-This tandem twoseater, produced by Edgardo Ciani, was
commissioned by the Italian Aero Club
and is probably destined to replace the
"ancient. beloved and glorious" Canguro.
There is no sweep-forward. The rear
pilot's head is above and a little behiod
the leading edge of the wings and he
has a special window, not part of the
canopy, for lookin~ out sideways. Span
17.7 m. (58 ft. I in.), dihedral 3°; empty
weight 210 kg. (463 lb.), all-up weight
530 kg. (1,168 lb.); wing loading,
25 kg./sq. m. (5.12 Ib./sq. ft.).
AIi NI/ove

CORRECTION.-February issue, p. 85:
Uribel C sinks at 1 m./sec. at 100 km./
h., not 2 m./sec.

NEW ZEALAND (Otago)
OLD C height at the age of 17 w:.s
G
achieved by Hank Vourtenay, of
Upper Valley G.C., who took an Olympia 463 to 13,000 ft. in a wave last
autumn. Another member, Jim Berkett,
reached 12,500 ft. in a Skylark 4.
Australiun Gliding
"OMARAMA this year was absolutely fantastic. 1 think it is the
best holiday I have had for years. A
humorous incident arose when one of
our instructors, Stewart Cain, landed in
a valley which was completely inaccessible. By the Grace of G0d we heard
his bleats for help over the radio and
Gerald Westenra eventually found him
from his glider. He radi.(Jed back to

camp and an aeroplane with tent and
food was sent out and reached him
before dark. The terrain was not safe
for landing an aircraft, so these things
had to be dropped. A party of us left
at 4 o'clock the next morning and, after
a drive of about six miles, abandoned
the Land Rover and started on a 12-mile
walk over a 4,OOO-ft. range to find him.
He and his aircraft were safe, but we
might have had to abandon it if it had
not been for a helicopter which made
itself available and flew him out for £87.
We estimated that it would take three
days of good weather for a bulldozer to
reach him, build a strip and get out
again, by which time wind, deer or
cattle could have ruined the machine;
so we were most fortunate . . .
"A gigantic standing wave formed
over this valley and we nearly had a
practical demonstration of how an aeroplane can be lost in these conditions.

Lenticular cloud OIler the inaccessible valley in which the sai/plane landed.
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An Auster came in to see how the landing party was getting on and inadvertently flew into the down of the wave.
The pilot, having little experience of
this .type of thing, had no idea what
was producing his loss of height. Luckily,
however, in desperation he flew out over
the valley, and by so doing struck the
rising air which promptly carried him
out over the summit of the mountains
down wind."
S. H. GEORGESON
(From a letter to Phi/ip Wills.)

NORWAY
:ALDRES Flying Club is holding a
V
wave-flying camp at Fagemes, Valdres, between 10th March and 10th
April. Visitors can bring their own aircraft or use Norwegian ones. Skiing is
also laid on.
Flyv

POLAND
WORLD two-seater record of 109
A
.
km./h. round a lOO-km. triangle, set
up in a Bocian on 2nd September last
Th.
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by two Stalowa Wola pilots, Stanislaw
Kluk and Antonin Wyrzanowski, is described by the former in Aerosport.
Launched from Turbia airfield at 12.09
hrs" they crossed the start line three
times, at lZ.27, 13.15 and 13.30, before
finding conditions satisfactory, though
cumulus had been abundant at 10 a.m.
The final crossing was made at 13.54.
and they then flew a( 250 km./b. to a
promising collection of dark: cumulus.
There they found lift up to 5 m./sec,
reached cloud base in 2 minutes, and tben
rounded the first turning-point at Janow
at 14.11, making 17 minutes for the first
kg. On the way to the second turningpoint at Krzeszow was a big, dark cloud
bank; they found lift on the sunny side of
it and flew along at speeds varying from
100 to 120 km./h. according to the
strength of the lift, and completed the
second leg in 21 minutes without circl:ng,
reaching Krzeszow at 1,200 m. (4,000 ft.).
Along the third leg were only dispersing cumu.lus clouds, so they returned to
the big one they had used on the second
leg, and found it still working on the
sunny side. Another good cloud was
gtowing inside the triangle, but they
could not wait for it to build up strong
lift. So they set out hopefully for the goal
at lookm./h. from 1,200 m. and were
lucky to find two more thermals. The
final glide of 4t km. from a height of
350 m. passed through a bit of weak lift
and they crossed the finishing line a few
metres above ground at 150 km./h. The
time was 14.50, making 18 minutes for
the last leg and 56 minutes for the whole
flight.

RHODESIA (Bulawayo)
RIENDS throughout the world will
F
be pleased to learn that, despite a
dearth of reports from Rhodesia, the
Gliding movement is still going on from
strength to strength.
Salisbury is the hub of gliding activity
aDd quarters the Central African Soaring Association, to which Rhodesian
clubs are affiliated. Radiating f~om
Salisbury, clubs are located at Umtali,
Bindura, Marandellas, Gwelo and Bulawayo.
This report is concerned, in the main,
with news of the Bulawavo and Gwelo
clubs, and although they are situated

100 miles apart, a high degree of cooperation exists.
In this regard, a cross-country flight
from Gwelo to Bulawayo by Harvey
Qual in a recently acquired 5-18 was
reciprocated when Joe Birtle flew the
Bulawayo Grunau to Gwelo. The
Grunau was flown back a fortnight later
but landed on the outskirts of Bulawayo
due to :a "c1amp down" in the weather.
The "milk run" has been established
and it is expected that a number of
pilots will obtain their Silver C qualification along the 100 mile route.
Apart from the S-18, Gwelo club has
acquired Ted Pearson's record-breaking
Skylark 3 and Gold C Bights are being
planned by Tony Churcher and other
pilots.
These developments, together with a
new hangar and winch at Gwelo, a new
hangar roof at Bulawayo and a galaxy
of exotic machines acquired at Salisbury
over the I?ast year, are indicative that
the sport IS still being actively pursued
by enthusiasts in Rhodesia. Every club
has a training programme and the pupils
being passed out for solo flight augur
J. K. B.
well for the future.

SOUTH AFRICA
ECAUSE of the World Champs there
B
_ were no South African Nationals as
such, merely a rally of those interested,
at the Goldfields Gliding Club site Odendaarlsrus. about 160 miles to the S.W. of
Johannesburg. The camp started shortly
after Christmas, but I did not go out
until the 8th January. Present were Boet
Dommisse, Bomber Jackson, Brian
Stevens, all on the warpath for records
(particularly the world O. and R., which
had just been taken from South Africa by
the" New Zealanders). Chris Linton flew
in a Swallow, lan Leitch with partners
in a Swiss Moswey and a German team
from West Berlin in a Ka-6. Most of
these folk were after Gold and Diamond
legs, consequently no competition tasks
as such took place.
In Hoet's words the weather was
u crazy";
it had been a wet November,
December and thr.ough into January, consequently the real gliding conditions
never materialjsed as temperatures did
not climb high enough. On my first trip
round the lOO-km. triangle my speed was
5\ m.p.h., then we had three days with

lots of rain which settled the dust once
more. During the twelve days at Odendaarlsrus I got in 22 hours' gliding in the
BJ-2, plus a fair amount of power flying
and tugging.
On the day I arrived Boct Dommisse
tried for the O. and R. but returned from
BlOemfontein because of heavy overcast
skies and thunderstorms. The next day
Bomber ,tried the same task but came
down on the return leg at Jagersfontein
after covering 320 miles. Herr Steiner of
the W. Berlin Syndicate did his 300-km.
O. and R. later in the week; on that day
too Chris Linton tried the same task in
his Swallow, but had to return 20 miles
short of his turning-point because of
slow progress.
A. H. WARMlNGER

SWITZERLAND
HE National Championships will be
T
held at Grenchen from 1st to 9th
May. A British pilot has been invited
and Humphry Dimock has accepted.

UNITED STATES
HE Soaring Society of America is coT
operating with the U.S. Air Force
and the F.A.A. in a high-altitude indoctrination programme. Trainees, if glider
pilots. should have a private glider rating
or Silver C or their combined equivalents. Training will be available at many
Air Force bases and will last a day and
a half. Trainees will be taken te a simulated 29,000 it. and, if physically fit, to
a simulated 40,000 ft.
Soaring
WOLFGANG

KLEMPERER

HONOURED.-

The Warren Eaton Memorial Trophy has.
been awarded to Dr. W. B. Klemperer
"for his outstanding contributions to the
art, sport and science of soaring flight",
2.nd was due to be presented to him at the
Southern California Association's "Gold
C Banquet" at Disneyland on 12th
February. Wolfgang Klemperer took
a leading part in the development of
soaring in Germany and in 1921 set up
a world's gliding record of I3 minutes.
In 1924 he emigrated to the D.S.A.,
"'here he has had a successful career as
an aeronautical engineer, always retaining his interest in soaring.
GROUND SCHOOL.-Vk Saudek holds
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regular informal meetings at his home in
Los Angeles, to which all soaring pilots
with:n reach are invited, there to absorb
soaring lore and advice of "'the kind not
found in books but found in real life",
from experts such as Ray Parker, Bill
Hoverman, etc.
The Thermal
S.S.A. CALENDAR.-The 1965 calendar
is in colour, twice as large as previously,
with 12 photos of sailplanes in flight,
-7 x 10 ms. Tbe pnce is I dollar, from
50aring Society of America, Box 66071
Los Angeles 66, Calif.-LLoYD LICHER.'

U.S.S.R.
We are indebted to Christopher Wills
for the following translations and
abridgements from "Krilya Rodiny"
(Wings of the Homeland), organ of
D.O.S.A.A.F., the national physical cul~ure organization, which includes glidII1g.

HE sportsmen of the DosAAF orgat)iT
zation have just concluded the first.
year of a Spartakiad (a two-year
national sporting drive). Among - those
who have done well is Miss Eina Salov·
y~i (Nightingale), a well-known glider
pilot aild master of sport from Kiev.
Previously, her name had been con·
nected with national records. This year
she set up two world records.
Another was Victor Goncharenko, also
~rQm Kiev (he represented Russia durmg the World Championships in Poland,
1958). He has often been Champion of
the Ukraine and the Soviet Union.
During 1964, he became "'Absolute
Champion of the country", Their
a~hievements, among many others, carned the banner of aviation sport to still
greater heights.
GLIDERS OF TOMoRRow.-At the
second National Gathering of Gliding
Technology, many delegates representing
!?OSMF. the state committee for aviatIOn technology, the Ministry of Physical
Culture, the head of the Geophysical
Observatory and the Aviation Institutes
of Moscow, Kazan, Karkov and Kuibish.e,,: met to discuss in what directions
gh~mg should develop in the Soviet
Umon, a':'ld. 20 papers were submittecl
Charactenshcally, almost all of those
wh~ submitted
reports were young
engmeers, many of whom were glider
pilots. Of special interest was the paper
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of the Novosibersk engineer Y. Temlyakov: "A means of longitudinal stabilization for a tailless glider". He first
explained his idea of "traDscompensating the wings with the angle of attack".
It seemed that his system was of practical interest not only to gliding but t.o
flying in general.
General approval greeted the papers
of the Designers' Bureau, especially that
of O. K. Antonov and the report of V.
the most
OrexQv: "'Motor gliders economic means of training glider
pilots". In a second report A. Kovalskov,
in "A glider with boundary-layer control", put forward sc'hemes and calculations which gave special hope that in the
near future our glider pilots will receive
a sailplane with a calculated LID of
better than I in 50. The head of the Geophysical Laboratory, P. VoronzQv,
showed in his report how gliding could
help research into the lower airstreams
and how it could help science., aviation
and the national economy. Ever-yone
said that during the last years, excellent
gliders of metal construction had been
produced - the A·IS bis, the KAH4,
tbe KAI-19, the KAJ-.l9·2 and the
Vega. These high-performance sailplanes
are among the very best of contemporary
designs. However, few of them are in
the Aero Clubs. Why? Unfortunately,
their serial production was held up. How
strange! Their cost has gone up, quality
has deteriorated and their production
tiUle has lengthened. Long ago, it was
time to think about founding a ~ound
production line of good, quick-to-produce gliders.
The Council recommended the constructors to work on improved, standard
single-seater record-breaking types, and
also to df,:sign the following new types:
a two-seat school training glider, cheap
to produce; a two-seat aerobatic glider;
a single-seat light high-performance
machine; a two-seat training motor
glider to bring down the cost of training
elementary glider pilots.
Already at this stage there were some
at the' meeting who doubted whether
motor gliders should take the leading
role in the elementary training of glider
pilots. However, we are still unable to
begin their constructi,on and mass production as, so far, the question of
power for them has not yet been decided.

The Committee suggested that work
should be started on low-powered piston
arid turbo-jet engines for motor gliders.
Up till now, glider pilots have only been
interested in the pure sport of gliding.
However, it begins to be evigent that
gliding can be of great ·service to science.
Therefore the Committee wished to
organize, in a few Aero Clubs, special
flying groups, to investigate the air in
the lower air streams, who would work
under the scientific direction of the
Central Aeronautical and chief Geophysical Observatory. Almost a third of
lhe papers read at the meeting will be
sent to the next OsTIV Congress, in
England.

YUGOSLAVIA
IRRUS HS-62 and HS-64 are two
C
similar landem two-seaters whose
main obvious difference is in the shape of
the canopy. The wings, qf 17 ID. span
(55 ft. 9 in.) and 15.73 aspect ratio, are
swept forward and have small "shapes"
on the tips. Weight empty, 350 kg.
(772 I,b.); maximum all-up, 592 kg. 0,305
lb.); wing loading 28.8 kg./sqm. (5.90
Ib./sq. ft.). Gliding ratio 30.7 at 90 km./h.
(49 Kt.); minimum sink 0.76 m.jsec. at 76
km./h. (2 ft. 6 m./sec. at 41 kt.); min.
speed 66 km./h. (36 kt.). (Th:s is evi·
dently the machine referred to here last
August. p. 339.)
Another new single-seater is the Libis18. designed by Mladen Berkovic and
Valter Kucera and built at Ljubljana.
Span is 15 metres, min. sink 0.63 m.js. at
64 km./h.; best gliding ratio, 32 at 78
km./h. The ruddeT and fin are swept
back.
Skrzydlata Polska
WEST WALES

Whilhybush Airfield. Haverfordwllsl,
Pembrokeshire

The Club la c.,,'r.Uy sif".tod for o-ver 70 mU., of
National Park Coastline offering ,,"spoilt beaches and
excel.nt facilities
ope. ail holidays.
The Gliding Club is offering fixed price Gliding
Holidays from April 10 $eplember. L..unching from Iht.ee
runw.ys by .ulo·low~ winch ."d ••10·10.....
For rIM beginner, instlwdion on side-by*side Slingsby

'01

Y·2land Swallow.
For 'he ad... anced. high performence training on
CaPlllln. Sly or Skylllrk 3F. A.ro-tows by TlIgmllsl.r
SoiI,ing on 1'4, E, Wend S facing cliffs. Accommodation
in fuUy lic.nsed resid.nJiI!l clubhous., with lIiaI. end
female dormitories with new interior sprung single beds.
lIIushaled brochuut and derails hom Clarenc. esplanade,

Tonby 2705.
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Bristol Gliding Club
NYMPSFlELD, GLOUCESTER
We offer excellent Iherm.l~ hill and wave soaring at I
sire on Ih. w.stern .dge of rh. Cotswolds, No, Stroud
Fleet includ.es Skylark 11, Oh'mpie, sw.now, Pr.t'ed ,nd
DUll T,lIin;ng Mec.hines. Aerotowing availabl•.
Comfortable Clubhouse. first-class Canleen, 8unkhous.

and Bar.
Summ., Ctiding Holideys fer ab-Initio Non·Mtellft.ben.

Write to: BRISTOL GUDING a.UB
NYMPSFlEtO,

1'01,.

STONEHOUSE, G~os.

ToI.pho•• UUY 342
18~

1965 COURSES
CAMBRIDGE UNiVERSITY
GUDING CWB
M."hal1·, M.odro.....

~ •.

Tr.ining in K7 or othfi high performa"ce iwo-...·...
Solo flyin, .. S_Uow. oty,ollia 2l> ud Skyl..k 2.

ALL lAUNCHES aY AfIlO-TOW
13 gns. per . . .It, not including Icc:ol!''IInodlltiM.

D••"'I•. Ceun. S.c..flllY, 30 CadenD
Sit., T.Yersham~ Cambridge.

00 YOUR

CillDIN~

ear.w..

ON THt CORNISH RMUA

THE CORNISH GLIDING CLUB
on... cou

3rd MAT.nd 13th SErUM.El
tnj'jc.". c-OIIual Cliff SOIIrint Sit.
in th. hMr' of this f.1n8d hoGdey .,..
I.G.A. "'leg.,.;.... I.I/.Udor,
21 miles of gorden sands, I'" bes, ,sur' billhing b.che.
i. ,h. country - .''lC1 an the usu.1 holid.y ...... itie••
Vjsil~s ,1.aYI very welco..,.
Id.J 'pr
and ',i..,d,
.,._

ort if

'.",iI'"

Apply: D. BOLTON.

O.faiLs Iram:

A. L Cosens,
Prebbles HiD Cottage, Pluckley,
Aahforcl, Kent

MIDLAND GUDING CWB
The Long Mynd, Shropshire
Ab initio training
Advanced instruction
Ridge soaring thermals, wave flying
Excellent residential clubhouse
Good food
Bar
RESIDENTIAL SUMMER COURSES
Write to: "ENQUIRIES",
1 HlDcroft, Cunnery Road,

CHURCH Si'RETTON, Shropshire
Tel. Lin!e.,. 206

SPiNDlE COTTAGE, TRlmN.
NR. TRURO. CORNWAll

The Derbyshire and Lancashire
GUDING, (LUll
Camphill, Great Hucklow. Nf'. Tideswell.
Derbyshire
Th. Club MS ,h,_ dual control glid.,s and oliefS elemen'
tary, int«ntdill,. ud high pedOf'1ftlllce 'lCilit......d
trainifllg.PriyeleOw,." cat...d for. Tnecotnfort.bl. Club
HOUM, Dormitoriel
C.Ar.." are under lhe c.... of •
Resident Ste.-.rd aetd S'. .a-rdes,. At C.rnphill
r•
• 11 rho.. "'.. g. which ...k. Ih. c"",Plo,. G~d;ng Club.
Writ. to Ih. Secr"a,.., for defeils o' MettttMrship ."d

."d

A Gliding Holiday in Kent
with the Kent Gliding Club on their new site
at Charing on the North Downs overlooking
the be.autiful Kentish Weald.
Come and learn to Fly on a weeks course
for only 18 $Ins.
Qualified Instructors. dual conrrol Gliders.

TAKE A COURSE AT
LONDON GLIDING CLUB

,h.,••

Sill...... Coutses.
T.Iopho.. Tidoswoll 207

1965 Season
DEVON AND SOMERSET
GLlDJNG CLUB LTD.

u n

JUl'lior ~.gu
s). ConpMition
.Xpet'tenc. und.. the guidance of the 1964
Notional C_pion. Mt. J. Field•••

'Of

From April to October, intensive two·
week training courses will be run a~
Dunstable. As the course fee includes
full Club Membership until February,
1966 this is an ideal start for those
taking up gliding seriously.
~XCEllDlT

Two week courses
cerls. A. and 11.
Holiday course, for ell.
Send S.A.E. fo, derails to I

Hon. C""... Sec.• Poncrou H.myack.
euUo..pton, Devon.

184

CUll HOUSE. RESTAURANT. DORMI!S
AND FULLT lICENUD IAR.

W,iJe for cours. brochur. fo Cour,e Office.

LONDON

GLlDINCi CLUB, DUNSTAIU.
Ter: Dun,tobl. 63419

BEDS.

Scottish Gliding Union
PORTMOAK, SCOTLANDWELL,
BY KINROSS

THE WAVE SITE
Excellent Hill, Thermal and Wave
Soaring in beautiful surroundings
Comfortable dubrooms, excellent
bedroom accommodation, futl catering
and bar
Seven days per week
Balanced dub Fleet Resident Instructor
Aero Tow Facilities
COURSES FOR BEGINNERS
AND OTHERS
EASTER AND JUNE TO SEPTEMBER

Visitors and visiting, aircraft welcome
Write to the Secretary for further
details

GUDING-SAlUNG
WATER SKI-ING

Q

~I~

~~
~

COIRbine J ."citing sports in I
m."gDiiicent holiday in rh. ~
glorious surroundings of

Devon', TORBAY. u.1.,1 equip'

ment all provided includes 'wo SEaI6' gliders, Sailing din. ghies."
Sp •• db... " & Ski> and
Bermudan Sloop etc., Qualified
free inshucHon, Cllft"l'::ting, Gue~

Houso

Cclouf

Of

--_
_-:::=:-=
:%::<

-

-~--:::::

-

Hotel. Minicoach Irilnsporl. Bc.!)innus yltlcomo.
rr~m 9 Gns.

8rochu~e

hom:

AIR WESTWARD
17, Yidorill Str••t, '.:;nton.. Dllvo"

YORKSHIRE GLIDING CLUB
SUnO" aank, Thirsk. North Yorkshire
Filles, W• ..,•• Thef....1 and Hill Soering .bo".
rhe H.",b'aJon Hillt; Sk>pes bel•••n South
..d r-lorth W.It. Fully R..id •• tiaJ. Controll,
heel.d, fnOde,n ~lubhoUM; off...in9 con§jeni.1
.'",osp""•. Mod.. " fleet of Sailpl.nes IPld
dual·conlfol T,ainers. Vi.ilotS ........y.
W.ka..... M.",lMnhip d...U. fro .. 11'1.
G•
S.Cf.t.,,.. Summ.r Holid.y (OUlSes
.....i1ebl. for Novices and Solo pilols~

...,.J

D.t.i1. from 'he CQu,,, Secr.'."

--

T.lephon ••

sun""

(ThirHJ 237

C.cI.r. us your goal this y••r

SURREY GLIDING CLUB
Fleet for 1965 :
TWO SKYLARK 4'$
TWO SKYLARK 3F's

FOUR SKYLARK 2,'s
The Surrey Club welcomes new members who are already solo pilots of
Sky/ark standard. TrairHo this standard in the Lasham Gliding Society's School.
Write to the Secretary for membership details of the Club or the Scx:iety,. or
better still pay a visit to Lasham and see for yourself the unrivalled facilities
we offer.

The Secretary, Lasham Gliding Centre, Nr. Alton, Hants.
Phone: H."iofCI 270

LASHAM GLIDING CENTRE
PLEASE MENTION "SAILPLANE & GUDING" WHEN REI'LYING TO· ADVERTISEMENfoS

C I B A

glues for gliders,
used exclusively by Britain's' leading
glider ;manufacturers
AEROllTE" the only glue used by the RAF for wooden airframes
AERODUX "'r,esorcinol glues to withstand conditions of extreme exposure
ARALDITE'" epoxy resins and adhesives for bonding metals, providing protective
coatings and for the production of glass cloth, laminates

REDUX @ metal-ta-metal bonding for aircraft structures
AEROWEB;lJ metal honeycomb for ultra·lightweif.ht strw::tures
~

R~'st~red

trader.Jiub

CIBA (A.R.l.) liMITED DUXFORO CAMBRIDGE TELEPHONE: SAWSTON 2121
AP745

